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1. Introduction
1.1 Context
Today, people are subject to a major crisis: the global biodiversity crisis. This crisis concerns a severe
decrease in biodiversity levels all over the world. Approximately one million species are threatened by
extinction. Additionally, many ecosystems are in serious risk of collapse, resulting in the point that there
is now a serious threat of a sixth mass extinction event. An event destructive for all economies and
communities on earth (UNEP, 2021b). The rise to movements such as ‘’#GenerationRestoration’’ and
the launch of the UN decade (2020-2030) on ecosystem restoration at the beginning of this decade
stresses the contemporary urge when it comes to the need of biodiversity conservation (UNEP,
2021a). It is already known that the worldwide threat of biodiversity loss is very much stimulated by
global trends of urbanisation (UN, 2018). A projected 68% of world population is estimated to live in
urban environments by 2050 (UN, 2018). Furthermore - amongst others - the IPCC (2018) claims that
cities are of enormous influence on biodiversity. It is even considered that land use change in the
direction of urban areas with inherent change in human values and behaviours is one of the key drivers
behind biodiversity loss (UNEP, 2021b).
For the Netherlands, the phenomenon of ongoing urbanisation - with already 90% of the
population currently living in dense urban areas (UN, 2018) - is particularly relevant as it has some
severe implications for land scarcity in urban environments due to the strong and prevalent compact city
policy that has been in force since the mid-eighties (De Roo, 1998). The Dutch compact city policy
contributes to the phenomenon of land scarcity as only limited space is allowed to be zoned for specific
land uses such as urban housing in order to contribute to the goal of urban containment and urban
consolidation (Gerber et al., 2018; Haaland & Van den Bosch, 2015; Ostrom, 1994).
To allow building of new houses in existing and limited Dutch compact urban environments,
the phenomenon of infill development is often unavoidable. Infill development - from a certain point of
view - could be considered as a particular negative by-product of stimulation of urban densification on
existing urban green infrastructure (UGI) (Balikçi et al., 2021). Particularly in the urban core of
Amsterdam - the urban area between the A10 highway ring zone - existing UGI is subject to impacts of
severe infill development resulting from a rising housing demand. Due to infill development: ‘’it is
frequently chosen to sacrifice greenspace for the development of apartment complexes and offices
because of their profitability.’’ (Balikçi et al., 2021). Infill development is even considered to be the
primal cause of the removal of urban green space within UGI (Colsaet et al., 2018).
Given the COVID-19 pandemic and the related re-appreciation of nature outside, there is an
ultimate ‘’window of urban opportunity’’ for urban environments to take action for restoring urban
biodiversity at the very moment. Potentials in restoration strategies will be likely to be sooner or later
locked-in unsustainably again (Acuto et al., 2020). Therefore, in the light of the pressing need of
biodiversity conservation, there is a so to speak ‘’now or never’’ moment in time. A notable urban
restoration strategy that could be considered here, is the strategy or approach of urban rewilding as it is
ultimately aimed at enhancing floristic biodiversity, especially in view of the compact city (Hwang,
2020). Moreover, urban rewilding can play a significant role in providing a needed multitude in
ecosystem services (ES). Multi-functionality in ES is increasingly recognised to be an important tool
for coping with both increasing urban land use demands – and thus increasing urban green space scarcity
- and subsequently decreasing urban biodiversity levels (Belmeziti et al., 2018). Given the context
described, the strategy of "urban rewilding" in compact urban space is a topic that merits further
investigation in this study.
1.2 Research Problem
1.2.1 Impacts of Infill Development
The impact of urban densification by infill development on UGI is reflected in the risk of lacking in
urban green space development because of land use exploitation as high construction costs and therefore
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high and attractive housing prices for developers are a characteristic economic aspect within compacted
cities (Haaland & Van den Bosch, 2015; Howley, 2009; Westerink et al., 2013). The lack of urban green
space sets in motion increasing fragmentation and decreasing connectivity, size and availability of urban
green spaces within UGI. This eventually negatively impacts urban biodiversity on the city-scale
(Haaland & Van den Bosch, 2015; Mohajeri et al., 2015). Haaland & Van den Bosch (2015) argue that
infill development can cause similar harm to UGI as urban sprawl can do for countryside areas.
Paradoxically, the prevention of the latter being one of the principle aims within the general compact
city policy (Pauleit et al., 2005). Concerning impacts of infill development on UGI, Amsterdam is
considered a representative Dutch compact city. In its urban core, infill development led to degradation
regarding all of the aspects above, while building density and population density kept increasing
significantly (Balikçi et al., 2021).
1.2.2 Urban Biodiversity, Plant Diversity and Multi-functionality in ES
Besides negative impacts of infill development on urban biodiversity, there is worldwide prevalence in
homogenisation of urban landscapes with - as a result - severe regressions in urban biodiversity and ES
as well (Cardinale et al., 2012; Dronova, 2017; Groffman et al., 2014). More specifically, biotic
homogenisation as a result of e.g. invasions of alien plant species is a posed threat in the light of
increasing global urbanisation (Gong et al., 2013; McKinney, 2002, 2006). Enhancing spatial
heterogeneity in a sense of vegetation diversity through urban rewilding for supporting ES may be an
important strategy to handle this worldwide trend (Dronova, 2017). Vegetation diversity is beneficial to
urban biodiversity in the first place, but it is good for resilience to disease outbreaks and to cope with
effects of climate change as well (Easterling et al., 2000; Poland & McCullough, 2006). It can help in
supporting stabilising urban ecosystems and optimising multiplicity in ES (Zavaleta et al., 2010).
More generally, plant diversity is a key determinant for biodiversity and crucial ecosystem
functions that form the basis for all ES (Dronova, 2017; Oliver et al., 2015). The biological composition
of an urban ecosystem is often measured as urban biodiversity which has a crucial role in delivering a
multiplicity in ES. Urban biodiversity is considered a regulator for urban ecosystem processes. These
ecosystem processes – controlled by biodiversity - do underpin ES and are determined by certain
combinations and interactions between biotic (e.g. vegetation) and abiotic (e.g. the physical or urban
environment) components of ‘’novel’’ urban ecosystems (Kowarik, 2011; Mace et al., 2012).
1.2.3 Benefits from Multiple ES
Multiple ES - consisting of supporting, provisioning, regulating and cultural ES (Belmeziti et al., 2018;
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 2005) - are needed to guarantee and enhance urban quality of life
and to compensate for the lack of urban green space availability caused by infill development (Balikçi
et al., 2021; Ten Brink et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017). In compact cities, the capacity of these urban
green spaces to provide in ES for e.g. climate regulation purposes; such as mitigation of urban heat
island effect, provision in flood retention, disease regulation purposes and supporting services such as
enhancement of nutrient cycling (e.g. seed dispersal) often gets limited (Belmeziti et al., 2018; Hansen
& Pauleit, 2020). Furthermore, ES are also believed to be beneficial for human well-being regarding
physical and psychological health and for social cohesion. Moreover, multiple ES could provide
recreational and aesthetical opportunities and potentials in food provision for urban inhabitants. They
are even proven to be economically viable as e.g. a result of higher ‘’insurance value’’ due to the
potential of increase in climate resilience (Belmeziti et al., 2018; Elmqvist et al., 2015).
1.2.4 The Potential Role for Urban Rewilding
To both counteract negative impacts of infill development and stimulate urban biodiversity through plant
diversity, the approach of urban rewilding may have a significant potential in achieving this. By less
management intervention, through allowing spontaneous growth of on-site urban vegetation the desired
taxonomic diversity in plant species can be increased. On top of that, USV promotion is considered to
be able to set in motion the ecological processes that do underpin the multiple ES in novel urban
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ecosystems (Hwang, 2020). However, a proper balance between natural USV growth and the meeting
of human requirements of UGI is considered of paramount importance in order for urban rewilding to
be considered successful (Hwang & Yue, 2019).
1.2.5 People’s Perception on Urban Rewilding
It is known that people’s perception has a significant role on what is possible in terms of urban rewilding.
Numerous studies have shown that public acceptance and public support are key for the sustainable
success of land use planning projects/strategies and biodiversity conservation (Bohensky et al., 2013; Li
et al., 2019). Regarding urban rewilding, taking into account perceptions of locals is seen as crucial for
achieving bottom-up approaches that are furthermore more cost-effective than usual top-down strategies
as well (Berkes, 2004).
1.3 Knowledge Gap
It is within the context of this specific challenge that currently not much is known about how local
people physically and psychologically perceive the contradiction between the use of conventional
cultivated plant species and USV in e.g. urban green infrastructure (UGI) of their daily environment and
how their senses connect to urban design with urban spontaneous vegetation (USV) (Chen et al., 2021).
Likewise it could be considered that it remains unclear whether the promotion of USV throughout urban
landscapes would be just accepted by the public. This stresses the urge for further sociological
investigation on potential issues resulting from public perceptions of promotion of USV (Cervelli et al.,
2013; Li et al., 2019). In order to be able to make a concrete contribution to the knowledge gap in the
light of compact urban environments, this research narrows it down specifically to how residents would
physically and psychologically perceive the use of conventional tree-circles compared to tree-circles
containing USV in their daily living environments and how their senses connect to urban design with
USV. The choice for residents as local people of importance and tree-circles as a relevant aspect of UGI
will be further elaborated in the theoretical framework of this study.
1.4 Research Objectives
As little is known about how residents physically and psychologically would perceive conventional land
use of tree-circles compared to tree-circles containing USV, the internal objective of this study is to
explore residents’ perceptions of USV promotion in tree-circles against a background of conventional
land use of tree-circles in their daily living environment. This objective may allow for new insights in
how their senses connect to UGI design with USV as well. Ultimately, the eventual research findings
may contribute to ways of future implementation of urban rewilding as a planning approach in compact
urban environments. This being the external objective of this research.
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2. Theoretical Framework
In the theoretical framework of this research the relevant theories are discussed. Relevant definitions
and a relevant scientific framework for the research will be given. The chapter will conclude with the
presentation of conceptual theory into a conceptual model (CM) as input for addressing and explaining
the chosen main research question along with its sub-research questions (SRQs).
2.1 Urban Rewilding
2.1.1 Key Attributes of Urban Rewilding
Hwang (2020) describes five key attributes for rewilding urban landscapes, being: multi-functionality,
nuisance, heterogeneity, less intervention and spatial & temporal dynamics. Here, multi-functionality
regards greenspaces supporting a multitude of ES. Nuisance regards the potential of so-called
‘’ecosystem or taxa specific disservices’’ (later elaborated on). Heterogeneity has to do with housing
high levels of taxonomic diversity and increasing resilience of urban ecosystems through high structural
complexity and species richness. Less intervention concerns a fundamental shift in the concept of green
space management in terms of less intensive efforts in maintenance and management cost-savings of
rewilding urban green spaces. Lastly, spatial & temporal dynamics relate to interaction of rewilded urban
landscapes with wider ecological networks over time (Hwang, 2020). Due to its high-scale and temporal
component, the latter attribute is considered to be out of the scope of this study.
Of special importance in this research is the key attribute of heterogeneity as high heterogeneity
supports high vegetation diversity which positively affects the needed urban biodiversity and potentials
in UGI’s multi-functionality of ES (Hansen & Pauleit, 2020). Planning for urban rewilding can enforce
heterogeneity and consequently support urban biodiversity. Furthermore, rewilded urban green spaces
could have an important socio-ecological potential in especially compact cities (Hwang, 2020). For this
research, the focus within the attribute heterogeneity is on vegetation diversity (Dronova, 2017). This
implies some limitations regarding statements in relation with heterogeneity as the study does not
account for everything that includes heterogeneity. Heterogeneity is a broad concept that covers e.g.
spatial heterogeneity in terms of heterogeneity related to land cover, vertical complexity, topography
and soil, but also temporal heterogeneity in terms of temporal variation and phenology (Dronova,
2017). Despite the all-encompassing nature of the concept of heterogeneity, the focus of this research
on vegetation diversity does make it possible to make specific statements about vegetation diversity in
connection with urban rewilding.
2.2 Urban Rewilding and Urban Spontaneous Vegetation (USV)
2.2.1 The Link between Urban Rewilding and USV Promotion
Urban rewilding is defined as: ‘’a bottom-up approach that starts with the passive act of allowing the
spontaneous growth of plants in cities. It is geared towards enhancing floristic biodiversity and
increasing the structural complexity of urban landscapes, which, in turn, support various faunal habitats
in the local ecosystem, as well as bringing nature closer to urban dwellers.’’ (Hwang, 2020). This
definition clearly puts emphasis on rewilding being a bottom-up approach - taking public and local
perceptions into account - and on rewilding as pursuing less intervention in management activities by
USV promotion in order to enhance heterogeneity and biodiversity, eventually also in terms of local
fauna. The very latter part of the definition is concerned with the connection between people and nature.
USV could be considered beneficial in bringing back this connection - more than e.g. other vegetation
such as ornamental or horticultural species - as it is part of nature itself and its ecological dynamics
(Kühn, 2006).
2.2.3 USV: Ecosystem Services (ES) and Biodiversity within Novel Urban Ecosystems
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Furthermore, USV described as: ‘’all plants that develop without intentional horticultural input.’’
(Kühn, 2006), or “colonize naturally without cultivation.” (Robinson & Lundholm, 2012) indeed
improves floristic biodiversity as it may have a key role in supporting species to adapt to human-caused
disturbances in ‘’novel urban ecosystems’’ worldwide. Novel urban ecosystems are urban areas where
the abiotic environment is majorly shaped by humans and where the local species pool is influenced due
to extinction and/or introduction of novel biotic elements - linking to intended wilderness, which will
be elaborated on later. Characteristic here is the potential for change in ecosystem functioning (Kowarik,
2011). As terms such as USV and wild vegetation in literature are often used interchangeably, this study
will combine the above definitions of USV with the definition of wild vegetation as plants that: ‘’grow
spontaneously in self-maintaining populations in natural or semi-natural ecosystems and can exist
independently of direct human action.’’ (De Pascale & Romano, 2019). As these definitions majorly
overlap, this research uses the terms USV and wild vegetation interchangeably as well.
USV could have a key influence in novel urban ecosystems, firstly, because of its wide spread
of appearance in urban environments. Secondly, because of its diverse adaptation strategies to urban
disturbances and thirdly, because of its strong self-organising capacity (Chen et al., 2021; Kremer et al.,
2016; Tredici, 2010; Wen et al., 2020). Furthermore, as USV spontaneously grows from itself under
specific conditions, it is considered to be always fit to its urban site conditions (Kühn, 2006). These
features of USV provide opportunities in low-intensive and cost-effective - hence sustainable - UGI
management strategies for the future (Ignatieva & Hedblom, 2018).
Moreover, USV has potential in supporting, preserving and improving multiple ES and
biodiversity as well (Li et al., 2019; Sikorska et al., 2021). In more specific sense it supports e.g.
regulating ES in urban air filtering, in carbon capture, in reducing urban heat island effect, in
decontamination of soils and it helps in retention of urban run-off/stormwater (Boechat et al., 2016;
Deng & Jim, 2017; Säumel et al., 2016; Weber et al., 2014). Regarding species richness, USV habitat is
proved to have higher taxonomic diversity than cultivated habitat: both in terms of floral and faunal
species (Robinson & Lundholm, 2012).
2.2.4 USV Promotion against Biotic Homogenisation
It is important to keep in mind that with USV promotion in this research not the promotion of harmful
non-native spontaneous vegetation is meant. This is important because with increasing urbanisation and consequent increasing introduction of alien vegetation species - native biodiversity normally is
negatively affected as some native plant species may get extirpated by harmful non-native ones. As
some non-native species may not have natural enemies in their new environment (Duncan et al., 2011;
Gong et al., 2013; McKinney, 2002; Williamson, 1999). This effect on native plant species and the
environment within novel urban ecosystems is considered to may result in biotic homogenisation (Clavel
et al., 2010; Gong et al., 2013; Kowarik, 2011; Olden & Poff, 2003). Biotic homogenisation is defined
as: ‘’the increase of common (native and alien) species concurrent with the decrease of rare species in
abundance and extent, especially their translocation.’’ (Arevalo et al., 2010; McKinney, 2006). Hence,
biotic homogenisation is considered at odds with the urban rewilding approach to increase (native) urban
biodiversity.
2.3 Intended Wilderness
Generally, the public sees USV still mainly as destructive and undesired weeds. This is why removal of
USV is a common practice within green space maintenance activities (Chen et al., 2021). Despite USV
in a more specific sense is commonly perceived and stigmatised with feelings of dangerousness,
messiness and neglect it on the other hand also has potentials in aesthetic value - resulting from its wild
features (Bixler & Floyd, 1997; Li et al., 2019; Wittig, 2011). However, USV promotion - connected to
the rewilding attribute of less intervention - does not necessarily mean that it is beneficial to simply
cease all green space management activities and – hence - possibly allow for the mentioned perceived
undesirables. More than that, it is about reconciling USV growth with careful USV treatments that arise
from a strategy that is aimed at reducing human-caused disturbances throughout the urban environment
(Hwang, 2020; Sikorska et al., 2021).
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Contrary to the mentioned definitions of USV, careful treatment of USV implies that there is –
nonetheless - some level of intervention or assistance. This level of intervention might be needed to
safeguard a certain degree of desired aesthetic value to counteract the USV stigma of being perceived
as just weeds as a result of the mentioned negative kinds of public perceptions (Bixler & Floyd, 1997;
Hwang, 2020; Kühn, 2006; Lyytimäki et al., 2008). Kühn (2006) argues that to apply USV for aesthetic
purposes, some amelioration in terms of intended design practices would be needed. This line of
approach links with USV treatment in which the visual quality is enhanced by making adjustments in
the plant species composition according to specific desires at stake. As this approach contributes to
visual quality and therefore may help in conveying spatial decision-making regarding USV promotion
to the public, it is concerned as a relevant approach towards USV treatment in this research (Dronova,
2017; Frank et al., 2013; Gobster et al., 2007).
Along with the approach above, natural USV succession by creating intended wilderness by
only intervening in some elements of novel urban ecosystems to desirably stimulate natural USV
succession is regarded the main line of approach with respect to USV treatment in this study. This kind
of treatment could result in aesthetic value as well - e.g. by means of spontaneous wildflowers (Jiang &
Yuan, 2017). However, due to its wild features it is different from the aesthetic value that is expected
by the public for conventional ornamental vegetation (Kühn, 2006; Li et al., 2019; Sikorska et al., 2021).
This expectation of the public also results to the conventional approach of halting USV by maintaining
the situation as it is through conventional management activities such as mowing, pruning and weeding
(Aronson et al., 2017; Kühn, 2006).
2.4 Tree-circles as Urban Green Infrastructure (UGI) of Importance
In the light of land scarcity and infill development street verges in the form of tree-circles - globally
present in urban environments - are considered to be of appropriate focus for the research context. They
are normally found in the most sealed areas of the city - containing sealed, unsealed (permeable) ground,
planted grounds or grids around street trees - but often containing no or few vegetation. Often they are
the last remaining empty spaces that can be filled with green. Highly paved and sealed areas are
considered to be related to high building density and immolation of green space resulting from infill
development (Balikçi et al., 2021; Šilc et al., 2020). Therefore, tree-circles could be considered as the
street verges of highly compacted city environments. Furthermore, tree-circles are found around street
trees and they can contribute to be bad or good ecological corridors in terms of e.g. seed dispersal
(Hwang, 2020).
Tree-circles have a high potential for USV development as for the unsealed tree-circles precipitation
directly reaches the roots of potential USV in contrast to other paved surfaces. In potential, tree-circles
could contribute as ecological corridors for species dispersal to enhance urban biodiversity. In this sense,
they could function as stepping stones between other larger UGI, such as urban parks and green private
gardens. However, tree-circles are normally highly anthropogenically influenced by e.g. passengers
trampling and dog-owners allowing their dog to defecate in it as ecological disturbances. Moreover,
they are heavily affected by managerial activities such as weeding, mowing and sealing (Šilc et al.,
2020).
Street trees and their inherently belonging tree-circles are considered to be important as - in the
light of urban densification and infill development - particularly this type of urban green space is often
at odds with rising housing demands. An increase in housing demand may relate to higher parking
demands. As a result higher parking space consumption both aboveground and underground often lead
to e.g. street tree removal (Erlwein & Pauleit, 2021). Therefore, they could be considered as notably
vulnerable. Whilst, both street trees and tree-circles could provide multiple ES and help supporting
biodiversity. On the bigger scale of UGI, street trees and tree-circles could contribute to urban
biodiversity conservation and ES provision due to their linearity and continuity in UGI (Erlwein &
Pauleit, 2021; Hwang, 2020; Phillips et al., 2020). Based on the above, tree-circles are considered of
additional importance as well when it comes to potentials of urban rewilding through stimulation of
USV in this study.
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2.5 Residents as Local People of Importance
To be able to make a concrete contribution to the knowledge gap, the research focus will be on
residents and their daily living environments. Here, residents are considered local people that are
influenced on a daily basis regarding USV promotion in tree-circles as they live in the vicinity
of/alongside tree-circles and as they have a direct outlook on it on a daily basis. Therefore they are
chosen as local people of importance.
2.6 The Framework of Landsenses Ecology
To derive insights in how residents perceive conventional tree-circles compared to wild tree-circles in
their daily environment, the framework of landsenses ecology will be used. Landenses ecology is a
recently developed scientific framework that connects people’s sensorial experiences to spatial planning
activities in terms of land use composition, land use and space creation and sustainable land use
development (Shao & Wu, 2020; Zhao et al., 2020). It is considered a solution to problems - ignored by
conventional ecological theories - caused by the changing demands of people in modern society.
Landsenses ecology eventually helps scientific research with opportunities in modern technology and
new methods of data collection, processing and analysis. Ultimately, it helps with improvements in
ecological design as well (Yu et al., 2020).
As a scientific definition the framework could be explained as: ‘’a scientific discipline that
studies land use planning, construction, and management toward sustainable development, based on
ecological principles and the analysis framework of natural elements, physical senses, psychological
perceptions, socio-economic perspectives, process-risk, and associated aspects.’’ (Dong et al., 2016;
Zhao et al., 2016; Zheng et al., 2020). According to Kalfas et al. (2021) the term landsenses ecology
could also be interpreted as ‘’ecological empathy of land cover’’. Furthermore, the part ‘’ecology’’
within the term ‘’landsenses ecology’’ is referred to as land uses (Kalfas et al., 2021).
2.6.1 Land Senses Carried by ‘’Carriers’’
Normally, designers and planners of a land sense try to integrate one or multiple of their own visions
into a so-called ‘’carrier’’ - for landsenses ecology always being land - by using appropriate forms of
expression in design and/or land use planning (Kalfas et al., 2021). They do this so that people including themselves - can graft, understand and also resonate with the visions expressed through the
designed land senses in a way that it becomes their vision as well. The latter is also called the
‘’bidirectional principle of vision manifestation’’ of landsense creation. The visions expressed in land
senses can be used to guide people’s actions and foster sustainable development (Zhao et al., 2020). As
an illustration - and given the absence in literature of an existing example specifically with respect to
land - an existing carrier example from literature in relation to the ‘’bidirectional principle of vision
manifestation’’ relates to language. This example is about the slogan ‘’exploiting resources’’ as ‘’bigger
and better’’ as a language carrier that represents the vision of pursuing rapid economic growth.
Individuals who recognise themselves in the slogan and - thus - accept the reflected vision are believed
to act on it and to constitute a way of social development in striving for economic development in pursuit
of economic and material profits. Whereas the slogan ‘’rational use of resources’’ would - when
resonated with - initiate the same type of process, but then with a goal of rather sustained development
for both people and nature. When the example above would be specifically applied to land, then there
is the ‘’bidirectional principle of vision manifestation’’ of landsense creation (Zhang et al., 2021).
2.6.2 Definition of Landsense and Landsense Creation through USV Promotion
For USV promotion, this links with Kühn’s (2006) notion of - to some slight level - possibly intervening
in the aesthetical value characteristics of USV and the idea that these visual characteristics can here be
used as communicator for spatial decision-making to the public (Frank et al., 2013; Gobster et al., 2007).
It could be reasoned that, if integrated visions into a ‘’carrier’’ are not or poorly understood by the public
or do not resonate well with visions of the public, USV promotion would not be just accepted by the
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public (Li et al., 2019). A ''carrier'' expressed as land with a certain land use vision is considered a
landsense. The entire process of ‘’conception and construction’’ of the landsense is considered landsense
creation. In this research, urban rewilding through the promotion of USV in tree-circles is considered
landsense creation. Here, the approach of using existing ‘’carriers’’ - conventional tree-circles - for
integration of new visions - the vision of urban rewilding through USV promotion in these tree-circles
to stimulate urban biodiversity - may turn the existing ‘’carrier’’ into a new land sense (Zhao et al.,
2020). Hence, the eventual tree-circles containing USV could form the new land senses.
2.6.3 Division Landsenses Ecology in Physical and Psychological Perceptions
Landsenses ecology makes a clear distinction between both physical senses - hearing, smell, taste, touch
and sight - and psychological perceptions - e.g. particular negative or positive feelings of landsense
creation, determined by a broader background of cultural and societal factors (Chen et al., 2021; Zhao
et al., 2020). This study will particularly focus on both physical and psychological perceptions, which
in the end will put emphasis on - along with the ‘’bidirectional principle of vision manifestation’’ - three
additional principles belonging to landsense creation. These relevant principles will be discussed below.
In line with the use of terminology in literature, ''physical perceptions'' and ''physical senses'' will be
referred to interchangeably. Within the division there are some cultural differences in public demands
and traditions that vary over areas and spatial scale and are of influence on land sense creation. These
differences, influencing people’s preferences for land senses, will be given additional attention, as well
as cultural, socio-economic and knowledge-related factors that together with physical senses do underlie
people’s psychological perceptions. Additionally, the interactions between people’s physical senses and
psychological perceptions are considered important for optimal land sense creation (Zhao et al., 2020).
The physical aspect as well as the psychological aspect allow for considering the vegetated
urban environment in terms of sensory characteristics and for identifying possibilities in enhancing
attractiveness of urban green spaces (Chen et al., 2021). However - as discussed - landsenses ecology
comprises various aspects, more than this study can scope. Nonetheless, Chen et al. (2021) provide
several aspects belonging to senses of ‘’wild’’ vegetation. Both physical perceptions and psychological
perceptions are in this research investigated on the hand of sensory plant characteristics of USV.
2.6.4 Sensory Plant Characteristics
It is discussed that increased vegetation diversity through USV can contribute to the visual quality by
means of colour, forms, textures and scenic wildlife of a specific urban green space (Dronova, 2017;
Sikosrska et al., 2021). Therefore, an additional point of attention for visual senses will be regarding the
perceived importance of USV features such as planting proportion, wild vegetation having
fruits/colourful flowers and also vegetation height. From the other sense dimensions, sensory plant
characteristics such as thorns (touch), fruits (taste), flowers (smell) and e.g. high grasses (rustling
sounds) could be thought of (Chen et al., 2021).
2.6.5 Physical Senses
For physical sensing wild vegetation, the ‘’principle of systematicity of physical senses’’ is considered
important within landsense creation. It means that the five human senses should be considered as a
comprehensive system besides their separate role in how residents sense USV. This means that the study
will focus on how people perceive e.g. colourfulness and plainness of USV, but also on the other sense
dimensions of: hearing, smell, taste and touch. Examples of physical sensory perceptions of USV
belonging to those sense dimensions could be good/bad odour, prickly feeling, rustling sound and
good/bad taste (Chen et al., 2021).
2.6.6 Psychological Perceptions
Systematicity of physical senses, socio-economic factors, cultural factors and differing degrees in
people’s knowledge are systematically determining people’s psychological perceptions. Therefore,
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these factors should be considered when investigating psychological perceptions towards USV - being
the ‘’principle of integrity of psychological perceptions’’. From the multiple principles that are crucial
for land sense creation, people’s physical and psychological perceptions closely interact and together
they are of significant importance for land sense creation - concerning the ‘’principle of interactivity of
physical senses and psychological perceptions’’ (Zhao et al., 2020).
For psychological perceptions, a focus will be on feelings and experiences people have
regarding the presence of USV in tree-circles of their daily environment. Considered perceptions that
link with sensory characteristics of USV are potential feelings of messiness, wilderness, dangerousness,
attractiveness, naturalness and nostalgia - the latter influenced by e.g. memories of childhood
environment (Chen et al., 2021). Some of these more negative psychological aspects do hold a strong
link with so-called ‘’ecosystem disservices’’ (Hwang, 2020).
USV can sometimes lead to extreme positive (e.g nostalgia) or negative (e.g. unsafety)
emotions. The emotions perceived by the public are highly dependent on the design. In this design, plant
features are recognised to have an important role (Chen et al., 2021). Ecosystem disservices, or taxa
specific disservices, relate to such kinds of emotions and to the attribute of nuisance. These disservices
are socially constructed by varying expectations and demands the public has for urban green spaces.
More specifically they consist of feelings of danger, perception of rewilded urban landscapes as
neglected/poorly maintained spaces, encouragement of crime/undesired behaviour as a result of
experiencing rewilded urban spaces as visually unattractive and untidy places (Hwang, 2020; Lyytimäki
et al., 2008; Ostoić et al., 2017; Verlič et al., 2015). Taxa specific disservices concern foremost the
difference in perceiving certain plant species as desirable and certain plant species as not. Causes for
this can be the attraction of undesirable animal species by certain USV types (Hwang, 2020; Hwang &
Roscoe, 2015). Table 1 provides an overview of possible examples from literature of aspects that belong
to sensory plant characteristics, physical sensory perceptions and psychological perceptions as input for
the methodological operationalisation of this research.
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In table 1 each column forms a separate overview of either sensory plant characteristics for visual
interpretation, physical sensory perceptions or psychological perceptions derived from the literature
described in the theoretical framework. There is no horizontal relationship represented. Table 1 serves
as input for methodological operationalisation and through further investigation this research will try to
extend on it.
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2.7 Conceptual Theory
The framework of landsenses ecology in connection with theory about urban rewilding and USV
promotion are conceptualised in the conceptual model (CM) of figure 1. Given the present knowledge
gap, the CM is used as the initial theory of this research that will be further developed in the course of
the study.

Figure 1
Conceptualisation of theory for this research by means of a CM containing the available main theory
discussed in the theoretical framework. The research questions and objectives are incorporated as well

2.8 Research Questions
Based on the relevant theories out of the theoretical framework and the set research objectives, multiple
research questions are drawn up. Here, the framework of landsenses ecology will provide the basis for
the methodological operationalisation of the research questions. The research questions may contribute
in filling the knowledge gap regarding little being known about how residents would physically and
psychologically perceive the use of conventional tree-circles compared to wild tree-circles in their daily
living environments and how their senses connect to urban design with USV. This leads to the research
questions formulated below. They are concerned with investigating how the land sense of wild treecircles is physically and psychologically perceived and whether it resonates with the vision and
understanding of the residents of relevance. Moreover, the research will focus on the urban core of the
compact city of Amsterdam of which its UGI is significantly affected by infill development (Balikçi et
al., 2021). Further argumentation on the focus of the urban core of Amsterdam and on case selection
will be given in the methodology section. Ultimately, the following main research question is at stake:
‘’In what way do residents perceive USV in tree-circles in the compact neighbourhoods of Jordaan &
Grachtengordel-Zuid in contrast to conventional tree-circles?’’
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To answer the main research question, residents’ perception is broken down into physical sensory
perception based on plant sensory characteristics and psychological perceptions based on plant sensory
characteristics. This, following the clear division in physical and psychological perceptions within the
scientific framework of landsenses ecology. It led to the following specific research questions (SRQs):

●

SRQ1: In what way do residents physically perceive USV promotion in tree-circles in the
compact neighbourhoods of Jordaan & Grachtengordel-Zuid?

●

SRQ2: In what way do residents psychologically perceive USV promotion in tree-circles in the
compact neighbourhoods of Jordaan & Grachtengordel-Zuid??

●

SRQ3: In what way do residents’ physical perceptions and psychological perceptions of USV
promotion in tree-circles in the compact neighbourhoods of Jordaan & Grachtengordel-Zuid
interact?

SRQ1 deals with physical senses and SRQ2 deals with psychological perceptions towards USV.
Together they enable the researcher in answering SRQ3 which is concerned with the interaction between
physical and psychological perceptions of USV. The combination of these two kinds of perception
influences residents’ perception towards USV as a land sense. So, SRQ3 allows to come up with new
insights regarding residents’ perception construction of USV as a whole which will be needed to answer
the main research question.
➔ Contribution Research to the Topic of Urban Rewilding of USV Promotion
By answering the main research question, this study may create new insights from a viewpoint of
landsenses ecology regarding USV promotion. These insights may be particularly new as, as far as is
known, no other study ever investigated USV promotion possibilities from residents’ perception for
tree-circles in a compact city. From a compact city viewpoint, the promotion of USV for tree-circles
could be considered rather relevant as tree-circles are appearing in cities all over the world, especially
in the most sealed urban areas where high building densities may cause/have caused losses in availability
of urban green space (Balikçi et al., 2021; Šilc et al., 2020). Nonetheless, the study of Chen et al. (2021)
did investigate people’s perception on USV based on the framework of landsenses ecology. However,
this study solely focused on people’s perception regarding USV in urban parks. Hence, this study
extends on the research of Chen et al. (2021) as it builds on the framework of landsenses ecology by
shifting the focus towards tree-circles in compact city environments.
Tree-circles containing USV inevitably belong to urban street trees and may have a significant
role for biodiversity in UGI as both tree-circles and street trees are considered to be linked linear and
continuous spatial elements that stimulate species dispersal and construct UGI (Hwang, 2020; Šilc et
al., 2020). Stimulating USV in tree-circles may help to create spatial and biodiverse networks rather
than biodiverse places, such as urban parks. Consequently, this research may contribute to place
residents’ perception of USV in tree-circles as input to the approach of urban rewilding in UGI of
compact urban environments..
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3. Methodology
In this chapter the methodological choices of the research will be described and argued. The chapter will
elaborate on the general research approach, a choice for multiple case-study design, methodological
triangulation, data collection, methodological operationalisation, case selection, respondent recruitment,
data analysis, validation methods, and ethical code of conduct.
3.1 Research Approach
3.1.1. Exploratory (Qualitative) Research
This study has conducted exploratory research as currently little or nothing has been known about how
residents would perceive USV promotion in tree-circles in a compact city from a landsenses ecology
framework. Exploratory research is understood as: ‘’an attempt to discover something new and
interesting, by working your way through a research topic.’’ (Swedberg, 2020). The exploratory
approach has fitted well with the internal research objective to explore residents’ perceptions of USV
promotion in tree-circles of their daily living environment against a background of conventional (semi)sealed tree-circles and conventional cultivated vegetation. As exploratory results provide weaker
evidence that usually does not justify strong conclusions or statistical evidence (large sample sizes,
statistical generalisations and/or seeking for statistical trends), this study has not been aimed at deriving
such conclusions as there is no statistical power (Creswell & Clark, 2017; Jebb et al., 2017). Moreover,
for the exploration of perceptions it has been better to focus on the stories and meanings rather than the
statistical meaning, leading to a qualitative research focus.
3.1.2. Grounded Theory Approach & Deductive Thematic Analysis Method
The given meaning of exploratory research and the exploratory character of the internal objective did fit
well with the grounded theory approach, developed by Glaser and Strauss (1967). A grounded theory is
considered as inductively derived by means of systematic data collection and data analysis relating to a
research topic (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). However - given the constraints in means and time for this
study - this research is not about claiming that it has developed a completely new grounded theory in
the end. Its aim is rather to build upon already existing theory from the theoretical framework. Using
the approach of grounded theory, it has been able as well as possible to extend on the conceptual theory
from the theoretical framework by going through multiple phases of qualitative data collection
intertwined with qualitative data analysis. This interplay between the collection and analysis of data
belongs to the core idea of grounded theory development (Wagner et al., 2010). For integrating the
grounded theory approach as well as possible, the researcher has aimed for optimal theoretical sensitivity
by striving to be as much as possible able in discovering relationships in collected and analysed data
from interviews that would lead to development of appropriate and relevant research findings for the
topic under study (Glaser, 1978). A critical and continuous self-assessment throughout the research
process on this matter has kept the researcher striving for optimal research quality. Further elaboration
on the application of the grounded theory approach will be discussed in section 3.4.
As the research has not been fully inductive - but deductive as well - components of the
grounded theory approach have been combined with components from the deductive approach to the
method of thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2012). The deductive aspect of this study has been in the
fact that the conceptual theory - e.g. the landsenses ecology framework - from the theoretical framework
has been used as input for conducting data collection. Hence, exploration of residents’ perceptions has
not started from completely nothing, something that normally could be considered as a requirement for
a full grounded theory approach (Braun & Clarke, 2012; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The benefit of
combining both has been in the ability of extending conceptual theory. The grounded theory approach
has enabled the researcher as much as possible in being flexible and adaptive during data collection and
data analysis through theoretical sampling - later on explained in paragraph 3.4.2. This has allowed for
as wide as possible exploration possibilities of residents’ perceptions (Charmaz, 2014; Conlon et al.,
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2020). At the same time, the method of deductive thematic analysis with using conceptual theory as
input for data collection has safeguarded structure, guidance and purposiveness in the pursuit of
achieving relevant extension and refinement of the conceptual theory. To briefly describe the eventual
outcome of the combined use of grounded theory and thematic analysis in this research, it can be said
that the final research results have not only been grounded in collected data (as in full grounded theory
approach would be the case), but also in pre-engaged scientific literature (as in deductive thematic
analysis) (Braun & Clarke, 2012).
3.1.3. Multiple Case-Study Design
In line with the explorative aim of extension and refinement of the conceptual theory out of the
theoretical framework, it has been chosen to select two cases for conducting the exploratory research
approach. This resulted in a multiple case-study. Such type of case-study has been considered
appropriate as it usually allows for broader discovery of theoretical developments - which has been
considered favourable in light of the grounded theory approach (Gustafsson, 2017). Furthermore, it is
believed that findings from a multiple case-study are usually more strong and reliable than findings from
a single case-study. The multiple case-study design has helped in better understanding similarities and
dissimilarities in outcomes, making these findings more convincing and transferable to other compact
city contexts as they have been considered to be grounded in empirical evidence from not only one case
(Gustafsson, 2017; Stavros & Westberg, 2009). More particular, this has prevented the qualitative
outcomes as much as possible from being a matter of coincidence in just one case. To enable in-depth
exploration, a chosen predetermined degree of similarity of the case contexts has served as one of the
usual benefits of a single case-study as well, being the potential to dive deeper into explored similarities
in residents’ perceptions as a result of a similar context (Gustafsson, 2017; Starman, 2013). No more
than two cases have been selected due to limitations in time and means of the research. The two cases
that have been selected are, respectively: the neighbourhoods of Jordaan and Grachtengordel-Zuid in
the inner city of Amsterdam. Further explanation of selection of the cases and introduction to the cases
will be given in paragraph 3.4.1 and section 3.7.
3.1.4. Methodological Triangulation
To advance credibility of the results, it has been chosen to validate the results by means of
methodological triangulation. The methodological triangulation has taken place by conducting closedended surveys (n = 85) after complete formulation of the interview results. Methodological triangulation
as the use of both qualitative and quantitative methods has been considered to be more appropriate for
this research than other types of triangulation as data regarding residents’ perceptions of USV (e.g.
policy documents) for analysis were not fit and available. This would have been needed for data
triangulation. Furthermore - as it has been chosen to extend on conceptual theory within only the
landsense ecology framework - no multiple theoretical lenses have been used. This would have been
needed for theoretical triangulation. The study had to be conducted by only one researcher, so researcher
triangulation has not been considered an appropriate option as well (Thurmond, 2001). Ultimately,
methodological triangulation has been considered the most suitable option as it usually allows for a good
way to cross-check findings and it helps in increasing credibility and validity of the study that way
(Bryman, 2008). Lastly, methodological triangulation is found to be commonly part of solid
performance of a case-study. As such case-study performance has been strived for, triangulation has
been considered relevant (Priya, 2020).
3.2 Data Collection
3.2.1. Semi-Structured Interviews
The initial phase of the fieldwork in this study consisted of qualitative data collection by means of semistructured interviews (n = 13). As said, the overall aim has been to encourage residents to speak about
their perceptions in detail from personal experience. For this, semi-structured interviews have
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deductively offered a way to prevent interviews from going off-topic too much - resulting in potential
irrelevant knowledge to the research questions at stake - and on the other hand they have left room
enough for respondents to narrate about their visual and psychological perceptions. Good for the
inductive collection of data (Silverman, 2013). The semi-structured interviews have been conducted
with the help of a topic list, derived from methodological operationalisation. The topic list can be found
in Appendix A. The interviews lasted on average approximately one hour and twenty minutes.
The semi-structured interviews have taken place at public places such as cafes or at the homes
of the respondents who have been voluntarily involved in the research. The in-person situation has been
beneficial for convenience in communication in order to come to as much as possible understanding of
both verbal and non-verbal expressions and explanations of perceptions and stories as in-person
interviews. The in-person component of the interviews has been considered more appropriate for the
exploration of residents’ perceptions as such interviews have been considered as more conversational
and detailed than other variants (Johnson et al., 2019). Nonetheless, the emergence of a certain extent
of social desirability during the interviews resulting from an ‘’interviewer effect’’ may have been
unavoidable (Wiersma, 2011).
3.2.2. Closed-Ended Surveys
The second phase of the fieldwork consisted of quantitative data collection by conducting closed-ended
surveys. Closed-ended questions have been chosen above open-ended questions to allow the surveys
being really another method than the semi-structured interviews and to allow for descriptive statistical
analysis of the most important aspects found in the results for a larger number of new respondents as
well. As explained, the conducting of the surveys has been part of methodological triangulation and has
served to create a proper case-study as well as higher credibility of the results. The survey consisted of
seventeen questions divided into multiple choice questions and yes/no questions. To leave the option
for respondents to give additional - potentially useful - information regarding their perception to further
refine the results, the option ‘’other’’ has been allowed for questions for which this could be relevant.
The survey has been conducted online by means of Google Forms. The format used can be found in
Appendix B. The surveys took on average approximately four minutes to fill in.
A considered benefit from the use of online surveys compared to offline surveys has been that
the ‘’interviewer effect’’ - which has been present during the semi-structured interviews - could be
prevented. The ‘’interviewer effect’’ means that the presence of an interviewer could potentially lead to
socially desired responses. Usually this effect is considered a threat with surveys by phone or in-person.
Moreover, online surveys might have had reduced potential biases in response that originated from this
‘’interviewer effect’’ during the initial semi-structured interviews, further increasing validity of the
research (Wiersma, 2011). In the end, only questions two, five, six, seven, ten, fourteen and fifteen did
have one invalid answer (no answer was given). The rest of the closed-ended questions have been
answered by all 85 respondents. The low level of invalidity is considered beneficial for validity of the
survey as well. Taking into account the feasibility of processing time of the survey results, it has been
chosen to reduce the maximum number of possible answers for questions where multiple answers were
possible to three answers. The eventual survey results are included in the database of this research.
3.3 Methodological Operationalisation
From the deductive approach to thematic analysis, input for generating adequate results has been
provided through operationalisation of initial theory from the theoretical framework. The following
paragraphs will explain how the different relevant theories are operationalised from initial conceptual
theory. Further relevant operationalisation through theoretical sampling - based on additional insights
derived during conducting the interviews - has been reflected in theoretical memos (Appendix C). These
memos have helped in enhancing reliability and validity of the research by increasing replicability as a
key tool of the grounded theory approach. With the help of memos it has been meant that other
researchers should be enabled to see which steps have been taken from initial theory towards the
eventual results (Conlon et al., 2020). Figure 2 gives an overview of the complete operationalisation of
initial theory for the interviews.
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3.3.1 Operationalising Intended Wilderness for Physical and Psychological Perception
For both interviews and surveys visual stimuli have been used in order to visually operationalise the
concept of intended wilderness by USV promotion from the theoretical framework of landsenses
ecology. Several previous studies already worked with visual stimuli regarding aesthetic value of urban
vegetation expressed by photographs, such as (Chen et al., 2021; Jiang & Yuan, 2017; Li et al., 2019;
Mathey et al., 2018; Phillips & Lindquist, 2021; Todorova et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2019) for both
qualitative, and quantitative methods. On the basis of these studies, this research has used photographs
as visual stimuli as well. The photographs have been made by the author in the compact cities of
Amsterdam and Utrecht. The visual stimuli have been useful during the interviews as the interviews
have not been conducted in an environment which could be used as a visual stimulus itself. For the
surveys, visual stimuli have been useful as well, as they have been conducted online and they served in
a way that the closed-ended questions would be answered based on photographs of USV rather than
according to respondents’ own - potentially wrong - interpretation of USV. The full collection of
photographs that has been used as visual stimuli is shown in Appendix D. In the following paragraphs,
some example photographs belonging to the visual stimuli are displayed each time.
3.3.2 Operationalising for Conventional Types of Tree-circles
The first group of photographs has been represented by conventional tree-circles that were kept in its
status quo by conventional management activities such as mowing, weeding and pruning or by other
human activity, such as trampling. Hence, their visual appearance consists of bare/permeable ground
without/partly with vegetation, of grids or of sealed ground (Kühn, 2006; Šilc et al., 2020).

Example photographs of group 1
Tree-circles kept in their conventional status quo, having no/little vegetation, being sealed/bare or with
a grid.

3.3.3 Operationalising from the Definitions of ‘’Wild Vegetation’’ and ‘’USV’’
For operationalising intended wilderness - represented as intended USV promotion in tree-circles - into
visual stimuli, use has been made of the definitions of both USV and wild vegetation from the theoretical
framework. The photographs have been used to activate residents’ visual senses and their psychological
perceptions. In this research, the photographs have been made by the researcher itself and identification
of USV in the tree-circles has been done with the help of the so-called ‘’PictureThis’’ mobile app. This
is an app that identifies plant species on the hand of their visual characteristics captured in photographs.
In addition, confirmation of the correctness of species identification as being wild/USV has been made
sure by looking up further images and information on the internet.
The considered main approach in this study towards the promotion of USV is that USV is
allowed to grow naturally and/or with some elements slightly changed in order to create desired
influences in natural USV succession. This means that there is no or less human intervention. For
example, wildflowers could increase aesthetic value here. The chosen USV approach has been
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considered most relevant because it is most in line with the approach of urban rewilding, regarding its
important attribute of less intervention (Hwang, 2020). By photographing tree-circles with USV that
was grown completely spontaneous and/or with some slight visible human intervention - nonetheless
still containing USV/wild vegetation - the researcher has made as sure as possible that the USV approach
closely related to less intervention of urban rewilding has been operationalised into the visual stimuli.

3.3.4 Operationalising for Wild Types of Tree-circles
The photographs belonging to the second group of visual stimuli where USV is visually present in treecircles have been compiled as far as possible on the basis of the plant sensory characteristics - colours,
textures, forms & scenic wildlife - that contribute to visual quality resulting out of biodiversity in USV
(Dronova, 2017). Furthermore, table 1 from the theoretical framework has been used as input for
incorporating sensory plant characteristics for physical perception in terms of all five sense dimensions
in the visual stimuli as much as possible as well. Across the photographs of the second group contrasts
or similarities in colours have been represented as much as possible, fine (e.g. many small leaves) and
more rough textures (e.g. more robust leaves) have been shown and different forms (e.g. USV having
oblong leaves and more wide leaves) have been represented as much as possible. Scenic wildlife has
been considered to be inherently part of the previously mentioned USV characteristics. By ensuring a
representation of differences in these USV characteristics it has been made as sure as possible that on
the one hand visually biodiverse USV has been represented and on the other hand - alongside including
as much as possible differences in planting height, planting proportion and planting pattern as well residents have been able to express their preferences based on the visual stimuli too.

Example photographs of group 2
Tree-circles in which natural USV growth - through no or less human intervention - is allowed and/or
only slight adjustments are made desirably influencing natural succession.

3.3.5 Operationalising for Enabling a Spatial Approach to USV Promotion in Tree-circles
A third group of photographs has given representation to the wild tree-circles around trees as linear and
continuous elements in the streetscape (Hwang, 2020). In this representation, conventional tree-circles
have been represented, wild tree-circles have been represented and expanded wild tree-circles - to
adjacent parking places - have been represented. During the interviews, this particular group of
photographs has given the opportunity to interview from a spatial design and policy approach. In other
words, it has allowed the researcher and respondents to talk about tree-circles in a network, from the
viewpoint of scale implementation and to view them from a viewpoint of spatial scarcity - e.g. whether
or not expansion has been perceived as desired.
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Photographs of group 3
Conventional, wild and expanded wild tree-circles as linear and continuous elements in the streetscape.
3.3.6 SRQ1: Operationalising the Systematicity of Physical Senses
As the interviews and surveys have been conducted on the basis of visual stimuli, an effort has been
made to also investigate how and to which extent residents did sense USV from the visual stimuli from
a sensory perspective of hearing, smell, taste and touch in order to make to a certain extent inferences
on the systematicity of physical senses. Examples of physical sensory perceptions from table 1 in the
theoretical framework have been used as input for this.
Part B of the topic list consisted of questions regarding physical sensory interpretation of USV
in tree-circles, expressed by the visual stimuli. Relevant questions asked here, have been in the first
place regarding visual description of the represented USV in terms of colourfulness, plainness and e.g.
attractiveness. Respondents giving other descriptions have been stimulated as well in order to acquire
as much relevant qualitative data to explore the research topic. Part C has been subsequently concerned
with physical preferences regarding the design of the tree-circles. Here the different sensory plant
features - from table 1 in the theoretical framework - in terms of e.g height, planting proportion and
planting pattern have been of relevance. Further questions have regarded whether or not the respondents
liked colour by e.g. flowers in the tree-circles and if so, which colour or scent would have the
preference. As initial theory has been used as input, the operationalisation of SRQ1 has been performed
in line with the deductive approach to thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2012). Nevertheless - with
room for additional input from residents as well - also here the inductive flexibility and adaptability that
result from the grounded theory approach by further operationalisation through data analysis during data
collection applies (Wagner et al., 2010).
3.3.7 SRQ2: Operationalising the Integrity of Psychological Perceptions
The integrity principle with all its potential underlying factors has been accounted for during the
interviews in part A of the topic list (Chent et al., 2021). It has been done by asking for residents’ general
information (being age, gender), residents’ socio-economic and socio-demographic background
(education, occupation, childhood living environment), naturalness of (childhood) living environment
and - in part G - what knowledge they already had regarding USV in terms of biodiversity (if residents’
ever noticed ‘’wild’’ vegetation in their street before, if they wanted them to be removed and awareness
of biodiversity benefits of USV). Just as Chen et al. (2021) did, this research has used the term ‘’wild
vegetation’’ instead of USV during the interviews, as it simplified communication and
understanding. For part A, the level of income could have been considered a private matter and residents
may have taken offence to the interviewer asking about it. Therefore, it has been disregarded from the
interviews. In this way, the convenience during the interview of the interviewee has been guaranteed
while other aspects such as education and occupation have been used as an approximation for income.
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Part E has been related to feelings that have emerged among the respondents by means of the
visual stimuli. Here, some examples of psychological perceptions from literature - represented in table
1 - have been used as input when respondents were at first not sure what to think of the represented
USV. Some of the examples that have been used as input are: feelings of messiness, dangerousness and
naturalness. Subsequently, part E has consisted of questions regarding if respondents would accept the
visually represented USV within tree-circles of daily living environment. Furthermore, this part of the
interview has allowed the researcher to more specifically ask to what degree respondents would (not)
have been in favour of USV in tree-circles.
The part about ecological understanding/knowledge has been deliberately put at the end as part
G of the interviews to make sure that during the interviews the answers of the respondents would not be
influenced by the factor of social desirability. Discussing the benefits of wild vegetation would have
possibly caused residents’ perception to be influenced by it. This, as they would not have actively taken
into account in the first place that wild vegetation could have benefits at all when they would express
their perception, but they might have done once they have heard about the benefits in an early stage of
the interview. Also for parts B, C, D & E, special attention has been given for respondents’ initial and
spontaneous perception regarding the visual stimuli used during the interviews. This has been considered
as a stimulus in the exploration of their perceptions. Also for operationalisation of SRQ2 initial theory
has been used as input in line with the deductive approach to thematic analysis combined with room for
inductive flexibility and adaptability from the grounded theory approach (Braun & Clarke, 2012;
Wagener et al., 2010).
3.3.8 SRQ3: Operationalising the Interactivity of Physical Senses and Psychological Perceptions
Residents’ physical and psychological perceptions are closely related and together they are of significant
importance for land sense creation (Zhao et al., 2020). During the interviews it has been attempted to
ask questions of how the visual appearance of USV in tree-circles as intended wilderness would interact
with psychological perceptions of residents and/or vice versa. It is especially this principle about which
little has been known for USV in tree-circles. Hence - without initial theory to deductively operationalise
from - especially the investigation of this principle asked for a full inductive approach for which
application of grounded theory has been considered useful. It ultimately has meant that there have been
no predefined operationalised questions used for investigating SRQ3. Rather, these questions have been
explored and further implemented in the course of conducting the interviews. The progress of that
process is captured in the theoretical memos of Appendix C.
To conclude the topic list, part F has been used to make sure that the research established a link
between the perceptions of residents regarding USV in tree-circles and spatial planning based on the
photographs of the third group of the visual stimuli. As mentioned in the operationalisation of the visual
stimuli, questions have been asked regarding spatial expansion of USV promotion and so on. Eventually,
part H has dealt with the general closing of the interview and it has allowed the respondents and the
interviewer to ask questions that popped up along the way. In this way, the interviews could be closed
without any questions or unclarity left. Part A to H have served as structure for investigating SRQ1 and
SRQ2. As said, all the discussed parts of the topic list can be found in Appendix A. Operationalisation
of the survey will be discussed in 3.4.
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Figure 2
Methodological operationalisation of this research, showing how the relevant theory (red) out of the
theoretical framework relates in a methodological sense and how it has been specified into different
variables (yellow) and further operationalised into measurable variables (blue)
3.4 The Integration of Grounded Theory Approach & Thematic Analysis Method
From operationalisation of initial theory, several steps have been undertaken to come to adequate
research outcomes and new research hypotheses. The next paragraphs will discuss each of these steps
taken and explain them in the light of grounded theory approach and thematic analysis method as well.
3.4.1 Case Selection
The first step that has been executed - after operationalisaiton of conceptual theory took place - is the
selection of cases - Jordaan and Grachtengordel-Zuid - and the sampling of respondents from those
cases. In this study, case selection has been the selection of two neighbourhoods as those are
geographical entities feasible in size for fieldwork - given the time and means available for the research
- and consisting of daily living environments of residents. The selection has been performed on the basis
of four criteria. The main line of reasoning behind these criteria has been the safeguarding of similarity
in case contexts in order to make sure that one-to-one comparisons between cases could have been made
(Gustafsson, 2017; Starman, 2013). However, to guarantee at the same time that broader discovery of
theoretical development as an advantage of a multiple case-study was allowed, both cases had to be
separable in context as well (Gustafsson, 2017). In other words, it has been important that both cases
were individual cases, so not neighbourhoods consisting of expected overlapping or completely adjacent
daily living environments. The desired balance between similarity and separability in case contexts has
come
forward
in
the
following
specific
criteria:
1). First of all, it has been important to create one overarching general context in order to make
sure to study the same exact phenomenon. As the research is about exploring residents’ perceptions of
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USV promotion in tree-circles in compact cities, a characteristic Dutch compact city context has been
chosen: the city of Amsterdam.
Amsterdam is considered as a ‘’high-quality compact city form’’ with high densities that has
already in force a compact city policy since the 1970s (Arundel & Ronald, 2017; Wolsink, 2016).
Furthermore, Amsterdam is - due to its surroundings such as the presence of green belts, water and
Schiphol Airport - limited in expansion possibilities (De Roo, 1998). This has fostered urban
densification and infill development in the past and it will most likely continue to do so in light of the
current urbanisation trends (Balikçi et al., 2021; Haaland & Van den Bosch, 2015; UN, 2018).
2). The second criterion has been concerned whether or not severe infill development - as driver
of urban green space loss and increasing demand for multifunctionality in ES (Balikçi et al., 2021;
Belmeziti et al., 2018) – has been present. As Balikçi et al. (2021) studied for Amsterdam, it became
clear that the selection of cases should be narrowed down to the urban core of Amsterdam (urban area
between the A10 highway ring zone).
Due to infill development between 2003 and 2016, green space availability in the Amsterdam
urban core decreased significantly. Relatively, when compared to the urban areas outside the urban core,
the availability of urban green space (total area in km²) decreased even more (-2.9% against -9.3%) . At
the same time, also building density (built-up area/km²) in the urban core increased significantly more
than for areas outside the urban core. Inside the urban core building density grew by no less than 32.7%,
while outside the urban core it increased with only 5.4% (Balikçi et al., 2021). Hence, two
neighbourhoods from the urban core of Amsterdam had to be chosen.

3). The third criterion has been applied in order to safeguard similarity of contexts of daily
living environments of residents. In practice, it has been aimed at selecting two neighbourhoods with a
similar history and a similar appearance of streetscapes. From this criterion it has been decided to further
focus the case selection on the city centre district of Amsterdam as this district as a whole was built
before 1860 and the streetscapes were characterised - determined after some visits of the researcher to
the area and viewing via Google Earth - by compact streets and some neighbourhoods also being
characterised by canals (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2021a). Furthermore, a certain share of the
neighbourhoods consisted (almost) solely of street trees and tree-circles as urban green spaces. This has
been considered beneficial for case selection as the research is about tree-circles and as it would allow
for an uniform background of common cultivated plant species in the streetscapes to conduct research
on perceptions from. Reducing possible ‘’noise’’ as influence on perceptions from other types of
greenery as present in the streetscapes - such as urban parks - has been considered to avoid as much as
possible.
4). As Amsterdam is called ‘’elm capital of the world’’, it is particularly a significant part of the
street trees in the neighbourhoods of Jordaan and the grachtengordel (canal area) in the city centre that
belong to municipal Ulmus trees. For the rest of Amsterdam a significant share of all municipal street
trees belongs to Ulmus species as well (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2020). Relatively speaking, Amsterdam
– with 75,000 specimens in total – has the largest number of Ulmus trees worldwide (Hofman, 2020).
From the - approximately – 300,000 street trees in management of the municipality, 214,124
street trees belong to fifteen commonly spread species in Amsterdam. From this number, 31,327
municipal trees belong to Ulmus, followed by 26,195 trees belonging to Tilia (lime) and 25,641
belonging to Acer (maple). Alone together, these tree species comprise almost 30% of all street trees in
management of the municipality of Amsterdam (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2017). In the city centre,
particularly Jordaan and the grachtengordel (consisting of Grachtengordel-Noord and GrachtengordelZuid) did appear to contain lots of Ulmus and Tilia trees, representing the city of Amsterdam on the
aspect of street trees. Acer has been used as well as a way to select within the city centre, but this tree
appeared to be not that significantly common in any neighbourhood of the city centre (Gemeente
Amsterdam, 2017).
As it has been aimed to select similar, but separate and individual cases, it has been decided to
select one part of the grachtengordel that was not adjacent to the neighbourhood of Jordaan - being
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Grachtengordel-Zuid. In this way, minimisation of the likelihood of neighbourhoods overlapping
leading to non-individual cases has been achieved. Hence, by creating a similar compact context and a
similar uniform mix of daily living environments of residents consisting of canals, common street trees,
compact streets and almost no other types of greenery except for street trees and tree-circles, it has been
chosen to select the neighbourhoods of Jordaan and Grachtengordel-Zuid as cases.
Important to note is that the focus and desire of visual similarities in case contexts may have
had some implications for increased similarities in demographic characteristics of residents as well.
Possibly affecting generalisability of the cases to a certain extent. However, the fieldwork of the research
has been very much based on the visual aspect of visual stimuli and on the visual and psychological
perceptions that have arised from those visual stimuli against a common visual baseline of daily living
environments represented in the cases. Visual similarity of daily living environments has, therefore,
been considered to be of great importance to minimise possible ‘’noise’’, being possible external
variables in visual appearance of the daily living environment that may have influenced residents’
perceptions. By choosing Jordaan and Grachtengordel-Zuid instead of choosing the complete area of
Grachtengordel, differences in demographic characteristics of residents have been attempted to be
represented as much as possible without losing similar visual case contexts. Residents from Jordaan
differ more from Grachtengordel-Zuid than residents from Grachtengordel-Noord. Differences and
similarities in (demographic) case characteristics are given in section 3.7. Nonetheless, possible
influences on generasibility from case selection should not be disregarded in the end. Figure 3 shows
the situation of the city centre district with Jordaan and Grachtengordel-Zuid in the city of Amsterdam
and figure 4 shows the situation of Jordaan and Grachtengordel-Zuid in the city centre district

Figure 3
The situation of the cases in relation to the complete city, the city centre district and the defined urban
core by Balikçi et al. (2021). Adapted from a dataset of Gemeente Amsterdam (2021b)
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Figure 4
Depiction and location of the cases of interest, being city centre districts of Jordaan & GrachtengordelZuid. Adapted from a dataset of Gemeente Amsterdam (2021b)
3.4.2 Acquisition of Respondents from the Cases
From the selected cases of Jordaan and Grachtengordel-Zuid, respondent acquisition has taken place.
As there has been no existing database of residents from both cases - from which a representative sample
could have drawn - respondent acquisition in this study was compelled to take place purely on the basis
of voluntary participation of residents. In order to attempt to reach a diverse as possible mix of residents,
the invitation letters have been distributed as much as possible throughout the whole neighbourhood and
not just small parts. The acquisition of respondents has taken place by going door-to-door and putting
invitation letters for participation in the research through the letter boxes of residents. For the surveys
also different ways of recruitment have been performed with e.g. the use of an invitation flyer as well.
The formats of invitation letters and flyers for both semi-structured interviews as online surveys are
shown in Appendix E.
For the semi-structured interviews, 800 invitation letters have been distributed in both cases:
400 in Jordaan and 400 in Grachtengordel-Zuid. As the explorative character of the study has not
concerned statistical research objectives, proportional respondent acquisition for both interviews and
surveys to e.g. total number of inhabitants per case has not been considered relevant. In the invitation
letters the mail address of the researcher has been given to allow them to reach out in case of willingness
to participate in an interview. In the end, sixteen mails were received, six from Jordaan (response rate
of 1.5%) and ten from Grachtengordel-Zuid (response rate of 2.5%). Given the limited time available
for the research, not all interviews could have been conducted. Hence, a balanced selection (n = 13)
based on case and gender has been made in order to increase representativeness of the respondent group
within the neighbourhoods. Selection on the basis of other demographic characteristics has not been
possible as these have not been derivable from the mails sent (e.g. identification of male names and
female names). In the invitation letter, it has also not been asked to mention all kinds of personal details
(such as profession) in order to keep the threshold for joining the interviews as low as possible.
Therefore, selection on the basis of such information has not been able to perform.
For the closed-ended surveys, 1.200 invitation letters have been distributed in both cases: 600
in Jordaan and 600 in Grachtengordel-Zuid. As the survey was made as short as possible, higher
response rates have been expected. However, to make sure this would happen, more invitation letters
than for the interviews have been distributed. Also for the surveys it has been attempted to distribute
them as widely as possible through the neighbourhoods, to reach a diverse as possible group of potential
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respondents within the neighbourhoods. The online survey was opened on 12-06-2022. To keep control
on the maximum number of respondents, it has been indicated to the respondents that the survey would
close on 19-06-2022. Within this time frame, 42 responses from Jordaan (response rate of 7%) and 43
responses from Grachtengordel-Zuid (response rate of 7.2%) have been received (n = 85). In general,
the relatively low response rates have asked for a high number of to be distributed invitation letters. The
minor setback in response rates has been attempted to turn into an advantage as well as the higher
number of invitation letters that was needed, have allowed for wider distribution possibilities in the
neighbourhoods to as much as possible increase diversity within the respondent groups.
3.4.3 Data Collection up until the Point of ‘’Theoretical Saturation’’
After case selection and respondent acquisition from the cases took place, data collection by means of
the initial phase of conducting semi-structured interviews and the second phase of conducting closedended surveys has been performed. A key principle within the grounded theory approach is the aim to
reach ‘’theoretical saturation’’. The principle of theoretical saturation means: ‘’the point when no
significant new insights from data can better describe, dimensionalise, or contextualise the categories
that have emerged from data’’ (Charmaz, 2014; Conlon et al., 2020). In other words, the point during
the process of conducting interviews from when no new information was gathered anymore. In this
study, that point has been reached around the eleventh interview. To double-check whether new insights
would have actually stopped coming forward, two more interviews were conducted that confirmed
theoretical saturation was accomplished. Theoretical saturation is reached by the process of theoretical
sampling. Theoretical sampling is understood as: ‘’jointly collecting and analysing data to decide what
data to collect next and where to find them to develop theory.’’ (Conlon et al., 2020; Glaser & Strauss,
1967). An important aspect of theoretical sampling is - as previously mentioned as well - the continuous
interactivity between data collection and data analysis.
3.4.4 Qualitative Data Analysis
During the process of theoretical sampling data analysis (open coding and axial coding) of the interviews
has taken place alongside conducting the interviews. In total, four rounds of data analysis have been
executed during theoretical sampling. The first round has been performed on the basis of initial
interviews with Grachtengordel-Zuid residents, the second after a second round of interviews with
Jordaan residents and this order has been repeated once more (figure 5). After each round of data analysis
codes (concepts) and categories were generated from the transcribed interviews. This has been
delivering new information as input for the interviews ahead and it helped in identifying the eventual
point of theoretical saturation. Transcription of the interviews has been carried out regarding the content
of the interviews as the research is about exploration of content and theory. Firstly, the first four rounds
of coding have been performed manually. In the end, it appeared that the information was too much to
handle manually in an orderly manner, therefore the manual codes have been transferred into NVivo
software (release 1.6.2). The codes and categories derived from the transcripts have been generated into
a codebook. Along with the interview transcripts, the codebook will be delivered as part of the database
of this research. The theoretical memos - reflecting on theoretical sampling, further operationalisation
during interviews and theoretical saturation - are given in Appendix C. Striving for optimal transparency
in steps that have been undertaken in the research in order to optimise the degree of reliability by
enhancing replicability for other researchers (Yu et al., 2011).
As said, the generation of the codebook has been performed with the use of NVivo software.
The software has been considered appropriate for performing comprehensive data analysis as it has
allowed for order in the coding process regarding lots of qualitative data derived from the interviews.
Data analysis of qualitative data f has been performed by, respectively: open coding, axial coding and
selective coding (Charmaz, 2014). The round of open coding has been executed by linking codes to
relevant quotations from the interviews transcripts. In this process of linking the quotations to codes, the
quotations have been assigned to broader concepts - equal to the open codes created. The idea behind
this way of coding has been to go as open-minded as possible through the transcripts in order to allow
full exploration of the research topic. The second round of coding has happened through axial coding in
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which the open codes have been categorised on the hand of their relatedness. In this way, an
interconnected network of categories has been created. The final stage of the coding process happened
through selective coding, in which the identified categories have connected in order to form core
categories. The eventual extension and refinement of conceptual theory has been formed by these core
categories as its most important components (Thornberg & Charmaz, 2014). Figure 5 shows concisely
how the coding process constitutes research outcomes as extension and refinement of the conceptual
theory.

Figure 5
The process of coding and the extension and refinement of conceptual theory
➔ Cross-case Analysis of Interview Outcomes
To allow analysis to take place across cases, cross-case analysis has been performed in order to clarify
similarities and dissimilarities in outcomes between Jordaan and Grachtengordel-Zuid. For this kind of
analysis a cross-case analysis table has been used, similar to a cross-case analysis table format used in
previous research (Azevedo et al., 2014; Eriksson et al., 2015). Performance of the cross-case analysis
has been considered as a conclusion in forming interview outcomes. After this analysis, research
findings derived from understanding of multiple cases have been developed. Figure 6 represents a
summary of how a grounded theory approach - inductive approach - and thematic analysis method deductive approach - have been integrated in this study along with methodological triangulation. The
figure is partially adapted from Wagner et al. (2010).
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Figure 6
Overview of the integration of grounded theory approach and thematic analysis method in this research,
partially adapted from Wagner et al. (2010). Starting from the bottom with interaction between
conducting interviews in the cases and coding/data analysis. Going on to eventual extension and
refinement of conceptual theory to finalise with methodological triangulation
➔ Descriptive Statistical Analysis of the Survey Outcomes
As previously explained and shown in figure 6, the research outcomes have been validated by
conducting closed-ended surveys as a way of methodological triangulation. Important to bear in mind
here is the goal of the surveys: increasing support and validity of the research results. Perhaps even more
important to bear in mind here is what has not been the goal of the surveys: providing statistical evidence
in order to make generalisations and or seeking for statistical trends from the survey outcomes (Creswell
& Clark, 2017; Jebb et al., 2017). As for such statistical evidence inferential statistical analysis and a
sufficiently large sample size would be appropriate, descriptive analysis of the survey data has been
found more suitable for validation purposes (Sutanapong & Louangrath, 2015).
After execution of descriptive statistical analysis, the mirroring of the results to relevant existing
literature to check to which extent results hold up and what recommendations for future research as well
as spatial recommendations regarding USV promotion in tree-circles could have been formulated. This
reflection of existing theory is performed in the discussion chapter of this study.
3.5 Validation Methods
3.5.1 Reliability and Measurement Validity
Besides methodological triangulation for increasing credibility, trustworthiness and reliability of the
research, this study has followed more methods to enhance validation of the research. First of all, by
selecting two cases it has been aimed to enhance credibility and - thus - reliability of the results. Getting
the same outcomes from two cases has been believed to be more credible than getting an outcome from
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just one case (Noble & Smith, 2015). By using visual stimuli during the interviews measurement validity
has been enhanced as in this way the perceptions of residents have been explored on the basis of a correct
as possible visual operationalisation of USV. In addition, USV identification with the use of
‘’PictureThis’’ app in combination with double-check correct identification on the internet helped in
increasing measurement validity of the photographs used as visual stimuli as well. In other words, it has
been as much as possible measured what has been meant to measure (Adcock & Collier, 2001). In this
sense, the use of semi-structured interviews could have been considered beneficial for measurement
validity and made it possible to explore and - consequently - "measure" the perceptions of the residents
in the best possible way.
3.5.2 Internal Validity
By selecting on similar case contexts, it has been as much as possible prevented that external influences
would have affected the perception of residents. Statements from the research outcomes - therefore could have been made most confidently as possible unknown external variables have been eliminated
as much as possible during case selection (Johnson, 1997. As methodological triangulation has provided
an enhancement in credibility, it on the other hand also has contributed as much as possible in trying to
reduce the potential bias in interview outcomes. This has been done by making the surveys as short as
possible and as convenient as possible. Hence, surveys took about only four minutes to fill in and
because a QR-code has been attached to the invitation letters - leading to the online survey page residents could join the survey easily in less than a minute. With this approach to conducting surveys it
has been strived to lower the threshold for involvement in the research as much as possible in the hope
it would be convenient and quick enough for a big and diverse as possible number of people to join.
3.5.3 External Validity
External validity is seen as generalisability in a sense of transferability to other similar compact city
contexts (not statistical generalisability) (Malterud, 2001). It has been as much as possible enhanced by
making sure that both cases were characteristic for densified compact city environments in which urban
green spaces were under pressure. By safeguarding this level of characteristic, both cases have been as
much as possible representable for compact city environments such as the compact inner city of
Amsterdam and the eventual results are - hence - been considered as much as possible transferable to
those other similar compact city environments. Furthermore, the focus on tree-circles has made the
research outcomes widely transferable to other contexts as tree-circles are present in built environments
all over the world. Especially for compact built environments with usually high building densities and
consequent highly-paved urban areas, tree-circles have been considered characteristic as often being the
last remaining spaces leaving potential room for urban green (Balikçi et al., 2021; Šilc et al., 2020).
3.6 Ethical Code of Conduct
Because the use of qualitative research methods has been chosen in this study, it has been important to
take into account the ethical aspects of conducting qualitative research. This ethical conduct has been
assessed on the basis of the principles of ethical research drawn up by the British Economic and Social
Research Council as described by Silverman (2013). For each ethical principle it has been described in
which way it is taken into account within this research.
3.6.1 Informed Consent
In this study, the principle of ‘’informed consent’’ has been taken fully into account. As previously
mentioned, the approach to residents has been made by means of invitation letters which have provided
complete clarity and honesty with regard to the purpose of the study, the relevance of the research,
participation in the research and the content of the research (Silverman, 2013). It has also been indicated
what would happen to the obtained results obtained after the completion of the research. Furthermore,
it has explicitly been stated that respondents could ask questions prior to/after the interview, via e-mail
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(as the student e-mail address of the interviewer has been given). Permission for recording of the
interviews, in order to transcribe them, has always been asked before the interview took place. Lastly,
prior to the interviews all respondents have been asked to sign an informed consent form. As these forms
contain personal details of the respondents, they are not attached in Appendices or in the database as
this would be at the expense of anonymity of the interviewees.
3.6.2 Confidentiality and Anonymity
When conducting qualitative research, it has been important to respect and therefore safeguard the
confidentiality of the respondents' information, feelings and insights (Silverman, 2013). Confidentiality
has been guaranteed by means of anonymity in this research. The interviewees have been interviewed
anonymously as their personal details would have been of no additional use in the first place and
therefore there has been no urge to ask them to be not anonymous. In the results the interviewees have
been stated as respondents, I, II, III, IV, V … XIII.
3.6.3 Prevention of Possible Harm
Although this research has not been necessarily concerned with sensitive and very personal subjects,
everything has been done to prevent potential damage for participants. As the interviewer could not
exclude whether participants found something harmful to themselves, it has been done by - once again
- systematic and predetermined use of anonymity throughout the research. In this way possible harm to
respondents has not been a risk at any moment during the research.
3.6.4 Voluntary Participation
Any form of coercion - on the part of the researcher - has been out of the question within this study. The
aim of the study has been to execute ‘’overt research’’, meaning transparency for participants and free
choice for participants. This for e.g. observations (people have not been observed when they did not
know it) or for interviews (by clearly stating when the interview has started and when it has ended and
more particularly when the recording would end). Because it has been clear for respondents when the
research was taking place and when it was not, they have been capable of quitting participation whenever
they have wanted. The opposite of ‘’overt research’’ is considered ‘’covert research’’ where the
described forms of transparency would not have been ensured (Silverman, 2013).
3.6.5 Independence and Impartiality
A researcher should be independent and impartial (Silverman, 2013). Within this study, independence
has not been really an issue in the first place, because there have been no commercial or financing
interests for the research. However, it has been important to secure impartiality. This has been actively
done by the researcher itself. The impartiality - in terms of disinterestedness and unbiasedness - has been
ensured by regularly checking whether the researcher has not been getting biassed by e.g. interviews
that had been conducted and therefore not ending up working in a 'tunnel vision'.
3.6.6 Data Management
The derived data from the interviews has been solely used for data analysis. The researcher has made
clear to the participants that the transcripts and recordings would be deleted from his computer. On the
other hand, permission has been asked to store the eventual research in a thesis database of the university.
The database of this research contains a more detailed plan regarding data management has been
included as well.
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3.7 Introduction to the Cases
3.7.1 The Case of Jordaan
Jordaan is a district in the city centre of Amsterdam. It was largely built before 1860 and it is - just as
the city centre district and especially the grachtengordel - characterised by the predominance of many
Ulmus trees present in the streetscapes (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2019, 2021). As figure 7 shows, Tilia is
also present within Jordaan. The Acer species is less present in the city centre and also Jordaan. As can
be seen in figure 7 as well, Jordaan consists of (compact) streets as well as canals. The streets without
canals are slightly more represented within Jordaan when compared to Grachtengordel-Zuid.
Jordaan contains in total 0.95 km², from which 0.83 km² belong to land and 0.11 km² belong to
water (mostly canals). The neighbourhood consisted of 19,405 residents on 1 January 2021, with an
average address-density of 11,378 addresses per km² (AlleCijfers.nl, 2022a). The high address-density
has been considered an appropriate representation of the spatial compactness - high building density of the neighbourhood. Of all houses, 41% belong to the free rental sector, 27% to the owner-occupied
sector and 32% to social housing (1% unknown). The average house value in Jordaan amounted to
€483,000 compared to a house value of €290,000 on average in the Netherlands in 2021 (AlleCijfers.nl,
2022a; CBS, 2021). Hence, the average house value in Jordaan is quite high. Overall, Jordaan mostly
consists of residents with a western migration background (64.8%) compared to only 36.2% of residents
with a non-western migration background. The average income in Jordaan is €38,300 a year compared
to an income of €24,000 a year on average in the Netherlands (AlleCijfers.nl, 2022a). Also income in
Jordaan is quite high.
Other relevant case characteristics have been considered: (AlleCijfers.nl, 2022a)
● Gender: 9,835 male residents (50.6%) and 9,565 female residents (49.4%). Around 20,000
residents.
● Education: high education level - being at least HBO or WO - (66.2%), medium education level
(23.6%) and low education level (10.3%). A significant share of residents is highly educated.
● Age: the age category 25-45 years is mostly represented (37.4%) followed by 45-65 years
(27.7%) and 65+ (17.1%). The categories of 0-15 and 15-25 are least represented together with
less than 20%.
● Population density in ratio to Dutch average: 519 residents per km² as the average for the
Netherlands would by ratio come down to 23,248 residents per km² for Jordaan. This means
that population density in Jordaan is approximately 44.8 times higher than the Dutch average
(44.8:1 ratio). Which again makes Jordaan characteristic for strong compacted urban
environments.
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Figure 7
Representation of the three most common tree species - Ulmus, Tilia & Acer - in Amsterdam in Jordaan.
Adapted from a dataset of Gemeente Amsterdam (2017)*
*Other than the three most common tree species are not included in the map, however these other species have been
significantly underrepresented in the cases and therefore have been not or barely present/of relevance in the streetscapes.

3.7.2 The Case of Grachtengordel-Zuid
Grachtengordel-Zuid - together with Grachtengordel-Noord - covers the complete Grachtengordel/canal
area in the city centre of Amsterdam. Grachtengordel-Zuid was also largely built before 1860 and it is
characterised by the predominance of Ulmus trees in the streetscapes of the neighbourhood (Gemeente
Amsterdam, 2019, 2021). As figure 8 shows, Tilia is also present within Grachtengordel-Zuid.
Significantly more than in Grachtengordel-Noord (adjacent area north of Grachtengordel-Zuid), where
almost only Ulmus is present. Also here, the Acer species is less present. As can be seen in figure 8 as
well, Grachtengordel-Zuid consists of (compact) streets and canals. The streets with canals are slightly
more represented within Grachtengordel-Zuid compared to Jordaan.
Grachtengordel-Zuid contains in total 0.64 km², from which 0.52 km² belong to land and 0.12
km² belong to water (mostly canals). The neighbourhood consisted of 5,380 residents on 1 January 2021,
with an average address-density of 9,298 addresses per km² (AlleCijfers.nl, 2022b). Also for
Grachtengordel-Zuid the high address-density has been considered as an appropriate representation of
the spatial compactness - high building density - of the neighbourhood. Of all houses, 55% belong to
the free rental sector, 39% to the owner-occupied sector and only 4% to social housing (2% unknown).
The average house value in Grachtengordel-Zuid amounted to €827,000 compared to a house value of
€290,000 on average in the Netherlands in 2021 (AlleCijfers.nl, 2022b; CBS, 2021). Hence, the average
house value in Grachtengordel-Zuid is almost even double the average house value in Jordaan. Overall,
Grachtengordel-Zuid mostly consists of residents with a western migration background (72.9%)
compared to only 27.1% of residents with a non-western migration background. The average income in
Grachtengordel-Zuid is €62,000 a year compared to an income of €24,000 a year on average in the
Netherlands and - as said - on average €38,300 a year in Jordaan (AlleCijfers.nl, 2022b). Hence, income
in Grachtengordel-Zuid is considered very high.
Other relevant case characteristics have been considered: (AlleCijfers.nl, 2022b)
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Gender: 2,920 male residents (54.3%) and 2,460 female residents (45.7%). Around 5,000
residents.
Education: high education level - being at least HBO or WO - (68.5%), medium education level
(23%) and low education level (8.6%). A significant share of residents is highly educated.
Age: also here the age category 25-45 years is mostly represented (38.7%) followed by 45-65
years (25.4%) and 65+ (14.9%). The categories of 0-15 and 15-25 are least represented together
with less than 25%.
Population density in ratio to Dutch average: 519 residents per km² as the average for the
Netherlands would by ratio come down to 10,365 residents per km² for Grachtengordel-Zuid.
This means that population density in Grachtengordel-Zuid is approximately 20 times higher
than the Dutch average (20:1 ratio). Which again also makes Grachtengordel-Zuid characteristic
for strong compacted urban environments.

Figure 8
Representation of the three most common tree species - Ulmus, Tilia & Acer - in Amsterdam in
Grachtengordel-Zuid. Adapted from a dataset of Gemeente Amsterdam (2017)*
*Other than the three most common tree species are not included in the map, however these other species have been
significantly underrepresented in the cases and therefore have been not or barely present/of relevance in the streetscapes.

3.7.3 Considerations of Case Characteristics
As has become clear from both case descriptions, characteristics of welfare, diversity in cultural
backgrounds and education level of the cases are not particularly considered representable for other
contexts. However, trade-offs had to be made in this research and the focus of generalisability has been
really on transferability to other compact city contexts. Hence, selection of neighbourhoods with more
representable welfare, cultural background and education level characteristics could have been done,
but unfortunately that would have come at the cost of them being characteristic for other compact city
environments as well. This compact city characteristic component has been considered rather important
in this research as its focus is on exploring perceptions in compact urban environments and not on
perceptions regarding other - demographic - characteristics. Amsterdam neighbourhoods representing
an acceptable level of compact city characteristics as well as welfare, cultural background and education
level characteristics were simply not there. Therefore, within this ‘’either/or’’ consideration, it has been
decided to select for generalisability on the basis of characteristics regarding compactness of the
neighbourhoods. Issues regarding the internal validity of this choice are discussed in the discussion
chapter of this research.
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4. Results
In this chapter the results following from the conducted interviews (n = 13) and surveys (n = 85) are
presented. The interview outcomes have been used to generate a hypothesis as input for the surveys.
Hence, the survey outcomes have been intended to validate the interview outcomes about residents’
perceptions of USV in tree-circles. On the other hand the survey also has been used to minimise bias in
the results as much as possible. Following this reasoning, the survey has been made as short as possible
by solely focusing on the most important interview findings. For example - regarding physical senses the survey only focused on visual perceptions as other senses were discovered significantly less of
importance from the interviews. The results chapter is structured into several sections and paragraphs.
The structure follows the logic of the three SRQs. Eventually this chapter will conclude with an extended
and refined version of the CM from the theoretical framework into a new model constructed from the
qualitative data gathered during the interviews (figure 11). Detailed findings on a spatial approach to
the results found for the SRQs can be found in Appendix F. These results will be further elaborated and
interpreted in the discussion chapter of the study. The survey results are included in the database of this
research.
As will become clear in the course of the results chapter, no major dissimilarities between case
outcomes were found for both interviews and surveys. In order to elaborate on the results of the
interviews conducted using the derived qualitative data, a summary will be provided at the beginning of
the SRQ sections. This summary will be given in the form of cross-case analysis tables providing an
overview for key outcomes for both the cases and both interviews and surveys. In the cross-case analysis
tables, comparison between cases is expressed in bold. The table formats are based on similar uses in
previous research (Azevedo et al., 2014; Eriksson et al., 2015). From the viewpoint of methodological
triangulation, the table formats are structured according to the survey format so that outcomes of two
methods can be compared as well. After each of the paragraphs in this chapter some bullet points will
be given as a summary of the qualitative results described. All quotations in this results chapter have
been translated from Dutch into English. The database of this research presents all used quotes in their
original language for both interviews and surveys in a table. Some quotes are clarified a bit more in the
process of translation by making them more specific. This has been only done when it was in favour of
the quotations' intended informativity by the respondent. During the results chapter, the abbreviations
GZ (Grachtengordel-Zuid) and J (Jordaan) will be used at the mention of the two cases.
➔ Demographic Characteristics Interviews
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All respondents indicated they are highly educated and all of them indicated that they originated from a
- to their own words - natural childhood living environment.

From table 3 it becomes clear that a bias in age and education level was found after conducting all of
the interviews. In general, respondents from the surveys are slightly younger than respondents from the
interviews, who were above average age when considered to the average resident characteristics from
the case descriptions in the methodology chapter. In that sense, the bias in age was actually somewhat
reduced, but not completely. As only a small percentage of respondents with medium education level
and no respondents with low education level are present for survey respondents as well, the bias in
education level remained as it was. This is, however, in line with the resident characteristics presented
in the case descriptions of the methodology. Hence, a remaining bias in education level was somewhat
expected.
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4.1 SRQ1: Residents’ Physical Senses Regarding USV in Tree-circles
This section builds on the ‘’principle of systematicity of physical senses’’ of USV promotion in treecircles as landsense creation (Zhao et al., 2020). The aim is to provide results for answering SRQ1. At
first, summary of the relevant outcomes will be given by cross-case analysis table 4. Then the aim is to
discuss results regarding the separate senses first, afterwards it will be examined whether or not and to
which extent the different senses form a comprehensive system.

Table 4 provides cross-case analysis regarding residents’ visual perceptions of conventional and wild
tree-circles. As can be seen in the table is that - overall - conventional tree-circles have bad visual
perceptions for both cases and methods, as in particular: ugly and bare for interviews and ugly, bare and
monotony for surveys. Visual perceptions of wild tree-circles are remarkably all positive for both cases,
as in particular: pretty, colourful and diverse. The perception of tree-circles being very green - greenness
- was also elaborately mentioned during interviews. This perception emerged from a mix of, on the one
hand, the perception of the USV as having few flowers - which, according to the respondents (except
respondent III), would allow for more flowers - and, on the other hand, the perception that the greenness
is also pleasant. Hence, the perception of very green could be considered as a more ‘’neutral’’
perception as it is neither completely positive nor completely negative. However, if it were to belong
anywhere it would rather be a positive perception.
For the surveys, interesting mentions to the option ‘’other’’ that underlined the predominant
negative visual perceptions of conventional tree-circles were: ‘’I find the ''covered'' tree-circles very
artificial, it has not much to do with nature.’’ (GZ), ‘’Collection site for waste.’’ (GZ), ‘’Cramped, but
fortunately without rubbish.’’ (GZ) and: ‘’Often an accumulation of dirt and dog excrement.’’ (J). As
will become clear during the course of the results chapter, these remarks already relate to discovered
findings regarding SRQ3. Interesting mentions to the option ‘’other’’ that underlined the predominant
positive visual perceptions of wild tree-circles were: ‘’Beneficial for bird and insect.’’ (GZ), ‘’Better.’’
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(GZ) and: ''Greener and more colourful, but could be even better.'' (J). From the point of view of
methodological triangulation, it can be said that the relevant results for SRQ1 also hold up in the results
of the surveys and - consequently - are validated by the surveys conducted.
4.1.1 Hearing
In both cases, respondents explained that they thought that hearing as a sense could be considered
neglectable. This was mainly because they could not imagine how hearing from USV in tree-circles
would affect their sense of hearing in their daily environment. The main reason behind this is that treecircles would be too small to generate any audio impact in the environment: ‘’I cannot imagine that it
will make a lot of noise, especially at such a size that it will have an influence, I don't think. So you can
neglect sound.’’ (Respondent IV - J). Some respondents interpreted hearing from a more noise reduction
perspective: ‘’Maybe it will muffle the noise, but of course in the city you have a lot of noise. So if
greenery could have a dampening effect on that, then that would be very nice.’’ (Respondent VII - GZ).
Despite this noise reduction perspective, most of the interviewees from both cases did see hearing as
simply neglectable. One last remark to this is that planting height according to some could have some
influence on the sound: ‘’Yes, I like the sound of it, but because it's such a small area, not much happens
in that area. So if it's a bit higher, then a bit more happens.’’ (Respondent VIII - J) and: ‘’Well, with
low plantings, which you have in such a tree-circle, I don't know. Look, this noise in my garden is nice
to hear, but it comes more from the trees than from the plants. So it wouldn't matter in such a treecircle.’’ (Respondent VI - GZ). However, as respondent VI argues, in a tree-circle there usually is besides the tree - not very tall vegetation making audio less important.
To summarise findings:
● Hearing dimension is not important and difficult to conceive: tree-circles are too small.
● However, muffling city noise could be a potential advantage.
4.1.2 Smell
For the sense of smell, a similar pattern of perception was found: ‘’I don't think smell has any effect in
the city. With so many engine smells, I don't think it matters much.’’ (Respondent VII - GZ) and: ‘’Well,
it would be nice. But I don't see it happening that quickly. I mean, you'd have to put a lot of lavender in
the ground to get any real scent out of it.’’ (Respondent VI - GZ). Here respondent VI again referred to
the restricted size of tree-circles, making sense of smell neglectable or as just not that important:
‘’Scented plants are a kind of extra but not the most important thing as far as I am concerned.’’
(Respondent X - J). Nonetheless, few other opinions were present as well: ‘’If there are really nice
smelling flowers, I would not neglect that and if the opportunity is there, I would definitely take it.’’
(Respondent IV - J) and: ‘’In the evening, especially on summer evenings, there is also a smell. That is
nice.’’ (Respondent II - GZ).
Interestingly, respondent IV at the same time indicated that smell would probably not have any
effect, whereas air purification on a larger scale probably would: ‘’Plants purify air. I don't know how
many trees there are, but if they all get an extra square meter of wild around them, then yes, you can
calculate how many extra square meters purify the number of cubic meters of air, of course. So maybe
it has an effect on air, but when it comes to smell, I can't really imagine what such a square can do.’’
(Respondent IV - J). As supplementary on the question whether or not smell would have an imaginable
role: ‘’More in terms of air quality, of course it has something very fresh about it. I mean when I walk
along a nice green little park or under a big tree, the air quality is just so much better, you can feel it.
Immediately, really.’’ (Respondent III - GZ). Overall the sense of smell for USV in tree-circles does not
seem to matter much. However, to some interviewees, air purification does and overall smell seems
slightly less neglectable than audio.

To summarise findings:
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Smell dimension in terms of scent is not important: tree-circles are too small.
If of any importance at all, it would be nice, but more but more of a secondary concern.
However, purifying city air could be a potential advantage.

4.1.3 Taste
For the sense of taste, all respondents in both cases demonstrated that they would rather not eat from
potential edible wild vegetation in tree-circles, due to the associated filth of the inner city of Amsterdam:
‘’I wouldn't advise anyone to eat anything from one of those inner-city tree-circles, no matter how
edible. Masses of dogs and cats pissed in there. The poo isn't always cleaned up either. I would never
eat that.’’ (Respondent V - J). and: ’’No, something like that would not work. You can't pick anything
out of it and maybe a dog has peed against it ten minutes before.’’ (Respondent VI - GZ). In addition, a
respondent from Jordaan indicated that she would not taste or eat from tree-circles because of traffic
emissions as well: ‘’Nice in principle. But I don't think it will work. Because I don't think it's really
edible along a road where there's a lot of exhaust fumes and so on.’’ (Respondent VIII - J).
An interesting quote regarding taste was: ‘’Well, smell and taste are a bit the same. Last year
we had strawberries and tomatoes all over the place. Yes, then the taste aspect is definitely added.
Maybe I smell mint or you think, what a strange smell, what a strange plant, you know. That you are
busy with it with your senses. I have to dig deep in my imagination if you're talking about, for example,
taste with such a little stamp.’’ (Respondent IX - GZ). Here, with ‘’stamp’’ the tree-circle as a very
small area is meant. Respondent IX associated taste with smell, such as the smelling and tasting of mint.
However, she also indicated that it is difficult to associate taste with USV in tree-circles. This notion
links with the perception of the rest of the respondents. Only respondent X from Jordaan said she in fact
ate potatoes from the tree-circle in front of her house. Nonetheless, potato plants are considered crops
and therefore they do not concern perceptions towards USV. The same goes for the statement about mint
plants. In general - when specifically focused on taste regarding USV - it can be stated that none of the
respondents found taste conceivable at tree-circles. As a consequence, a preference regarding wild plants
having or not having any fruits or having/not having any other taste component is considered as a rather
negligible preference by all respondents.
To summarise findings:
● Taste dimension is not important and difficult to conceive: tree-circles are too small.
● For both cases, respondents would not eat from tree-circles given their polluted environment.
● Consequently, USV being herbaceous or having fruits or not is not considered of importance.
4.1.4 Touch
Except for respondent XI (GZ) - who indicated that she sometimes felt plants as she walked past them none of the other respondents found touch important for USV in tree-circles. Mostly because they could
not imagine its importance for USV: ‘’What else do you have? Touch, that's another sense. Can I
imagine anything with that? No, it doesn't matter.’’ (Respondent VIII - J) and: ‘’Well, no, not really an
association with it. Rather no nettles however.’’ (Respondent VI - GZ). Although almost none of the
respondents could conceive anything with touch for USV in tree-circles, quite a few of them indicated
that they still would rather not have any thorny or other unpleasant USV: ‘’You have to make sure that
you don't get any nasty stuff in there. What I like myself is a wild plant called the teasel, but not only the
flowers and the fruit itself are very irritating, but also the leaves. So it really injures you if you're not
careful. But it is a beautiful plant. The flowers and the bees are very happy with it. Of course, you
shouldn't put things that cause blisters or thorny things.’’ (Respondent V - J) and: ‘’Touch, yes don't go
for the prickly bushes, you have to move aside for a car now and then. If you then immediately stand
with your legs in one of those things, yes rather if it doesn't have to be unpleasant, do it chill.’’
(Respondent IV - J). It shows that residents do not really have strict associations with touch for USV, as
long as very potentially painful vegetation is prevented in tree-circles. Especially when it comes to
cramped space utilisation in a compact city environment - such as respondent IV indicates - an
unpleasant touch with painful USV is a risk that residents prefer to avoid. Apart from really unpleasant
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feeling surfaces - such as thorny leaves and/or branches - vegetation textures in general - conceived by
respondents as e.g. soft/hard or mat/glossy surfaces - were not considered that relevant.
To summarise findings:
● Touch dimension is difficult to conceive and hence not of major importance at first instance.
● Nonetheless, clear conditions of what is not wanted are there: unpleasant feeling USV - thorny,
prickly and/or irritating - in the event of accidental contact is undesired.
4.2 Sight
4.2.1 The Importance of the Sense of Sight
Unlike for the other senses, all respondents indicated that the sense of sight regarding USV in treecircles is very important: ‘’Of course, the visual is most important.’’ (Respondent VII - J) and:
‘’Aesthetics, how it looks, that is the most important thing.’’ (Respondent XI - GZ). Respondent VIII (J)
even stated that sight accounts for 95% of the relevance regarding sensing USV when compared with
the other four senses. Nonetheless, this statement is not exaggerated when compared to the perceptions
of all other interviewees. Given the relevance of sight, the relevant results are very important to consider
when discussing residents’ perception and level of acceptance of USV in tree-circles. In this line of
reasoning a separate section is devoted to the sense of sight.
To summarise findings:
● Sight dimension is by far most important when compared to other senses.
4.2.2 How Residents Visually Sense Conventional Tree-circles Compared to Wild Tree-circles
When showing the visual stimuli during the interviews all respondents indicated that they perceived the
wild tree-circles on the images as significantly more pleasant than the conventional - often empty - ones:
‘’Then the wild tree-circles win. Certainly. Because there's just more going on there. The tree-circles
without vegetation just look dead. I don't like that.’’ complemented with describing the conventional
tree-circles as follows: ‘’There is nothing in it, it just looks like a moonscape.’’ and: ‘’That empty treecircle looks like an ashtray.’’ (Respondent II - GZ). Respondent IV (J) explained a preference for wild
tree-circles as: ‘’I understand that you have to have a clean street and, you know, it also dies off of those
plants and then it can become a mess. But you know, where possible, let it go. You see those tree-circles
without any wild plants in them a little too often. You can see the ones with the yellow gravel very often
and I find that so boring, that it happens on very busy locations such as Leidseplein I can understand in
the sense that people do walk through there and that you have a 100% guarantee that people throw their
empty McDonald's bags in there. And you'll never find that again if it's between the plants. But here in
my own living environment, why not.’’ Respondent I even stated that to her feeling the municipality over the past ten years or so - deliberately sealed more and more tree-circles.
Respondents indicated that they did not like the look of conventional tree-circles in their daily
living environment, because they are usually unintentionally used as a ‘’dog toilet’’, a bicycle parking
or a waste site: ‘’You can see that in the photos, too - the ugly tree-circles without vegetation are usually
littered with rubbish. You can see that here in front of my door as well.’’ complemented with ‘’I actually
think that the empty tree area in front of this is also neglected. I'd rather throw away the piece of iron
that lies there, I'll do that tomorrow.’’ (Respondent III - GZ). During the moment of the interview, this
respondent showed that the empty tree-circle before his house was indeed littered with a piece of iron.
Respondent V from Jordaan told during the interviews that the municipality of Amsterdam should
become more aware with respect to the utilisation of tree-circles: ‘’It starts with the municipality getting
it into their heads that every few square metres can be either junk land or extra greenery.’’ In line of
this he expressed his perception of conventional tree-circles as follows: ‘’The most important thing is
that it is not a black box of gravel.’’ The quotes above clearly represent the overall visual perception
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regarding a difference in aesthetics when talking about conventional tree-circles and wild tree-circles in
the urban streetscape.
To summarise findings:
● Empty tree-circles are negatively visually perceived.
● The visual appearance of empty tree-circles attracts undesirable behaviour, such as dog owners
who use it as a dog toilet, use it as a litter site and/or use it as a bicycle parking area.
4.2.3 How Residents Visually Sense Current Greenery Compared to USV
On the question how the residents visually perceived the current state of roadside greenery in
Amsterdam they answered: ‘’I think there is too little. I mean little is still at least having trees of course.
We have many trees. So in fact I do look out for greenery … I do notice that a lot of people are doing a
lot more in the streets, so to speak. Doing a lot more themselves: putting up flower pots, all that sort of
things.’’ (Respondent VIII - J). Respondent I stated that the municipality itself also puts up a lot of tulip
pots, to the displeasure of the majority of interviewees: ‘’I find those tubs with tulips, for example, very
ugly, very artificial and a bit like going to an amusement park or Paleis het Loo.’’ (Respondent VI GZ) and: ‘’Rather wild vegetation, because there are also so many beautiful wild flowers with all kinds
of colours. They come back 100% sure every year as a kind of weed, so yes, I would rather choose those.
It's also a bit less maintenance and less of a human hand than with ornamental plants.’’ (Respondent
IV - J).
Respondent VII (GZ) mentioned that he would rather have a more efficient space utilisation
regarding the placement of flower pots by e.g. the municipality: ‘’Right here on the corner, there are
those big tulip pots, and I just don't like them. I mean, look around a tree, that's natural, but such a large
container with neglected flowers that are withering away, that's not the look I want. If possible, I'd
rather have wild plant growth like in the pictures. A planter like that, just go and look, it doesn't look
right. And it just takes up a lot of space. If they put the bicycles there, they can keep more space around
the tree for wild plants. So I think it would be better to put up bicycle racks instead of such planters.’’
This quote underlines the potential of unused tree-circles - and tree-circles ending up as bicycle parking
places - as spatially efficient places for greening within compact city environments. Figure 7 shows the
mentioned space uptaking by tulip planters while having empty tree-circles at the same time.
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Figure 9
A canal that shows the characteristic Ulmus trees alongside it. The tree-circles contain no USV, whereas
the pavement is occupied by tulip boxes, put down by the municipality (photo made by the author)
To summarise findings:
● Ornamental vegetation in the streetscapes - such as tulipa - are rather negatively perceived by
respondents as it is considered to be artificial and less beneficial in terms of required
maintenance.
● In this sense, wild vegetation/USV is preferred over conventional ornamental vegetation that is
primarily used in the streetscapes.
The following paragraphs are about the most important aspects of visual perception with respect to USV
in tree-circles.
4.2.4 Greenness
To the question of what initially stood out visually, many respondents described - on the basis of the
visual stimuli - that greenness was a prominent feature: ‘’I find the shades of green interesting.’’
(Respondent II - GZ). Respondent V from Jordaan confirmed this notion: ‘’In the end, it is not a flower
bed, but in general it is visually just green.’’ Respondent VIII (J) added to this perception that seasonality
in this could have some influence: ‘’The colour is not very special, maybe it is the time of year. I also
see plants that do not produce many flowers, but it is mainly green.’’ and: ‘’I notice in the photos that
it is very green and it also looks somewhat spontaneous. So it could be seen as weeds, but I like it when
it's green. Not bare soil, so to speak.’’ Respondent III (GZ) was the only one to say that colours did not
matter much: ‘’Colours never interest me that much. At least not necessarily flowers. But most of it looks
green. Here and there you can see some small flowers. I don't really care for them.’’ A total of nine
respondents (four from Grachtengordel-Zuid and five from Jordaan) said that they perceived the USV
in the pictures as mainly green.
To summarise findings:
● USV of the visual stimuli are perceived as very green.
● Shades of greenness are perceived as pleasant, however, flowers are perceived as not that
present.
● Flowers would be nice, but green is also perceived as nice as long as it is not barren
4.2.5 Colourfulness
Not all respondents limited their notion to solely one of ‘’greenness’’. Respondent I (GZ) added to the
notion of green that it looked ‘’quite varied’’ as well. Respondent VI (GZ) indicated that the
colourfulness in terms of flowers could be a bit more: ‘’I like it more, that's what I like about those
hollyhocks.’’ and: ‘’Colour. Yes, I like it best. So green with flowers in it and many different flowers
too.’’ Respondent VII (GZ) shared this notion: ‘’Yes, it can do no harm. Green with flowers is of course
a much more attractive image than just green.’’ In total seven interviewees (five from GrachtengordelZuid and two from Jordaan) perceived that colourfulness would be an important visual aspect of USV,
also in addition to its greenness). Most of them have indicated that wild flowers could - to their opinion
- potentially contribute to the colourfulness of USV. These wild flowers, therefore, appear a wishful
element of USV.
To summarise findings:
● As an addition to the visual perception of greenness, colourfulness is explicitly expressed as an
important positive addition to it by about half of the respondents.
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Wildflowers are perceived as appropriate in this, for the same reasons why USV is chosen above
ornamental vegetation by respondents.

4.3 Preferences Based on the Sense of Sight
4.3.1 Preferences Wildflowers and Wild Vegetation
Respondent VIII (J) quoted ‘’For me, it doesn't have to be orange and purple and all mixed-up, it can
be wild flowers that bloom and attract insects.’’ and: ‘’It is in the interest of the environment in general
and moreover, it gives the city a better appearance and is therefore also beneficial for tourism, the
perception of citizens and so on.'' (Respondent VII - GZ). These quotes represent some concern
regarding nature and native insects being in need of suitable vegetation. Remarkable is that this notion
was shared by all of the respondents, from both cases. All of the interviewees showed some
understanding about the benefits of wild vegetation when compared to non-wild/ornamental and/or nonnative vegetation.
Also remarkable is the preference for more modest and wild flowering plants, because
ornamental plants did appear to be perceived as colourful in an undesirable way: ‘’I like flowering and
also height and a bit of variety but not the cheap ornamental plant variety, so that there are just tulips
and marigolds and I don't know what else, that it becomes a kind of fairground. So if I had to express
it: wildly lush. So lush is full with maybe cuckoo flowers and so on which are all very nice and they sow
themselves like crazy and they bloom nicely and so on. So I would like it to be natural. Natural, but with
flowering flowers. Not just, but among grasses or other plants as well.’’ (Respondent XIII - J).
Respondent VI (GZ) also did really emphasise on the fact that vegetation in the daily living environment
should not look too frumpy: ‘’Amsterdam must not become, what we call, frumpy. It is still a city. We
don't have to want to be the Keukenhof. As far as I'm concerned, there is no need for containers of
geraniums on every bridge or lamppost. But I would like to see a lot more flowers and bushes blooming
around all those trees. Or many more small gardens, greenery at all.’’ Wildflowers and wild vegetation
or USV appear to be preferable because of their more sturdy look - which according to the respondents
is conceived as to fit better with the image of a city - and because of its acknowledged environmental
and natural benefits.

Figure 10
An example of boxes of Tulipa - perceived as frumpy vegetation - placed by the municipality in the
streetscape (photo made by the author)
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To summarise findings:
● A wild and sturdy look of vegetation around trees - ‘’wildly lush’’ - is preferred over usually
‘’frumpy’’ or variegated and bold appearance of some conventional ornamental vegetation in
the streetscapes.
4.3.2 Diversity over Time
Regarding the notions of greenness and colourfulness for wildflowers and wild vegetation/USV,
diversity over time has been discovered as an important factor to it. To the question what would be the
most important visual factor respondent X (J) answered: ‘’Especially green. Preferably, at least in part,
also hardy. I like the fact that it doesn't get so bare in the winter.’’ and: ‘’There are also tree-circles
and they are quite large. And of course, you could make it more bushy, not with trees, but with like a
wild area there. It does require some knowledge, I think, because you just want something to bloom
every season. So that it alternates a little and that it is not the case that in the spring only three flowers
bloom and then it is all over.’’ (Respondent VIII -J). Also respondent IV agreed to this: ‘’Green and
lasting green. You know, that it doesn't become a big leafy mess. So if it can stay green that anyway.''
Respondent II from Grachtengrodel-Zuid emphasised the fact that vegetation should be interesting over
time: ‘’That it is alive, that it is just nature. Even if it is only one square metre, that something happens.
That it is interesting. I like the fact that you look, hey, the snowdrops are out, you know, that something
just keeps happening.’’ Respondent III (GZ) agreed with this opinion as well: ‘’You often only have
flowers for a short time. Nice green is good. And then it's also nice to have something where the leaves
are a bit refreshing and so on, so that you have something nice in the different seasons.'' Overall
diversity over time is perceived as different types of plants blooming all over the year, making them
hardy as well.
To summarise findings:
● Diversity over time is preferred as it makes tree-circles green and blooming throughout the
seasons, keeping them interesting and with visible intention as a wild tree-circle.
4.3.3 Diversity in Planting Height
The aspect of planting height is not considered significantly important by most of the respondents from
both the cases. The respondents that attached importance to height were of the opinion that height of
different USV should be preferably varied from the aspect of sight. On the question if a variation of
heights was preferred, respondent X (J) answered: ‘’If at all possible, I think that makes more sense than
the way you do it with only bushes. You plant a few higher ones right around the tree and some lower
ones around the edge. Yes, you know how to get a bit of relief in.’’ This notion was shared with some
respondents from Grachtengordel-Zuid as well: ‘’Taller is nicer. This lower one looks more like a cake
or something. If there is more variation, difference in height, then it becomes more like a piece of nature.
You have that in nature as well. Different heights, variations, colours. The lower one is just artificial,
you can see that immediately.’’ (Respondent XI - GZ).
A diversity in planting height was associated with something more natural. This naturalness
appeared to be preferred in general. Besides, the diversity of heights being perceived as natural, also the
substance of plants was mentioned as a contributor to the natural visual perception: ‘’I prefer to see the
vegetation as taller or something like that, that the plants have a bit more substance. That it is not like
we have to fill this up a bit, but that it also has something more to do with nature.’’ (Respondent VIII J). No respondents were not in favour of diversity in planting height. However, one did address the fact
that solely too high vegetation could potentially block viewlines: ‘’In general, I do not think it should
be too high. I think you get a bit of a lack of visibility then. I don't think that would make tourboats, for
example, very happy either. They would block the view.’’ (Respondent VII - GZ), a respondent living
alongside a canal. This quote reminds that tree-circles consisting of solely - too many - tall USV, would
be of risk to be not perceived as user-friendly for people using the street.
To summarise findings:
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●
●

The specific aspect of planting height is not considered majorly important.
Overall, a natural look - diversity in e.g. planting height - is perceived as pleasant.

4.3.4 Diversity in Forms
The aspect of forms regarding USV in tree-circles was actually acknowledged as non-relevant by all of
the respondents. All respondents indicated that a specific form - e.g. of the plant leaves - was of no
importance, because it should grow naturally, as intended by nature. Just the way it is. However,
respondent II from Grachtengordel-Zuid made an interesting remark: ''I think small leaves do better than
larger ones, because in my experience they stay fresh longer. A large leaf breaks down or wilts faster
due to its bigger surface.’’ At the same time this respondent stated that he liked USV the way it grows
due its natural origin, so he was in no intention to claim that USV should solely have large leaves.
Nonetheless, it already is a small example of the link between the visual perception (large leaves) and
the psychological perception (the fresh impression) and how they relate over time. This connection
between the two over time will be elaborated on in section 4.7.
To summarise findings:
● The specific aspect of forms is not considered important.
4.3.5 Dynamic versus Static Planting Pattern
The same argument of preferred naturalness was used as a line of reasoning for the preference of either
a natural or static planting pattern of USV in the tree-circles. To the question whether a dynamic planting
pattern would be accepted, respondent X (J) answered: ‘’I would always do it a bit erratically myself.’’
and to the question why: ‘’Because it looks more natural. Yes. The simple English landscape style versus
the French Versailles style, that's nice for a photo but otherwise incredibly unnatural. I don't like it
either.'' ‘’So as far as I'm concerned, always more undulating and flowing lines and height differences.
Yes. Make a kind of mini landscape out of it.’’ Respondent XI from Grachtengordel-Zuid concurred with
that as follows: ‘’More dynamic is my preference. I lived in New York and along the Hudson River they
had beautiful promenades laid out and they were also very straight paths surrounded by wild plants,
some of them very high like reed plants. And beautiful flowers around it, but it didn't look very artificial
that they put a plant there every year as a kind of work of art, it was really a wild-growth effect, while
it does look neat. It seemed almost impossible to really maintain, you felt that it had grown organically,
planted in the right way.’’ She really put emphasis on some intendedness behind the dynamic planting
pattern. In general it appeared that the majority of the respondents liked the natural and wild-growth
look of USV, especially because it grew spontaneously without visible human influence. However, as
respondent XI described, with the right way of planting a similar preferred effect could be accomplished
as well to her opinion.
Although most respondents liked the idea of organic growth/dynamic planting pattern right
away, few did prefer a more static approach. However, this concerned only two respondents from
Grachtengordel-Zuid (respondents III & VI). These two respondents in general liked orderliness and
therefore straight lines, but when the question really explicitly focused on tree-circles and USV they
indicated that a natural look was preferred as well. Hence, in general an organic appearance of USV in
tree-circles seems wishful.
To summarise findings:
● Due to its natural appearance, a dynamic planting pattern is generally preferred over a static
planting pattern.

4.4 Principle of Systematicity of Physical Senses
To summarise analysis of the interview results explicitly from a landsenses ecology viewpoint, the
different human senses have to be considered as a comprehensive system rather than solely separate
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senses (Zhao et al., 2020). In general, it appeared that from the five human senses, sight was perceived
by far as most important for the physical interpretation of USV in tree-circles by all respondents. This
has some implications for a systemic approach on all of the senses, because the interactions and relations
between the senses are - as a result - inherently not of equal strength.
In fact, it seems that the sense of sight forms the centre of the physical senses system from which
mainly other senses are influenced instead of vice versa as well. Furthermore, it has not become clear
whether the other senses - smell, touch, taste and hearing - have mutual influences. At least - from
perception based on the visual stimuli - it has become clear that sight is an important sensory factor for
residents’ perception of USV in tree-circles. When considering USV promotion in tree-circles it is,
hence, important to make sure that certain aesthetical requirements are met. In addition to these types of
requirements, only from the sense of touch clear requirements could be derived in a manner that USV
cannot be too unpleasant when it is touched unexpectedly or not unexpectedly by people. In the light of
clear sensory requirements of residents the rest of the senses can be considered negligible. So, from the
results, it cannot be said there is a balanced sensory system when it comes to the systematicity principle
of how residents physically sense USV in tree-circles.
To summarise findings:
● Since sight is considered so dominantly important, there appears not really to be a balanced
system between different senses.
● Other sense dimensions than sight - except for touch - are negligible when it comes to USV
promotion in tree-circles.
4.5 SRQ2: Residents’ Psychological Perceptions Regarding USV in Tree-circles
This section builds on the ‘’principle of integrity of psychological perceptions’’ USV promotion in treecircles as landsense creation (Zhao et al., 2020). The aim is to provide results for answering SRQ2 and
to discuss results regarding discovered psychological perception of USV in tree-circles first, afterwards
it will be examined how these perceptions might be influenced and by which probable factors.
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Table 5 provides cross-case analysis regarding residents’ psychological perceptions of conventional and
wild tree-circles. Also here, conventional tree-circles have generally bad psychological perceptions for
both cases and methods, as in particular: boring, neglected, messy and not lively. Psychological
perceptions of wild tree-circles from survey results are very much similar. For conventional tree-circles,
perceptions of tidy and raked are also mentioned in the survey results. Nonetheless, these two
perceptions were mentioned along with the perception of being boring, which gives a rather negative
association to tidy and raked. The psychological perceptions for wild tree-circles were again very much
positive, as particular being: lively, wild, natural, cheerful and friendly. These perceptions came forward
in both interviews and surveys. These results link with the high level of acceptance for wild tree-circles
in the daily living environment and the low level of acceptance of the conventional empty tree-circles.
Whether or not survey respondents showed some degree of knowledge, understanding and/or concern
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about nature in terms of being aware of the potential role USV can fulfil in increasing
biodiversity/adapting to climate change effects was determined by looking if they answered - including
the option ‘’other’’ - in a way that showed they knew about the auspiciousness of particularly USV for
ES and hence biodiversity and climate change adaptation (Boechat et al., 2016; Deng & Jim, 2017;
Robinson & Lundholm, 2012; Säumel et al., 2016; Weber et al., 2014).
This question gave some slight differences in results compared to the interviews for - in
particular - Jordaan. From the Jordaan survey respondents 50% did not particularly know about the
beneficial effects of USV. Still, 42.9% did show this particular concern and 7.1% were not concerned
with it at all. For Grachtengordel-Zuid 55.7% showed particular concern, whereas 34.9% did not and
9.3% were not concerned with it at all. Interesting is that - concurrently - survey respondents from
Jordaan perceived USV more as ‘’weeds’’ (33.1% did, 62% did not) than respondents from
Grachtengordel-Zuid (11.6% did, 88.4% did not). Moreover, only in Jordaan respondents indicated to
the option ‘’other’’ that they would have no clue whether or not the USV in the tree-circles would be
weeds according to themselves (4.8%). This slightly higher degree of unconcern and the slightly higher
reluctant attitude towards USV might be linked to the fact of lower concern, understanding and
knowledge present under Jordaan respondents.
For the surveys, interesting mentions to the option ‘’other’’ that underlined the predominant
negative psychological perceptions of conventional tree-circles were: ‘’Place to walk the dog.’’ (GZ),
‘’Like a corset.’’ (GZ) and: ‘’All in squares are pretty ugly.’’ (J). No particular additional mentions to
the option ‘’other’’ for the psychological perception of wild tree-circles were given. However, the degree
of acceptance of wild tree-circles compared to conventional tree-circles was underlined with ‘’The green
tree-circles are fine, the others are boring and invite improper use.’’ (GZ). For the question about the
perception of weeds, the option ‘’other’’ was used to mention the following: ‘’Weeds do not exist.’’ (J),
''Weeds'' can be beautiful.’’ (J), ‘’Weeds are also nature and pretty.’’ (J), ‘’Why weeds again? It is the
natural vegetation, i. e. wild plants.’’ (GZ), ‘’What are weeds? They are also plants, so fine.’’ (GZ) and
rather the perception of: ‘’Wild and feral plants.’’ (J) than ‘’weeds’’. These remarks underline the
predominant perceptions of USV as rather being natural than ‘’weeds’’ for both interviews and surveys.
Hence - from the point of view of methodological triangulation - it can be said that the relevant core part
of the results for SRQ2 also holds up in the results of the surveys and - consequently - is validated by
the surveys conducted. However - as the research is an exploration and no statistical research - no bound
statements can be made.
4.5.1 Important Discovered Positive Perceptions
➔ Naturalness
The most common discovered perception towards the USV represented in the visual stimuli was that of
naturalness. It appeared that almost all of the respondents perceived the USV in the tree-circles as
natural. This was considered a positive perception by all of them. Respondent I (GZ) quoted her view
of nature as: ‘’Everything that grows and blossoms is fascinating.’’ referring to a formerly well-known
Dutch biologist Fop I. Brouwer. This quote adequately expresses the notion of naturalness being
perceived as interesting by most of the respondents. For example, respondent XI (GZ) added to her
perception of diversity resulting in natural experience that this experience would be more interesting as
well: ''And more interestingly, a micro oasis.'' ''Not monotonous, that's the boring thing, you see it a few
times and then you don't notice it anymore.'' Respondent VIII (J) agreed with this: ''In terms of visual
experience, I really like being able to cycle past something that looks interesting. Something that is alive,
where something is happening and that also has substance. And if you really want nature, then it
shouldn't just be flower bulb fields and only ornamental plants. But just beautiful other flowering plants
such as thistle.’’
In addition, many respondents had a preference to have a visible natural process of USV
growth in the tree-circles: ''We should let nature take its course.'' (Respondent XIII - J). Respondent VI
from Grachtengordel-Zuid explained: ‘’It would also be very nice if, just thinking out loud, the treecircles could naturally pollinate each other. That would be very nice, of course, and that insects could
play a role in it. Certainly, that would be extremely nice. That those circles will actually create a kind
of diversity from one side to the other.’’ and as answer on the question if that process should be
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deliberately allowed to take place in the tree-circles, he answered: ‘’I would like that too. As long as it
stays nice looking. If it just becomes a big mess, then no. You might inevitably have to give nature a
helping hand here and there, so that it becomes less tempting to throw rubbish in it, for example. But
once it grows and blossoms, I don't think it needs to be raked up and tidied up again. Let it go then, yes.
And if there are for example some nettles in between, well, so be it.’’ In general, none of the respondents
was against the natural process occurring unimpeded in the tree-circles. The important remark on this,
is that no matter what, the aesthetic value of the USV should be maintained at an acceptable level, such
as explained by e.g. respondent VI in his quote. This, however, leaves room for a natural process of
USV growth and succession in tree-circles. A natural process, that sometimes needs to be kept in
accepted bounds: ‘’Hands off and if it gets to be too much you just cut it away a bit.’’ (Respondent IX GZ).
It was only respondent XII from Jordaan who clearly indicated that she would rather see no
human intervention in tree-circles at all, no matter the aesthetic value of it: ''Look, human beings put a
huge mark on everything anyway, so I think people would do well to withdraw further and further from
more areas, but then to withdraw completely.'' ''Leave nature to take care of everything. Just don't come
there.'' This notion was - however - not shared with the other respondents and respondent VII herself
also explained that such an approach in the city would be unrealistic, so that the aesthetic value would
inevitably have some influence in the city according to her as well.
To summarise findings:
● A perception of USV as natural is predominantly present amongst respondents.
● The perception of naturalness is associated with interestingness and fascination.
● Preference for a natural process taking place in tree-circles is mainly shared, provided it would
not become a mess.
➔ Wilderness
Wilderness was associated with positive feelings. It was not a perception that was shared with all the
respondents but a few of them explained that a rugged look was liked and that it was - to their opinion associated with promoted wilderness in tree-circles. This rugged look could cause some interesting
excitement: ‘’Wilderness may be far-fetched. But actually you can have wilderness with bricks as well,
as you can see with Chernobyl for example. That it all becomes overgrown and that it becomes exciting,
so to speak. It also has something exciting about it, what's in there, as a child I would love it too you
know. I would go and look behind that bush. Exciting, that you are part of nature, what can you find
there.’’ (Respondent IX - GZ). Respondent IX referred to Chernobyl as an example of a built
environment captured by nature and having a wildy look. She indicated that to her opinion such a look
could be very exciting and, hence, beneficial to the streetscape. Also respondent V from Jordaan gave
preference to a wild look as he perceived the USV in the visual stimuli as such. To the question of what
he liked about the pictures, he answered: ‘’Well, the dynamic and that it is not frumpy, so in principle
not static. A bit of a slightly feral look.’’
Respondent VI (GZ) compared a preferred wilder look from the visual stimuli with an English
cotton garden to express what he specifically liked about a wild look: ‘’I would like it if it were a bit
wilder. My own garden, for instance, which we are in now, is a bit too raked. I think it would be nicer
if it were all a bit more alive and flourishing. I really like the cottage garden, I think that is very beautiful.
With large bushes and blossoming flowers.’’ ‘’I also like it as a cityscape. It also has something slightly
anarchic about it, although that may be overstating it a little.'' Respondent IV perceived the USV in the
pictures as spontaneous as well: ‘’It is green. And it looks a bit self-provisioning.’’ He then gave
preference to a wild look as well: ‘’It's all the same in a street like here, all the same stones. The
pavements are the same. It's nice to have a bit of diversity, a little bit of wildlife, a little bit of jungle.’’
Respondent X (J) explicitly mentioned a benefit from more spontane vegetation to her opinion
as well: ''The advantage of vegetation that emerges spontaneously, is that it usually survives.'' In
addition she indicated on the basis of the visual stimuli that such a - to her opinion - spontaneous
appearance would be pleasant to have in tree-circles: ‘’Yes, gladly, of course. In my own garden, I never
object to anything that grows spontaneously. I always watch it for a while and if it stays, I just leave it.
Once you know what is doing well in your garden, you know it.’’ ‘’All things that grow spontaneously,
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I think: I'll see what it becomes. In our garden it is very nice.’’ In the end - also for a perception of
wilderness - all of the respondents indicated that they liked a wild or spontane look, provided it satisfies
an acceptable level of aesthetic value. The perceptions of naturalness and wilderness appeared to be very
interconnected as they were both associated with a decreased level of human intervention as well as an
allowance for increased natural succession. For all of the respondents of the interviews this had a
positive connotation, therefore as results, naturalness and wilderness are perceived as positive.
To summarise findings:
● As an addition to the predominant perception and preference of naturalness in tree-circles, the
more wild, rugged, spontaneous and organic look of USV is perceived as rather positive and as
preferred for several respondents.
➔ Other Positive Perceptions
Other positive perceptions of USV in the visual stimuli are mentioned below. Liveliness was the next
most common perception among the respondents. Respondent VII (GZ) indicated the following about
his daily living environment compared to the visual stimuli: ''If you go to Rembrandtplein, they have a
large grass area there and that actually looks very boring. And this, of course, is much more lively and
diverse.'' Respondent IV answered that he liked USV in the visual stimuli because it gave him a feeling
of liveability, pleasantness, homeliness and tranquillity. He then gave the following example: ‘’Well, it's
a nice feeling. I mean you get more of a liveable feeling. There's already a difference with Rozengracht,
where there are still some old shops, and there are also some trees, but then you go into the Jordaan
and you see the first little garden on the façades, with a tree that's probably been there for 20 years, and
you get a much more pleasant feeling that people live here, instead of this being a busy, angry city where
people work and have to do things. That you think, okay, here it is a bit more homely and a bit more yes.
More living, living in peace, I think it also reflects a form of tranquillity when people take time and
effort for nature. I think that then nature is also considered important.’’
Some other mentioned perceptions concerned, cleanness, fertility, peacefulness, freshness and
healthiness, summarised shortly by respondent II (GZ) as answer on the question what his overall
perception on the visual stimuli was: ‘’Clean, fertile, peaceful, fresh in the sense of healthy. Healthy
nature is basically just clean. Resilient, I guess.'' In addition also friendliness, prettiness and
cheerfulness were mentioned: ‘’It just looks friendly.'' and: ''I find it pretty and cheerful.'' (Respondent
V - J).
Another commonly shared notion, was that USV in tree-circles would feel more safe than
without, as explained by respondent IV (J): ‘’I think it is tranquility, green is also a very calming colour.
I understand that a lot of research has been done into this, which is why I think artists go into a green
room before a performance. It calms them down, at least that's how I've always understood it. So I think
that in that respect it can actually create a safer situation. And it absorbs water, so there's less water
on the road, it's less slippery. I can only see advantages.’’ Interesting is that he mentioned a climatic
benefit - absorbing more water - as a factor that would reduce slippery on roads and therefore increase
safeness of the streets.
To summarise findings:
● Other discovered positive perceptions regarding USV in tree-circles are ones of: liveliness,
friendliness, homeliness, cleanness, fertility, tranquility, peacefulness, freshness, resilience and
cheerfulness.
4.5.2 Important Discovered Negative Perceptions
Unsafeness due to USV in tree-circles was not considered as a real risk by any of the respondents, instead
they indicated that the risk of becoming messy and neglected would be more probable: ‘’Unsafe? Well,
not unsafe, because what is there to find unsafe in such a tree-circle, but I can imagine that people will
find it dirty. If there are all sorts of dirt in the tree-circles, condoms, for example, that used to be there
but not anymore, but still there could be tins and cigarette butts and empty kebab bags that will be
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thrown in. That is all possible. Without us doing anything about it, it happens.'' (Respondent IX - GZ)
and: ''If only large bushes are there, which wouldn't happen due to the lack of space, then I would have
it if I had to walk here at night past a very dense hedge of bushes, which I wouldn't like.'' (Respondent
VIII - J). Respondent VIII (J) reasoned that - due to their limited size - tree-circles would not have the
potential to form very dense and high bushy areas that could increase a feeling of unsafety. This notion
was shared with all of the respondents. She added that to her opinion as well, neglect would be rather a
potential risk: ‘’Exactly, more than fearing your own life or something.’’ In the end, the most realistic
highest level of unsafety about tree-circles that could be thought of was: ''No, well good. Yes you can
imagine that maybe at some point the paving stones will make people trip, that maybe.'' (Respondent VI
- GZ).
As addressed above, neglect was perceived as the main potential negative perception - and
ecosystem disservice - towards USV in tree-circles. It is important to emphasise on the word
‘’potential’’, because based on the visual stimuli none of the respondents found it already neglected,
they often mentioned it as something to keep an eye on: ‘’It could be that it becomes such a mess that it
looks even worse than the case if you don't do anything about the empty tree-circles. You have to prevent
that.'' (Respondent III - GZ) and: ‘’I think it's a big disappointment when everything is beautiful and
within two months it's a mess again, because people throw everything in and so on. And that a lot of
rules have to be put in place as a result and that it becomes a kind of patronising thing again. Look, I
don't even mind if there are a few more oddball residents who fill up their tree areas with garden
gnomes, for example. I have no problem with that. But I can't stand it when it's just neglected.’’
(Respondent II - GZ).
All of the respondents saw a perception of neglect as the main issue that should be
prevented,
hence, it was often called a precondition that tree-circles would not become neglected or messy.
Interestingly, the notion of messiness and neglect really appeared to apply more to potential rubbish and
litter to be thrown into tree-circles and for tree-circles to be ending up in a public (dog)toilet than to
USV itself. None of the respondents perceived the USV in the visual stimuli as mainly messy or
neglected. The only remark few gave was that it should not become too overgrown. One of the
photographs of the visual stimuli represented a tree-circle where USV grew outside the frame: ‘’In the
middle picture, you can call it messy because the plants grow outside the frames, but that's nice.''
(Respondent XI - GZ). Interestingly this messiness regarding USV was perceived as beautiful as well.
The respondent later on explained that it had to do with the idea that growing outside the frames also
gave a natural impression.
Nonetheless, the rest of the respondents found mainly that the natural and wild looking USV
should be kept within certain acceptable bounds: ‘’Such a frame around it helps of course to keep it
within bounds. Otherwise it will indeed go on, and it will get messier. So I do think that if you do this,
you have to frame it with stone or wood.’’ (Respondent VII - GZ). Respondent I (GZ) also indicated that
it is important to keep it in acceptable bounds in order to maintain a user-friendly street. If USV would
overgrow outside the frames she said that could be problematic for traffic in her opinion. A final
interesting remark that was made in general was that the more empty tree-circles with a mix of USV and
bare ground would probably be more likely to cause a cluttered appearance. This type of tree-circle was
also represented in the visual stimuli: ‘’The one with the dandelions does worry me. Because I think,
this is just a spot that has been affected. I think the other one on the top left is a bit more robust and I
think it will hold out a bit longer and not fall apart. Once it's established it covers the ground and that,
of course, offers protection.’’ (Respondent V - J). Respondent V (J) explained with this quote that USV
should be self-protecting as much as possible to prevent decay in appearance, causing a messy
impression. Finally, all of the respondents indicated that they had no specific aversion to any particular
plant species.
To summarise findings:
● A feeling of insecurity arising out of USV promotion is considered unrealistic due to the small
size of the tree-circles.
● Rather than feelings of unsafety, neglect and messiness are perceived risks for USV promotion
in tree-circles.
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●
●

To prevent tree-circles from becoming neglected or messy, USV promotion should be kept in
certain bounds - be it via frames - and not hinder functional street use.
Respondents do not averse specific species of USV.

4.5.3 Level of Acceptance
Despite a strong wish by all of the respondents for tree-circles containing USV not becoming messy
and, hence, neglected - in general - all of respondents’ initial reaction to the visual stimuli was that it
looked nice overall. After this initial response they explained this perceived niceness with the positive
perceptions as described in paragraph 4.5.1. This implied to the level of acceptance that all of the
respondents were strongly in favour of having wild tree-circles in their daily living environment. To the
question whether or not they would accept them, the answers given were like: ''Yes, I think that is an
excellent idea.'' (Respondent XIII - J).
To summarise findings:
● USV promotion in tree-circles is predominantly accepted as pleasant for respondents’ daily
living environments.
4.6 Principle of Integrity of Psychological Perceptions
For residents in both Jordaan and Grachtengordel-Zuid, socio-economic factors and levels of knowledge
and understanding determined the integrity of psychological perceptions (Zhao et al., 2020). Besides,
cultural background and systematicity of senses usually also have influence on psychological
perceptions, although for residents of Jordaan and Grachtengordel-Zuid the cultural background is
considered assumed the same - both Dutch culture and part of inner city of Amsterdam - and from the
systematicity principle only the visual aspect occurred to be of major influence.
4.6.1 A Perception of ‘’Weeds’’
During the interviews it has been decided to add the question of how residents would define weeds. The
way the respondents defined weeds, told a lot about which factors shaped their definition. In the end, it
became clear that the general perception of weeds was judge to be arbitrary: ‘’I personally always find
the difference between weeds and non-weeds very arbitrary.’’ (Respondent III - GZ), ‘’I do like weeds.
''Weeds'' is just a name.’’ (Respondent V - J) and: ''Well, of course that is a completely human
conception.'' (Respondent VI - GZ).
Overall, weeds were defined as either to be not intended at a certain place: ‘’I think that's when
something starts growing somewhere it's not intended. I really like it here, for example, in the Jordaan,
when people take out a tile and put a wisteria in it, but then you see that it's sort of in control. But those
big, long weed spikes between the tiles make me think it does look very unkempt and it does get a bit
weedy.’’ (Respondent IV - J). He later explained that, for example, USV in tree-circles would be
intended as wilderness - being not unkempt - and therefore it would seem like weeds to him. Along with
this notion of weeds, the other one was mainly concerned with the potential for USV to be invasive and
harmful for other plants: ‘’Weeds, I think, are something that would adversely affect the rest of the
plants. I certainly don't find any weeds in the tree-circle photographs, but of course there are these
Japanese knotweeds, for example, which destroy everything else. Now that's what I call weeds. If it's
harmful to other plants, then I think it's weeds. Of course it shouldn't be.’’ (Respondent VII - GZ). To
the subsequent and confirmatory question if, for example, dandelions - commonly known as weed would be weeds respondent VII and everyone simply answered with no.
Interesting is that none of the respondents from both cases defined the term ''weeds'' according
to the usual and prevailing negative associations of weeds. On the contrary, all of them considered them
to be rather natural plants: ‘’No, they are natural plants and they look nice too.’’ (Respondent VII - GZ)
and: ‘’Weeds are actually just everything that is not cultivated and that nature gives us. Annual honesty
is a weed, ground elder is a weed, and deadnettle is a weed, but that is just the name by which it is
known.’’ (Respondent V - J). Benefits were known to the respondents as well as adequately described
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by respondent V (J) again: ‘’In fact, they are plants that have many advantages. I see the greater
celandine in the picture, that is a weed as well. To me, the term weed contains an implicit contradiction
between fine weeds and weeds, whereas to me the contradiction is more like cultivar versus noncultivar.’’ The last part of this quotation, about the fact that the contrast should be more about cultivar
versus non-cultivar, takes the condemnation out of the term "weeds" and brings it to a more objective
and factual contrast. This contrast is shaped more by concern. This care for nature appeared to influence
all respondents’ definition of weeds as they acknowledged that weeds were just natural and not - by
definition - bad. Furthermore, an unexpected significant share - about half from both the cases - of
respondents was able to identify at least one or two plant species from the visual stimuli, an indicator
for level of knowledge as well.
More broadly, concern regarding nature appeared to be a very strong influence on whether
USV would be perceived as weeds or not. On the question how respondent XII (J) would define weed
she answered: ''Like potted geraniums.'' ‘’I often see that trash, such as potted chrysanthemums in the
supermarket, which I find really weedy.’’ Due to - according to her - strong understanding of nature she
thought of weeds and non-weeds as the other way around. Cultivated plants were weeds in her opinion
and non-cultivated or natural plants were not. To the question why, respondent XII (J) answered:
''Because poison is used to grow those kinds of plants, all the flowers are beautiful, that's not the point,
but it's still just rubbish.'' Allegedly unsustainable cultivation of cultivar plants was reason to perceive
cultivar plants as weeds when compared to non-cultivar plants.
To summarise findings:
● The definition of ‘’weeds’’ is recognised to be a complete human conception.
● Rather than a perception of ‘’weeds’’, USV is perceived as natural vegetation by respondents.
4.6.2 Knowledge, Understanding and Concern Regarding Nature
Knowledge regarding nature was something that was present with an unexpected share of respondents.
This clearly came forward - as said - by the ability of half of the respondents of both the cases to be able
to identify at least some wild vegetation species from the visual stimuli. To the question whether they
saw themselves as a person who knew a lot about it, one illustrative answer was: ‘’In the land of the
blind, the one-eyed man is king. No, I'm not a biologist, but it's not as if I don't know anything about it
either.’’ and: ‘’When you know it, you see it. That is actually what I am saying.'' (Respondent V - J). This
respondent really emphasised on the fact that with just the right knowledge about nature - regardless of
education level - the way of perceiving the USV around would be different, probably more that of natural
plants. This observation was confirmed by respondent VIII (J): ‘’I think because I know something about
plants, I really like to see what's in them, like: hey, cuckoo flower this year, or hey, that's what's in a
particular area at that moment, so you have that visual way. When I cycle to the café here and then I go
out with someone, I notice that we stop at all the tree-circles to have a look, so that you are busy with
it. So that, based on knowledge, you can distinguish species and recognise them over time, so I think
that's a real experience in that respect.’’
Apart from knowledge about nature more specifically focused on plant species, respondents
also showed a broader understanding of how biodiversity could be advantaged: ‘’I suppose, as I said,
people have thought about putting beehives on roofs, but then you have to make sure there are the right
plants for it in the area. Otherwise, those animals have nowhere to go. So I think it could be of great
benefit. Not only for insects, but perhaps also for birds.’’ (Respondent VII - GZ) and: ‘’I watch a lot of
documentaries, so I also understand that the bees especially do much better in the city, because people
also have flowers. And that can only get better if it's wild, in any case insects are also very important to
feed the birds again, to be able to prevent a kind of plague of insects again, just like with the oak
processionary caterpillar for example. I definitely think that this will increase if you have all different
kinds of plants. So yes, I have a very strong suspicion that diverse wildlife is good for biodiversity.’’
(Respondent IV - J) and: ‘’The wild, say the native, vegetation is of course by definition better for native
insects, for birds. That is natural. In my own garden these days, I try to take into account that when you
plant something, you plant something that will benefit insects and birds. Of course, we have a lot of
plants that come from South Africa, a lot from Japan, China. Many from South America. They often
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bloom beautifully but there is no butterfly that can get something out of them because the mouth parts
are not shaped properly for the type of flower that comes out, for example.’’ (Respondent X - J).
Some of the respondents did not have - to their own saying - great knowledge of nature, but
in those cases they indicated that the general concern did stir up an idealism in which they still preferred
USV in tree-circles due to more environmental concern: ‘’I don't have ecological knowledge per se, but
I am very concerned about it. I would not say that I am an eco-warrior, but I am very much involved
with packaging, I try to buy as little packaging as possible, I eat as little meat as possible. But then
again, I do drive a car and I also go by plane, so I am not that holy. But I do like the tree-circle examples
from the point of view of how I am involved with it and therefore also the awareness of it. There is an
idealism in that, yes.’’ (Respondent VI - GZ). Also the lockdowns during COVID-19 pandemic were
inherently mentioned with awareness: ‘’You can see that with coronavirus, people have become much
more aware of their own living environment.’’ (Respondent II - GZ) and: ‘’I am curious, during
coronavirus people have been thinking more, do we need the city, we can also ‘’zoom’’ and work from
the countryside. I am curious to see whether that will have any lasting effects.’’ (Respondent XI - GZ).
With implications for perceiving USV in small-sized tree-circles as well: ‘’I look at it differently now,
nature can do something on a square metre already. Especially those small parks like Wertheim Park,
they are full of everything. I think there are a hundred different animals there, and I mean insects too of
course. If you don't have an eye for it, you might only see three dogs and some pigeons, but there is
really much more.’’ (Respondent II - GZ).
Also - outspoken - philosophies appeared to hold a strong link with particular consciousness:
''We as humans, actually the animals have an equal status as us and that's how it should be. So I'm also
very much against the slaughter industry and for example.'' (Respondent XII - J) and: ‘’My philosophy
is that we, like the animals and plants, are part of a system. We are not here to control nature, we are
just part of it. We have to play our part. And everyone thinks it's terrible that humanity is affected. I
think, well, no, all the species in the world have been coming and going for tens of thousands, hundreds
of thousands of years. That will happen to humans too. The earth will not perish, mankind will perish.
And I firmly believe in that and I think it is a natural thing. It is just a part of nature. But anyway, that
is my personal philosophy.’’ (Respondent XIII - J).
Everyone indicated that knowledge/understanding and concern of nature influenced their
perception, when asked for it. Consequently, every respondent stated that they thought that the potential
appreciation of USV in the daily living environment was very much determined by people’s degree of
care for nature. However, from the interviews both knowledge and understanding of nature seemed very
much interrelated as - according to the respondents - knowledge and understanding increased concern
and concern appeared to spark an interest in acquiring knowledge and understanding. Therefore they are
not considered separate factors influencing the perception of USV in tree-circles, but rather one.
Eventually, care for nature can be seen as overarching, so further discussion about this topic will deal
with the term ‘’care for nature’’.
To summarise findings:
● Knowledge, understanding and concern regarding nature are believed to notably influence
perceptions of USV in tree-circles according to respondents.
● All three aspects are not a matter of ‘’either/or’’ in their influence, they are rather intertwined.
4.6.3 (Childhood) Living Environment
From the interviews, a second influencing factor on the perception of USV in tree-circles seems to be
the naturalness of the (childhood) living environment. Except for respondent XI (GZ), every respondent
indicated that their childhood living environment had influenced their personal view on nature: ‘’Yes,
as a child I always enjoyed myself in nature, building tree houses and so on. And walking the dog in the
Haarlemmerhout too. And there were always these beautiful spring flowers, we always called them
forest hyacinths or something like that. A kind of wild hyacinth, always picking lots of little flowers.’’
(Respondent V - J) and: ''I have always been in nature from a young age, and that was not always nature
in the sense of wild nature, but also, for example, a cottage in Achterhoek near a farm where I went to
milk cows and so on. That was not very nature, but it was in a natural environment and outside with
plants.'' (Respondent II - GZ).
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From their natural childhood living environment all of the respondents said that - because for
them it had a great influence on the perception of nature - they found that the daily living environment
was therefore an important factor of influence on the attitude towards nature and - hence - the level of
care for nature: ''People who grow up among all sorts of plants will undoubtedly have more knowledge
and feeling for plants than if they just grew up among stones. You don't have to be a professor to
understand that.'' (Respondent V - J). Respondent III (GZ) further explained that a natural living
environment - based on his own experience - would by itself teach children an acceptable level of care
for nature: ‘’Living environment, of course. That helps of course when you start using school gardens
with children. Certainly also in the case where all the tree-circles contain wild plants that your mother
says go and water them, then you grow up with it, if it's in your living environment. That's how you
learn.’’
Only for respondents VI (GZ), XI (GZ) and XIII (J) their appreciation of nature emerged at a
later age. However, they indicated that they thought that this appreciation still came forward out of the
naturalness of their childhood living environment. Nonetheless, none of the respondents indicated that
they had a nostalgic experience when confronted with the visual stimuli: ''Well I don't think it would
have any impact in that way. No I don't think it would trigger childhood memories.'' (Respondent VII GZ) and: ‘’No, well, those forests where I grew up were quite different. No. It's only because I have fond
memories of my own tree-circle. Especially from the years when I was a bit more active with it.’’
(Respondent X - J). Respondent X (J) had adopted a tree-circle herself for a certain amount of years.
These quotes adequately represent that nostalgic perception did not apply for USV in tree-circles.
Nonetheless, the naturalness of childhood living environments appeared to have shaped residents’
perception - by means of shaping the level of care for nature - of USV in tree-circles. Just not in a
nostalgic way.
To summarise findings:
● The factor of (childhood) living environment is believed to be very influential on the level of
care for nature - and hence on the perception of USV in tree-circles - as it did so for respondents
themselves.
● Wild tree-circles are too small and - hence - too different from natural childhood environments
to cause any nostalgic feelings.
4.6.4 Undiscovered Influencing Factors
Some factors - such as education level and age - remain undiscovered in their possible influence. From
both interviews and surveys no differences could be found as a result of these factors. As a considered
bias in education level remained in survey outcomes as well, influences from differences in education
level on the perception of USV in tree-circles could not be discovered. However, knowledge,
understanding and concern for nature - as a considered bias as well - was believed to be of great influence
according to interview respondents.
No differences in answers could be found between age categories and gender. Hence, these
factors are believed to not greatly influence residents’ perceptions of USV in tree-circles. As addressed,
the only described way that age would shape the perception of USV, was by an increasing appreciation
of nature as few respondents grew older. However - when asked about - retrospectively also in these
cases experiences with nature from childhood living environment might have been the underlying
factors as they were considered so. For age, a considered bias was present as well in both interviews and
surveys, making the possible influence of age on perceptions potentially undiscovered. For gender, no
bias is considered. Hence - based on the findings of both methods - it is believed that gender does not
influence perceptions of USV in tree-circles. In the light of the integrity principle of psychological
perceptions, it might be said that visual perception and care for nature are underlying formative factors
for the overall perception of USV in tree-circles., described by respondents.
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To summarise findings:
● Influences of (childhood) living environment and knowledge, understanding and concern
influencing the care of nature seem to be discovered as underlying factors influencing
respondents’ perceptions of USV in tree-circles.
● Possible influences of education level and age are believed to be not likely to greatly influence
perceptions for tree-circles. Nonetheless - as for these factors there is a considered bias - possible
influences from these factors remain potentially further undiscovered.
4.7 SRQ3: The Interaction between Residents’ Physical Perceptions and Psychological
Perceptions of USV in Tree-circles
This section builds on the ‘’principle of interactivity of physical senses and psychological perceptions’’
of USV promotion in tree-circles as landsense creation (Zhao et al., 2020). The aim is to provide results
for answering SRQ3 and to discuss results regarding discovered relations between visual appearance of
USV in tree-circles and psychological interpretation. In the end, this will illustrate how visual perception
and psychological perception of USV in tree-circles are interrelated for residents.
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Table 6 provides cross-case analysis of discovered findings regarding results for SRQ3. What becomes
clear from the table is that no major dissimilarities between both cases and methods are present. Answers
to the survey question about tree-circles as potential bicycle parking spaces have probably been subject
to the phenomenon of social desirability. In retrospect, this question might have been asked unintendedly
from the perspective of the respondents themselves, creating the desire for giving socially correct
answers, such as: ‘’Not me, but I can well imagine that people do it.’’ No particular additional mentions
to the option ‘’other’’ were given. The difference becomes more clear when looking at results regarding
the questions about tree-circles as potentially becoming ‘’dog toilets’’ and/or rubbish site. Here, the
question was asked from a more clear general perspective and respondents might have felt more free to
answer whatever they wanted. Eventually, from the point of view of methodological triangulation - it
could be considered that the relevant core results for SRQ3 also hold up in the results of the surveys and
- consequently - is validated by the surveys conducted.
4.7.1 Influences on Mood
As implicitly became clear from the psychological perceptions of residents, visual appearance of USV
in tree-circles appears to clearly influence respondents’ mood. Some respondents put special emphasis
on this influence: ‘’I think that in the brain, which is then visual from the visual aspect, these
photographs already give a perception of cooling. It may not make any difference in real life, but I think
the brain responds to it that way.’’ ‘’And also simply the retention of water through plants, you won't
be able to see it, but it still gives a kind of vapour feeling.’’ (Respondent II - GZ). Other respondents
explicitly indicated that visually perceiving USV would change their mood. On the question why
respondent IX (GZ) felt happy when seeing USV from the visual stimuli, she answered: ‘’We have
become so far away from nature, I really notice that when you are outside. I think it is that you feel more
unity, that you just become calm. That you put things into perspective, for example, you can then put
into perspective very well that you are just a small particle and you do belong to nature. Now we are
just a separate species that does not belong anywhere. I try not to feel that way, but of course it is the
case in a city like this. We live very differently from other organisms, of course. But when I would see
those wild tree-circles around me, that just makes me happy. That just makes me happy.’’ Respondent
VI (GZ) did agree with this: ‘’I like looking at green. It also just really affects my mood. It just makes
me happier, it just makes me feel better when I see green. And then I do like it a bit better when it's a bit
more flowing and a bit less raked. A bit wilder, actually.’’ Overall, all respondents - be it more or less
explicitly - at least implicitly indicated that according to them USV would positively affect their feelings
and mood.
The other main relation found in this respect - just as respondent IX (GZ) indicated - was that
of sparking a feeling of belonging to nature again by experiencing naturalness: ‘’The visual aspect, that
just triggers a natural experience. The visual aspect just triggers the mind to do something else. If you
stick a tree on a wallpaper, apparently that also does something to your mind. Or a screensaver with a
jungle or an aquarium that calms people down more than showing ping-pong balls. I'm just saying.’’
(Respondent II - GZ) and: ‘’Just a bit wild. The funny thing is that I also think it gets sloppy when it gets
too wild. If it really goes outside the frames, it becomes a bit over the top. But yes, I think it just looks
nice that wild appearance. It still gives you a bit of a sense of being in nature. The city is the city, and
to really get to a forest, you either have to cycle for half an hour to Amsterdamse Bos, and even there
you have tarmac roads, so it's nice to have those little wild moments once in a while. Then you can sit
next to it and stare at it for a bit, dream away a bit in the city.'' (Respondent IV - J).
To summarise findings:
● The visual appearance arising from USV in the visual stimuli is believed to positively influence
respondents’ mood in the first place.
● The natural appearance from USV in the visual stimuli is believed to spark a palpable
connection with nature according to respondents.
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4.7.2 The ‘’Broken Window’’ Effect
A rather interesting outcome from the interviews with residents appeared to be the association with the
‘’broken window’’ effect when discussing negative perceptions of USV in tree-circles. This ‘’broken
window’’ effect was found to be related in particular to the risk of messiness and neglect. Visual
messiness or neglect would attract more of messiness and neglect. The first respondent to explicitly
name the ‘’broken window’’ effect for USV in tree-circles as respondent II from Grachtengordel-Zuid:
‘’You probably know the ''broken window'' theory, which I think is very applicable here.’’
The notion of the ‘’broken window’’ effect for USV in tree-circles further emerged in the
interviews as follows: ‘’In my opinion, making ugly things has a bad influence on me and other people.
For example, if you just let everything in this street be covered in graffiti, I think it will get worse and
worse. The neighbourhood deteriorates and then you get crime and the like. If you keep the
neighbourhood clean, it stays clean and then people appreciate their living environment more and
become more careful and start living more pleasantly.’’ (Respondent III - GZ). More specifically
concerned to tree-circles, several respondents demonstrated: ‘’Pollution attracts pollution.''
(Respondent V - J), ‘’If you only put rubbish bags there, people will only put rubbish bags there. They
will think, oh, we can do that here. I think that people are attracted by the fact that there is already
something there.’’ (Respondent VIII - J) and: ‘’Once you have the feeling that it has been neglected,
then you have these kinds of places where, such as the middle-left picture, that people don't look after it
at all, that plants don't get the chance to grow because bikes are put over them.’’ ‘’I think here people
would throw cans or bottles in it. For example, for the lower right-hand corner picture, I think most
people would have more respect for it, even the people who easily throw things on the street. That it is
psychologically avoided.’’ (Respondent XI - GZ). Respondent XI (GZ) gave the middle-left picture of
the visual stimuli as example, as this tree-circle consisted of some bare spots where the soil was visible.
In such a type of USV tree-circle respondents thought that the ‘’broken window’’ effect would be
stimulated more easily. Whereas in this case the right-hand corner picture was given as an example as a
clearly soil-covering tree-circle where - hence - the ‘’broken window’’ effect would be less likely to
occur.
In the end, the described effect of undesired behaviour - for example, by polluting tree-circles
or putting bicycles in tree-circles - attracting more undesired behaviour was according to all of the
respondents closely related to three important aspects: whether USV would be soil-covering or not,
whether vegetation would be robust enough or not and whether a tree-circle with USV would be clearly
recognisable as an intended place or not. These aspects could be considered as underlying factors,
steering the described ‘’broken window’’ effect.
To summarise findings:
● The ‘’broken window’’ effect is - directly or indirectly - believed to be a considerable risk
negatively influencing the perceptions of USV in tree-circles. Feeling of neglect is believed to
attract further neglect.
4.7.3 The Benefit of a Clearly Visible Intention
➔ The Promotion of Soil-covering USV to create a Clear Intention of Wilderness
From the ‘’broken window’’ effect reasoning above, soil-covering USV was perceived as a reducing
factor: ‘’They throw everything in those bare tree-circles, beer bottles, chip bags.’’ ''I think that groundcovered tree-circles will at least help to keep the tree-circles free of rubbish, because people will then
be more inclined to throw it around rather than in.'' (Respondent VII - GZ) and with regard to the
conventional empty tree-circles and again with respect to the middle-left photograph representing a treecircle of partially USV and bare soil: ‘’If you have that bare picture with the dandelions everywhere,
then yes, there will be dogs between them and so on.’’ ‘’Messes or rubbish bags are not nice, if you have
those bare tree-circles, that’s just the way it will be.’’ (Respondent VIII - J), ‘’Because you also see a
lot of dry spots, I have the feeling that dogs or people might walk over them.’’ It doesn't look very fresh
like in a forest. It looks a bit trampled.’’ (Respondent XI - GZ) and: ‘’If there is no visible intention
behind it, that will attract undesired behaviour, because what you often see around these trees is that
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dogs urinate and defecate in them and people put their bicycles in them, or the rubbish is put against
them. That's why you often have those ugly grids there too, I think, although that's just against growth
too. But in the case of photographs with wild vegetation, where there seems to be an intention behind it,
you don't do things like that so quickly, you don't throw the rubbish against them.’’ (Respondent VI GZ).
Hence, USV not covering the complete soil in tree-circles appear to give a messy and
neglected impression, an impression that incites the undesirable behaviour discussed. All respondents regardless of the case - indicated that tree-circles completely ground-covered with USV gave a more
intended impression, an impression of wilderness with an intention rather than a forgotten, neglected or
even ragged place. The clear intention of a place would be less likely to incite negligence, messiness or
other undesired behaviour, according to all of the respondents. The intended use of the tree-circle would
simply not be open to free interpretation and it would lead to respectful usage. Moreover, soil-covering
USV in tree-circles also appeared to give a more natural - hence positive - impression to residents: ‘’I
always like it when it's all overgrown. I think that is also more or less the natural situation.’’
(Respondent
X
–
J).
➔ The Promotion of ‘’Vandal-proof’’ vegetation in Tree-circles to Create Resistant Tree-circles
In the light of intensive use of the inner city, robust vegetation - USV - was preferred over perceived
fragile vegetation - e.g. tulips: ‘’A tulip is short-lived and then the rest of the year it is just bare. By the
end of June, that leaf has withered away; it is not a durable plant. You have to have something or a
combination of plants that will still have some green throughout the year. Because as soon as nothing
else grows, it can be a sign for everyone that, okay, guys, we can put everything everywhere again. So
it has to remain recognisable as a greenbed throughout the year.’’ (Respondent V - J) and: ''The tulips
in the streets around here just look very fragile, parts of them are damaged which is a shame and it
looks ugly. So with wild plants you have a feeling like it is more robust and it can withstand quite a bit
of resistance. The problem with these tulips is that they last two or three weeks and then they are gone,
and that is just a pity.’’ (Respondent XI - GZ). The robustness and ensuing resistance of USV - over
time - therefore would safeguard the desire of residents for ground coverage in tree-circles.
Respondent VI (GZ) even spoke about ‘’vandal-proof’’ vegetation to make sure a neglected
impression of wild tree-circles would be avoided. He quoted: ‘’You could plant tulip bulbs, for example,
but that would be frumpy and people would just pluck them out of the ground. And I can understand
that, because it does look nice. But in the end, it has to be a little bit ‘’vandal-proof’’, more bushy. You
can't pull something like that out of the ground, you can't carry it around in your bag. So a little rougher
planting is welcome. And then different heights as well, so there should be diversity.’’ Respondent VIII
(J) added a more financial dimension to this opinion as well: ‘’For the tree-circles, they have to be plants
that are resistant and can withstand a lot. They should not be frills or flowers that you have to renew
every year. That will cost a lot of money, because they have to be taken out and put back in again.’’
Whereas respondent X (V) from the same line of reasoning explained that in the inner city USV
containing fruits would not be a great idea either: ‘’If you have bushes or something that have edible
berries coming out of it, that doesn't even get a chance to ripen, I think. That doesn't seem to make much
sense to me. You can if you have a really large area that people don't walk through all the time. But not
here.’’ The robustness of USV - without fruits - would lead to a whole that would rather remain
unharmed, beautiful - hence seemingly intended - over time, according to all respondents.
➔ The Framing of Tree-circles to Create Clear Recognisability as a Place
The last important aspect with the potential of steering the perceived possible undesired behaviour into
prevention of it has to do with creating a clear recognisability as a place. For USV in tree-circles, this
recognisability as a place was believed to be accomplished by the establishment of physical thresholds,
in shape of elevated stone frames: ‘’I think it is important to keep such a place recognisable to the public
as a green space to be respected. Then I think a bit of maintenance around it is important, but look, it's
fine if it blossoms a bit over the edge. But if it becomes too much, then it becomes dangerous. It doesn't
make much difference to me, but I think that for a lot of people, a perception of a greenbed that needs
to be respected is important. And that has to do with recognisability as such, and you have to have a
clear boundary and it has to be clear that it starts somewhere and ends somewhere.’’ (Respondent V -
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J), ‘’I think such a frame works to make it clear that the tree-circle is demarcated and sacred territory.’’
(Respondent VII - GZ) and: ‘’I think it will be respected a bit sooner then. Certainly in Jordaan, people
have a tree in front of their house and some do something about it and some don't. And people actually
make their own little garden out of it. Then you see that those who put a little fence around it are treated
with more respect. I think people think, 'Oh, time and effort have been put into it.'’’ (Respondent IV J).
All respondents from both cases agreed that in the busy inner city of Amsterdam clear
recognisability as a place - created by an elevated frame obviously demarcating the tree-circle - would
be necessary to demand the needed respect for allowing USV promotion. One final remark to the use of
such frames was that - in line with ‘’vandal-proof’’ reasoning - the elevated frames should not be made
out of vulnerable material such as wood: ‘’I myself think that if you use wood for that in the city, it will
of course soon be crooked because of people with bicycles. In any case, it is not solid then.'' (Respondent
VIII - J). In the inner city of Amsterdam, a solid and elevated stone frame would be more appropriate in
her opinion.
To summarise findings:
● It is believed that a clearly visible intention of wild tree-circles could prevent the risk of
undesired behaviour.
● The clearly visible intention is considered to be reached by creating clear intention of
wilderness, by promoting USV in tree-circles in a way that it is soil covering. Bare spots have
to be prevented in that sense.
● The clearly visible intention is considered to be accomplished by creating a clear recognisability
as a place by means of the use of frames for demarcation. Here, stone frames are perceived to
be most appropriate.
● The clearly visible intention is believed to be reached by promoting USV in itself as considered
‘’vandal proof’’ vegetation that would keep its clear intention over time because it is perceived
to not wither away easily like conventional cultivated plants.
4.8 Principle of Interactivity of Physical Senses and Psychological Perceptions
To summarise analysis following the interactivity principle of landsenses ecology, from the interviews
it became clear that visual appearance of USV inherently sparked at least some degree of a particular
psychological perception. How both perceptions after this initial interaction appear to continue to relate
is described in the section above. Besides USV from a visual aspect positively influencing residents’
natural experience and mood, the ‘’broken window’’ effect could be considered as the most remarkable
and important associated notion here.
After the initial generated psychological perception from the visual appearance of the visual
stimuli, it appeared that respondents found this visual appearance closely related and inseparable from
further psychological perception and the influence on certain behavioural tendencies. For them, the
visual appearance of tree-circles and USV really determined how people would deal with those wild
tree-circles. The interesting finding in this respect is that the perceived interactions between both visual
and psychological perceptions for tree-circles were considered to take place as a kind of vicious
interaction process. This clearly came forward with the ‘’broken window’’ notion, where according to
all respondents visual appearance inciting undesired psychological perception and behaviour would
inherently lead to more undesired perception and behaviour. Hence, from the interactivity principle, it
has become apparent that clear clearly visible intention, by means of ground-coverage, ‘’vandal-proof’’
vegetation and demarcation for a clear recognisability as place, is essential to prevent USV tree-circles
falling into vicious decay and disrepair. From the interviews in general - visible, demarcated, lasting and
- an intention of wilderness proved to be indispensable in preventing USV tree-circles from turning
into raggedy places.
To summarise findings:
● Visual appearance clearly affects psychological perception by influencing respondents’ mood
in the first place. From the interactivity principle, the ‘’broken window’’ effect is believed to be
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a reciprocal process in which appearance of neglect attracts feelings of neglect which then
incites further neglect. The opposite is also believed, wild tree-circles with lasting clearly visible
intention would prevent the event of neglect and the process of further neglect.
Figure 11 shows the eventual validated refinement and extension of the CM out of the theoretical
framework as ‘’conceptual model of residents’ perception construction’’ of USV in tree-circles. When
following the model from starting point to the end it becomes visible how residents’ perception of USV
in tree-circles is constructed by connections between different components relevant to their perceptions.
Through exploration and methodological triangulation of residents’ perceptions regarding USV
promotion in tree-circles the results could be formulated and validated to increase credibility too. To
serve as a summary of the results chapter as well, the most remarkable and important findings are shown
in figure 11. The core findings represented in figure 11 will serve as input for the discussion chapter of
this research.
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Figure 11
Conceptual model of residents’ perception construction as extension and refinement of conceptual
theory regarding residents’ perceptions of USV promotion in tree-circles. The most remarkable and
important findings are incorporated in this figure. In the figure it is also mentioned which of the SRQs
(SRQ1: red, SRQ2: green, SRQ3: blue) are relevant for specific results

5. Discussion
In this discussion chapter the explored results from the ‘’conceptual model of residents’ perception
construction’’ will be reflected in existing literature. In this way, contribution to the knowledge gap can
be discussed. Furthermore, some spatial recommendations based on the research outcomes in Appendix
F will be given and - lastly - the methodological limitations will be discussed to further address
implications for the validity of the discovered results and to formulate future research recommendations.
5.1 Reflecting the Research Findings on Existing Theory
5.1.1 Physical Perceptions of USV and Physical Perceptions of other Urban Green in UGI
This research shows that from the five senses, the sense of sight - discovered perceptions such as
colourful, very green, diverse and pretty - is believed most important by far. Except for touch, all other
senses seem to be negligible when it comes to perceiving USV in tree-circles according to residents. As
tree-circles are considered too small to cause any effect in the hearing, smell and taste dimensions it
seems that the restricted size of tree-circles is the determining factor of the minimal effect of these
senses. Despite this finding regarding the importance of the five senses being in line with results about
perceptions of USV in urban parks from Chen et al. (2021) it may be debatable whether or not this
finding only applies for USV and not other types of UGI as well.
As another sole known recent study from the specific viewpoint of the five physical senses
for other UGI, Zheng et al. (2020) studied park visitors’ perceptions based on the five senses within the
landsenses ecology framework. As a factor for eventual differences in results with Chen et al. (2021),
Zheng et al. (2020) conducted their study from the broader perspective of ES rather than only from the
perspective of sensory characteristics of USV. Nonetheless, they conclude that for plants - being
conventional plants in urban parks - ‘’vision of plants’’ is most important as well. Making the findings
of that research similar to those of this research. Interestingly, the other senses here are negligible for
plants as well, but not negligible for external influences such as sunlight (e.g. ‘’feel of sunlight’’) and
animals (e.g. ‘’sound of animals’’). Also sight with regard to water in the parks is considered as relevant.
From the systematicity principle, sight and touch are considered more equally of importance than that
which emerges from the findings for tree-circles in this study.
This likely has to do with differences in use and form between tree-circles and other UGI such
as urban parks, as urban parks and many other UGI are normally larger green spaces where people linger
and relax more. Whereas individual tree-circles are small potential urban green spaces, where people
mostly only move along, giving the moment of perception usually no more than the length of a blink of
an eye. This might explain the extra dominance of the visual sense within the systematicity of physical
senses for tree-circles. The differences in systematicity of physical senses - therefore - more likely arise
from differences in type of green space rather than from specific differences between USV and
conventional cultivated vegetation. Therefore, the relevant findings of this study regarding the physical
sensing - but also the psychological perceiving - of residents of USV in tree circles are probably not
limited to USV alone and can thus apply to likely any type of vegetation in tree circles. Potentially
providing wider insights for UGI development in urban planning when it comes to the general greening
of tree-circles.
5.1.2 Visual Perceptions of USV in Tree-circles and Visual Perceptions of USV in other UGI
Other literature related to USV that could give information about residents’ physical perception meaning from a perspective of all five sense dimensions - of USV further seems to be absent. However,
regarding the seemingly most important sense - sense of sight - there is literature relevant to the findings
of this research. Li et al. (2019) found that medium planting height, colorfulness in terms of violet/multicolours and colour density appear to be perceived as important visual characteristics for USV in urban
parks. This is not completely in line with the findings of this study, from which it seems that too much
colour is regarded as ‘’frumpy’’ instead of desirable. Instead, a more sturdy look is considered desired
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with a diversity in colours being preferred as well, but in a natural way. This preference for naturalness
seems to be the factor of difference in preference of medium planting height in Li et al. (2019) and the
desired diversity in planting height of USV in this study as well. The preference for diversity and
naturalness of vegetation as a factor influencing perceptions of USV is underlined by - for example findings from Brun et al. (2018), Hofmann et al. (2012) and Lafortezza et al. (2008). Their findings
show that diversity in vegetation structure is considered a favourable aesthetic characteristic of wild
vegetation in urban wastelands. Urban wastelands may be considered as ragged places or ‘’non-places’’
(non-recognised places) - just as conventional tree-circles could be considered (Baudry, 2014). It seems
conceivable that the reference point of how such spaces should look like is not really unambiguous and
predetermined. Whereas the contrary is the case for urban parks as they have a clear conventional land
use image with belonging aesthetic expectations/demands when compared to other urban green spaces
such as urban wastelands (Hwang, 2020; Li et al., 2019). Ultimately, it could be argued that the lack of
predetermined land use expectation and demand of tree-circles allows for flexibility in aesthetic
preference assessment for USV promotion possibilities.
Regarding the visual preferences for wild tree-circles, there seems to be disharmony in the
positive perceptions given for USV in tree-circles and the actual and current land use of tree-circles. The
results show that the preference for a wild appearance in tree circles is also reflected in - for example the preference for lush and less raked looking English-style cottage gardens, while tree-circles are most
of the time still sealed, raked, empty and/or bare spaces. This result is in line with findings from Beumer
(2018). The similarity in the findings of that research is that Dutch citizens generally seem to have a
preference for lush and green gardens, but at the same time they appear to mostly pave their gardens.
This implies a discrepancy between preferences and implementation of these preferences, something
that seems applicable for tree-circles as well. However, as tree-circles are not private spaces, the
discrepancy may result from other factors than for the findings regarding private gardens from Beumer
(2018). An implicit - but rather logical - assumption may be that municipal policy is unaware of
residents’ preferences regarding wild tree-circles, resulting in current municipal policy not being tailored
to residents’ wishes. Other implicit assumptions may be related to unknown conditions stimulating the
desirability of conventional tree-circles and/or the way of approaching accomplishment of lowmaintenance and cost-effectiveness for tree-circles in urban planning. The latter assumption is in line
with findings from Beumer (2018), who found that low-maintenance gardens seem to be a common
preference of Dutch citizens. For tree-circles, this may be a plausible explanation as well. An explanation
that could ultimately offer understanding about why currently so many tree-circles are still not used for
greening, while USV promotion for stimulating urban biodiversity seems to be perceived rather
positively and could be an attractive approach to low-maintenance and cost-effectiveness for tree-circles
as well.
5.1.3 Discovered Perceptions of ‘’Weeds’’ and Existing Perceptions of ‘’Weeds’’
Weeds or USV are usually instantly stigmatised with feelings of dangerousness, messiness and neglect
(Bixler & Floyd, 1997; Wittig, 2011). It is remarkable that this stigma is almost not found at all among
research findings. Not in research findings arising from the conducted interviews and not arising from
research findings arising from the conducted surveys for validation. Rather than that, USV in tree-circles
appears to be instantly perceived as aesthetically pretty, nice, lively, cheerful, friendly, natural and wild.
Being all positive perceptions. As came forward from the results, the level of care for nature is believed
to be an underlying factor behind it according to the interviewed residents.
Related to the perception of ‘’weeds’’ is the topic of ecosystem disservices that can arise out of
perceived nuisance from USV. Some of these disservices are taxa specific (Hwang & Roscoe, 2015).
However, this is not reflected in the findings of this research, where residents indicated that they did not
averse any plant species in particular. The cause for this difference may be in the fact that - due to their
restricted size - tree-circles are not considered to be likely to become very bushy and big stimulated by
certain (bigger) plant species. Therefore they may not be considered to harbour any considered
unpleasant animals as well as residents may be capable of easily seeing what is in the wild tree-circles.
Preventing the potential idea of something hiding in the tree-circles. In this sense, the results for wild
tree-circles are also different from Lyytimäki et al. (2008), who found that urban wilderness could lead
to feelings of danger.
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5.1.4 Care for Nature and Nature Connectedness
From the integrity principle of landsense creation, it appears that the discovered important underlying
factors making up the wholeness of residents' perceptions of USV in tree-circles are attributes of care
for nature. When looking in existing literature, the research topic of nature connectedness seems relevant
to the discovered influence of care for nature on residents' perceptions of USV. In the core there are
three relevant components to nature connectedness that are linked to the findings of this research, being:
the cognitive, affective and behavioural dimensions. These dimensions are essential for creating a
healthy
human-nature
relationship
(Schultz,
2002).
➔ A Cognitive, Affective and Behavioural Dimension to the Research Findings
The natural appearance from USV in the visual stimuli is believed to spark a connection with nature,
according to interviewed residents. This connection with nature and the seeming influence of
(childhood) living environment on residents’ perceptions of nature and consequently of USV as rather
natural vegetation is related to the cognitive dimension of nature connectedness theory. As the research
findings indicate, natural childhood living environments of respondents caused them to grow up or to
live amongst nature which enabled them to acquire some knowledge and understanding of nature on the
basis of sensing and experiencing nature (from a young age). This is in line with findings that state that
childhood experiences with nature still seem to influence nature connectedness and natural experience
in adulthood, which in the end positively influences self-reported pro-environmental behaviour. People
with high exposure to nature in the past claimed to have high pro-environmental behaviour and that is
reflected in the findings of this study as well (Evans et al., 2018; Otto & Pensini, 2017; Rosa et al.,
2018). All interview respondents and a majority of survey respondents from both cases came from a
natural childhood living environment. Therefore, further research to derive insights in the effects of
different levels of nature exposure in childhood living environments on the level of nature connectedness
may be needed. The interview respondents indicated that it undoubtedly caused them to have more of a
feel of integration with nature than when they would have grown up in a very paved and unnatural living
environment. Rather resulting in alienating them from nature. It may therefore underline the importance
of the level of naturalness of living environments of residents in shaping knowledge, understanding and
perceptions through experience and sensing of nature and USV promotion (Schultz, 2002). Unlike Chen
et al. (2021) did conclude for urban parks, this research found that USV did not cause any particular
nostalgic feelings as tree-circles were considered too small and too different from childhood living
environments for that.
The concern for nature that was commonly expressed by respondents in the research relates to
the affective dimension of nature connectedness. Their demonstrated concern of environmental
problems and in particular biodiversity loss made them care for nature and biodiversity. Moreover, as
respondents have been exposed to nature for at least a significant part of their lives, they indicated to be
more prone to care about nature and to be prudent with the environment as well. The positive influence
of exposure to nature via natural living environments is reflected in findings from Whitburn et al. (2018),
who found that nature connectedness positively affects pro-environmental behaviour. Here, exposure to
urban nature - to which wild tree-circles in daily living environments could contribute - are believed to
further increase pro-environmental behaviour (Mackay & Schmitt, 2019). Findings that emphasise the
role neighbourhood nature can have in this underline the potential role wild tree-circles may have for
connecting residents to nature again by exposing them to natural vegetation (Alcock et al., 2020).
Ultimately, this gives the research results an affective and behavioural dimension of nature
connectedness in relation to USV promotion in tree-circles (Schultz, 2002).
In the end the three dimensions of nature connectedness could be considered as contributors to
the ‘’principle of bidirectional vision manifestation’’ in landsense creation - explained in the theoretical
framework - as residents may be more likely to resonate with the vision of USV promotion in treecircles once they feel closer to nature. This may be beneficial for public acceptance of wild tree-circles
(Zhao et al., 2020).
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5.1.5 The Mentioned ‘’Broken Window’’ Effect and the Existing ‘’Broken Window’’ Theory
The mentioned ‘’broken window’’ effect during the interviews and its specific examples of tree-circles
to be of the risk of ending up as bicycle parking spots, dog toilets and/or rubbish sites relates - as was
explicitly mentioned during the interviews - to the theory of ‘’broken window’’ from Wilson and Kelling
(1982). This ‘’broken window’’ effect also clearly relates to the behavioural dimension of nature
connectedness as from the interactivity principle of landsense creation, the ‘’broken window’’ effect is
believed to be a reciprocal process in which feelings of neglect attract further neglect. This is in line
with the core of ‘’broken window’’ theory as according to this theory, keeping an urban environment
clean has a preventive effect on petty crimes such as vandalism and attraction of further neglect (Wilson
& Kelling, 1982). Hence - according to interview respondents - wild tree-circles with lasting clearly
visible intention would prevent the event of neglect and the process of further neglect.
5.1.6 The Role of Visible Intention behind Wilderness in Tree-circles
From the research findings it is believed that a clearly visible intention of wild tree-circles could prevent
the risk of the ‘’broken window’’ effect. The clearly visible intention is considered by residents to be
accomplished by creating a clear recognisability as a place by means of the use of frames for
demarcation. Here, stone frames are perceived to be most appropriate as other materials more fragile
would not be ‘’vandal proof’’ enough to speak in the words of one of the residents. Stone frames may
by visible demarcation evoke a notion of orderliness to avoid the feeling of neglect, which is in line with
conclusions from Mathey et al. (2018) who state that a combination of park-like management with
wilderness might prevent an appearance of neglect for urban brownfields. This prevention of feelings
of neglect could be considered beneficial for fostering public acceptance.
The requirement of being ‘’vandal proof’’ is also mentioned in a way of promoting vegetation
in tree-circles that is resilient and sturdy enough to last in the busy inner city environment of Amsterdam.
USV/wild vegetation is usually sturdy in itself, because it grows spontaneously within the conditions of
particular sites (Kühn, 2006). Therefore, USV could be well-suited for strong ruderal places such as
tree-circles in inner city Amsterdam. An additional remark on USV is that it should be preferably hardy
in tree-circles for keeping the clearly visible intention throughout all of the seasons. Yet another remark
given is that it should be preferably completely soil covering as well to avoid possible interpretation of
wild tree-circles as ragged places. All the requirements contributing to clearly visible intention of wild
tree-circles are there to establish clear recognisability of wild tree-circles as to be respected places.
Striving for clear recognisability of wild tree-circles as to be respected places - however - asks
for at least some degree of assistance in USV promotion. An approach to USV promotion which: ‘’uses
plants that can clearly build a stable community under the given conditions of a site and tries to
transform the plant communities according to a design perspective.’’ (Kühn, 2006). The specific site
conditions for tree-circles ask for the above mentioned requirements to create clear recognisability of
place as a particular design perspective. A specific example for the above approach of USV promotion
could be of adding ground cover USV-species to the species pool in tree-circles. In the end, this design
perspective will ask for conscious inclusion of USV promotion in design as intended wilderness
(Sikorska, 2021). Such design of wild tree-circles will prevent ‘’broken window’’ like effects as
undesirable behaviour in the form of vandalism and/or neglect. Furthermore, it links to the ‘’principle
of bidirectional vision manifestation’’ in landsense creation as well (Zhao et al., 2020). With visible
intended wilderness, landsense creation is performed in a way that residents can graft, understand and
resonate with the vision and intention expressed through the rewilded tree-circle in such a way that it
may become their vision as well. This may positively affect public acceptance of USV promotion in
tree-circles.
5.1.7 Contribution of the Discovered Research Findings to the Present Knowledge Gap
The present knowledge gap is about how residents would physically and psychologically perceive
conventional tree-circles compared to wild tree-circles in their daily living environments and how their
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senses connect to urban design with USV (Chen et al., 2021). The exploration of residents’ perceptions
of USV in tree-circles in this study contributes to the present knowledge gap on multiple aspects.
First of all - as far as is known for this research - yet no other studies have investigated the
influences of the dimensions of nature connectedness specifically in relation to landsense creation such
as its relation to the ‘’bidirectional principle of vision manifestation’’. Especially not for USV promotion
in tree-circles. Currently the scientific debate around nature connectedness seems to be mostly
concerned with related topics such as well-being, happiness and health (Howell et al., 2011; Martin et
al., 2020; Mayer et al., 2009; Pritchard et al., 2020). Hence - as contribution to the knowledge gap - the
findings of this study could offer a starting opportunity for further investigation as this research shows
that a healthy relationship of humans with nature is potentially believed to be able to alter negative
perceptions of USV (‘’weeds’’) to rather positive perceptions of USV (natural and wild
vegetation). Ultimately, it may spark the scientific debate around nature connectedness to be more
concerned with its potential influences on perceptions of USV from the scientific perspective of
landsenses ecology as well.
Second of all, for tree-circles in particular it is discovered that aesthetic value is of predominant
essence when it comes to sparking a desired level of nature connectedness with urban residents. The
sense of touch is discovered as a requirement for what is absolutely undesirable about wild vegetation:
being prickly, irritating and thorny features. Along with this requirement from the touch perspective,
clear cognisable wild tree-circles as places of intended wilderness is perceived as an essential
requirement for USV promotion in tree-circles of intensively used compact urban environments. As a
specific contribution to the knowledge gap, it shows how residents’ senses connect to urban design with
USV promotion in tree-circles. At the same time, it provides a range of possibilities for promoting USV
in tree-circles. As currently there seems to be still little literature available about how USV is perceived
from all five sense dimensions, further research with respect to physical perception of USV remains
required.
Lastly, when considering USV compared with conventional use of tree-circles, this research
shows that - provided the mentioned requirements are met - USV in tree-circles is positively perceived.
Whereas conventional use of tree-circles is rather negatively perceived. The discovered level of
acceptance of USV in tree-circles in compact daily living environments is therefore relatively high.
5.2 Spatial Recommendations
5.2.1 A Wild Tree-circle Network as Contribution to UGI
From the research outcomes in Appendix F, spatial recommendations with regard to USV promotion in
tree-circles can be made. Residents seemed to like the wild tree-circles as linear and continuous elements
in the streetscapes when confronted with the visual stimuli (Hwang, 2020). Moreover, further extension
of USV promotion to adjacent car parking places as well is generally positively considered by residents
although highly dependent on whether or not residents own a car or not and what the means of
compensation are. Nonetheless, creating a well-considered spatial compensation regarding parking
spaces for cars - e.g. underground parking places - and bicycles - other places than tree-circles - could
potentially lead to contribution of the opportunity of networking wild tree-circles in order to create
networks of urban biodiversity. This could be even in connection with the countryside and that could
expose residents in compact urban environments to nature. Developing UGI consisting of the essential
dimensions belonging to the connectedness of nature and a healthy relationship between human and
nature in which residents become exposed and engaged with nature (Alcock et al., 2020; Schultz, 2002;
Van der Jagt et al., 2019). Existing policy on enhancing UGI in such a way that it ‘’starts at the front
door of all urban residents’’ is already carried out by Staatsbosbeheer such as in the program ‘’Green
Metropolis’’ (Staatsbosbeheer, n.d.). These kinds of existing programs could serve as a vision on UGI
planning with the contribution of networking wild tree-circles as stepping stones in UGI of compact
urban space for the municipality of Amsterdam.
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5.2.2 From DIY Urbanism to Mosaic Governance
As some degree of assistance will be needed in USV promotion for tree-circles for preventing a possible
‘’broken window’’ effect, this assistance has to be carried out by someone. According to the residents
interviewed, there is a general willingness among residents to contribute to the greening of the city, as
many private initiatives have already been taken. Hence, this current willingness mainly comes forward
by means of so-called DIY (Do It Yourself) Urbanism. DIY Urbanism refers to when citizens take on
urban planning. For Jordaan and Grachtengordel-Zuid this seems to happen through Guerilla Gardening
in which ‘’non-places’’ - such as conventional empty tree-circles - are turned into actual intentional
places such as wild tree-circles (Baudry, 2014). As such a form of urbanism might be of positive
influence on the urban environment, it on the other hand lacks any control from local authorities such
as the municipality of Amsterdam.
When it comes to promoting USV in tree-circles there may be a solution in the implementation
of mosaic governance. Mosaic governance is understood as: “the diversity of processes that may
facilitate existing active citizenship and stimulate its upscaling through a mix of governance modes and
policy interventions tailored to the socio-ecological context of urban landscapes.” (Buijs et al., 2019).
With rising concern for sustainable urban development, active citizenship seems more upcoming and
relevant than ever (Baudry, 2014; Buijs et al., 2019). It is therefore up to the municipality of Amsterdam
as a responsible party for public space to convert this active citizenship into an integral policy in line
with visions such as of the Green Metropolis programme. In this conversion according to mosaic
governance, multiple policy interventions and a proactive facility governance mode - with active
communication of the USV promotion initiatives and an information policy to residents about it as well
- could be thought of. From the research findings in Appendix F, the most relevant interventions within
such governance mode are given.
Noteworthy possible interventions are: for the assisted form of USV promotion,
implementation of an USV-species assortment for residents to choose from in order to safeguard that
the greening of tree-circles actually happens through USV promotion and not with plants that do not or
barely contribute to biodiversity. Here some financial incentive - e.g. subsidies for buying native or
beneficial species for biodiversity with potential for USV at a garden centre - is believed to be
advantageous for boosting citizen participation. Furthermore, the municipality could provide a basic
provision for tree-circles by establishing stone frames and planting soil to overcome any technical issues
and to stimulate wild tree-circles as clearly recognisable places. As a returning favour for facilitation
efforts of the municipality, willing and active residents could keep the wild tree-circles clean and free
from rubbish or other factors that would attract further neglect. In the end, the potential of USV
promotion requiring low maintenance cost and effort gives opportunity to viable joint management of
municipality and residents. Both the municipality and residents are not required to invest
disproportionately in USV promotion, which makes it a feasible and realistic greening strategy for both
parties.
5.2.3 Social Cohesion and Eyes and Ears of the Street
A final benefit of USV promotion in tree-circles through mosaic governance is that residents will likely
be actively engaged with the tree-circles they collectively assist with. Together with a regular
(collective) cleaning of the wild tree-circles to avoid social disorder by preventing a ‘’broken window’’
effect, it could strengthen the social bond between residents. Furthermore, it could create a certain level
of social control that might prevent the event of neglect as well, as residents are the ‘’eyes and ears of
the street’’ certainly when it comes to wild tree-circles right in front of their houses. These benefits are
in line with ideals for preventing social disorder - and thus any ‘’broken window’’ like effect - by Jane
Jacobs (Ranasinghe, 2011).
Furthermore - as in line with the results in Appendix F - a just right level of collective care to
wild tree-circles could send a sign of care to the public (e.g. pruning the edges of wild tree-circles when
it gets too overgrown) which will give a feeling of a well-maintained and pleasant living environment.
In the end, this may benefit visual appreciation and feelings of safety. These findings are in line with
what Nassauer (1995) states in his research. Consequently, this would prevent wild tree-circles from
being seen as neglected places, as a contrast to what Verlič et al. (2015) found for rewilded spaces.
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5.2.4 Further Research needed for Proper Large-scale Network Implementation of Wild Tree-circles
As the recommendation for application of mosaic governance is rather an idea than a completely detailed
plan, further research is needed to fully understand how mosaic governance should be implemented for
implementation of wild tree-circles within UGI as a large-scale network. Furthermore, the degree of
success of implementing mosaic governance will depend on the voluntariness and engagement of
residents. Therefore, it should be a further topic of investigation to look whether or not the
implementation would be as potentially successful in other compact urban environments than Jordaan
and Grachtengordel-Zuid as well. Moreover, it remains unknown what exactly the municipality of
Amsterdam can do, in spatial terms, with all the cars and bicycles that can no longer be parked in treecircles or in parking places adjacent to tree-circles, in case USV promotion is extended to a large-scale
network and/or to adjacent car parking places. Further research into how the municipality of Amsterdam
can strike a good spatial balance in compact space with regard to these shifts in land use is recommended.
Lastly - as in line with findings and research recommendations of Beumer (2018) - it remains
unclear what the exact reasons behind the disharmony in the preference of wild and natural tree-circles
and the current practice of empty and paved tree-circles are. As said - and in line with findings from
Beumer (2018) - this may relate to a particular perception on reaching low-maintenance and costeffectiveness. However, other explanations such as a discrepancy between the wishes of residents and
the policy of the municipality and/or unknown conditions that may stimulate conventional tree-circles
being more desirable cannot (yet) be excluded. Moreover, these are rather assumptions than proven
statements. Hence, further research into this topic is needed. In the end, specific insights into what
prevents such preferences from being put into practice may ultimately lead to an understanding of how
to overcome the mentioned disharmony, fostering proper large-scale network implementation of wild
tree-circles.
5.3 Limitations of the Research & Consequent Future Research Recommendations
5.3.1 Limitations of Visual Stimuli
A considered limitation to representation of visual biodiversity of USV in visual stimuli used for the
interviews and the surveys was the influence of seasonality. As the photographs were taken in March
2022 (at the very beginning of spring), many of the USV-species were not yet - fully - in bloom. Hence,
representation of some visual aspects of biodiversity such as diversity in colourfulness might not have
been optimal. However, this limitation was not considered a threat to validity. Rather, it was expected
that the perceptions studied might not be unrealistically positively biassed. By investigating perceptions
of USV based on a not fully flowering status, it was more likely that the perceptions given of USV
would hold in both usually visually less attractive seasons - at the very start of spring - as well as usually
visually more attractive seasons. For example, further into spring/in summer with the presence of
aesthetic value of flowering plants. Besides - for the visual stimuli - an additional research
recommendation could be the investigation of perceptions of tree-circles planted with cultivated
vegetation compared to wild and/or conventional tree-circles as the visual stimuli of this study were
only limited to investigating perceptions of prevalent conventional (bare/sealed) tree-circles versus wild
tree-circles.
As the visual stimuli lacked a hearing, smell, taste and touch dimension - it is considered it may
have had some limitations on measurement validity as it may have not potentially measured what it was
supposed to measure (Adcock & Collier, 2001). Nonetheless, as a more proper way of measuring these
senses was not available given the time and means for the research, it was attempted to investigate the
systematicness of senses with the research resources at hand. During the interviews it was put into
practice by asking for each sense how they would imagine their sensory experience and whether or not
this would be of expected importance. The limitations with regard to measurement validity resulting
from the fact that not all senses could be measured equally clearly during the research with visual stimuli
may make it possible that other senses than sight are underrated in importance. Hence, it may be an
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outcome to carry out research from the landsenses ecology framework using augmented reality. For
example, with the use of a VR goggle. With the help of such measuring instruments, senses as a system
may be better stimulated, making research into perceptions of USV from the systematicity principle of
hearing, sight, smell, taste and touch more likely to measure what it is supposed to measure.
5.3.2 Limitations of Residents as Respondent Group
In this study, it appears that connectedness to nature seems a formative factor according to
residents, but what cannot be fully excluded is whether or not other factors also played a role (such as
age and level of education) because differences in these factors were relatively poorly represented in the
respondent group. First of all, this has implications (as already described in the methodology) for the
degree of external validity in the form of the transferability of the research results to other contexts.
With hindsight, the integrity principle of landsense creation may not be completely in line with reality
with respect to the full potential range of factors influencing residents' perceptions of USV, and this
means that there may remain unknown external factors that also influence residents' perceptions of USV.
Therefore, it is important that follow-up research takes this into account by - for example - repeating the
same study but in different contexts with different demographic characteristics of respondents. This will
provide more insight into any other potential factors of influence and will also be a confirmatory or nonconfirmatory addition to this research, which - for the reasons mentioned - only took place in the Jordaan
and Grachtengordel-Zuid.
The influence of naturalness of (childhood) living environments seems to influence residents’
nature connectedness and self-reported pro-environmental behaviour. As almost all of the respondents
indicated that they were raised in a natural childhood living environment, it might be that self-reported
pro-environmental behaviour - as all interview respondents indicated for themselves - has led to selfselection bias also after performing methodological triangulation. The potential self-selection bias arises
out of the low response rates mentioned in the methodology chapter. The response rates could not be
controlled as - with the lack of an available database for residents to select from - the study was
completely dependent on voluntariness and willingness from residents. This could mean that
predominantly residents who already were engaged with the research topic have responded to the study.
For now, a limitation to this research remains that a bias in the respondent group could not be completely
controlled and - hence - it remains unsure if the research actually concerned an unbiased and sufficiently
diverse respondent group. In the light of the grounded theory approach this may mean that theoretical
saturation in the end might not have been completely reached as there may still be unknown data
regarding perceptions of USV that could be collected. Ultimately, the possible bias in research findings
regarding residents’ perceptions of USV in tree-circles should be considered in respondent acquisition
of future research.
A kind of triangulation in ways of recruitment also took place, by trying to recruit respondents
in other ways. In addition to going door-to-door in as many cases as possible, the researcher also used a
‘’snowball sample’’ for the surveys, hanging up calls for participation on lampposts in the cases and
sharing the link to the survey at community centres. The ‘’snowball’’ sample method was performed by
asking interviewed respondents to other residents from the neighbourhoods (Silverman, 2013).
Nevertheless, it may be that the bias is not completely reduced. This would therefore mean that this
research makes statements about perceptions of USV of highly educated and rather older residents. To
be also able to make inferences about residents with other (demographic) characteristics, follow-up
research in other cases with other types of residents is recommended.
5.3.3 Limitations Regarding the Research Focus & Research Approach
As the discovered findings in this research solely apply to tree-circles in compact urban
environments in order to be able to make a concrete contribution to the knowledge gap, further
investigation of residents’ perceptions of USV in other types of UGI is still needed. Furthermore,
knowledge gaps remain when it comes to perceptions of other local people than residents. Hence,
investigation from other perspectives than residents continues to be necessary in order to create a
comprehensive understanding of how and why USV perceived the way it is in society. A last aspect that
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remains unknown is if local people’s perceptions of USV hold up in other types of urban environments
than the compact ones as well. E.g. urban environment where there is already a lot more green space. As
in the end the research results are about residents’ perceptions, these may vary in other urban contexts,
also other compact urban contexts. Although tree-circles are common worldwide, this should be taken
into account as a limitation to transferability of the research findings to other compact urban
environments.
Lastly, this research was purely exploratory in nature and therefore does not provide any
statistical evidence for the research findings. It would therefore be interesting and recommendable to
take the findings from this study as a hypothesis in deductive research in order to test whether they also
hold up statistically in a larger population and/or other contexts. This could provide a more
comprehensive picture of certain correlations between variables influencing perceptions of USV and
also possibly provide a better and more reliable image of the actual statistical generalisability of the
findings in this study. An example to this is the discovered higher degree of unawareness and the slightly
higher reluctant attitude towards USV as well among survey respondents. As said this might be linked
to the fact of lower indicated concern, understanding and knowledge, but given the exploratory nature
of this study, bold statements about such correlation cannot be made. Furthermore, overall support for
USV promotion may be better identified when using this study as input for deductive and statistical
research with high statistical power.
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6. Conclusion
Within the framework of landsenses ecology, the exploratory approach to scientific research has been a
way of achieving the exploration of residents’ perceptions of USV promotion in tree-circles against a
background of conventional land use of tree-circles in their daily living environments. The discovered
perceptions seem to be majorly influenced by the visual appearance of USV in tree-circles, whereas
other senses - except for touch - seem negligible. It can be concluded that the sense of sight has a
significant role in shaping the level of acceptance and support by residents. The absence of clear and
unequivocal land use expectations for conventional tree-circles as ‘’non-places’’ may increase flexibility
in aesthetic preference assessment by residents for USV in tree-circles. This may enlarge possibilities
for USV promotion in tree-circles when compared to possibilities for USV promotion in other more
traditional urban green spaces.
The urban environments residents live in are non-separable from their senses and residents are
crucial for success of planning projects in a sense of giving local support. Hence, it is particularly
important for future urban planning regarding USV promotion to focus on the visual appeal of USV.
Another important conclusion to the research is that nature connectedness seems to be a significant
factor in the shaping of how residents psychologically perceive USV in tree-circles. Indication of an
adequate level of nature connectedness seems to lead to USV in tree-circles being perceived as natural
vegetation that is good for biodiversity, rather than being negatively perceived as ‘’weeds’’.
This stresses the potential of nature connectedness in urban design. Urban design with high
cognitive exposure to nature might be likely to shape support by local people in enhancing urban
biodiversity and increasing pro-environmental behaviour. The latter might be important to keep wild
tree-circles from ending up neglected. Especially for tree circles in intensively used compact urban
environments, USV promotion has a potential risk of ending up in neglect. The event of visible neglect
might interact with psychological perceptions in such a way that further neglect is incited, which might
cause a ‘’broken window’’ like effect. As a consequence, assistance in USV promotion in tree-circles is
considered desirable in order to create clear recognisability and a visible intention of wilderness to
counteract a potential self-sustaining cycle of decay.
As indicated before, the main research question of this research comprises: ‘’In what way do
residents perceive USV in tree-circles in the compact neighbourhoods of Jordaan & GrachtengordelZuid in contrast to conventional tree-circles?’’ A concise answer to that question is that USV in treecircles is mainly visually perceived and predominantly positively perceived as being rather natural
vegetation. The latter seems related to the degree of nature connectedness of residents. In any case, it
seems unlikely that wild tree circles would be perceived as more negative than conventional tree circles
which appear to be mainly regarded as unpleasant, neglected and ragged places. Nevertheless, the level
of acceptance and optimism in perception certainly does depend on the right degree of correct care and
assistance in USV promotion for creating intended wilderness as a clearly understandable and detectable
landsense. In this, a right level of visible care of wild tree-circles may evoke the idea of a pleasant living
environment rather than a neglected one, fostering public acceptance. In the understanding of the
landsense of urban rewilding in tree-circles, particularly strengthening of nature connectedness of
residents seems to be important to make the vision resonate with the vision of themselves.
Finally, conventional tree-circles as remaining ‘’non-places’’ may be considered as the last
empty spaces which can be filled by green without requiring any additional space in dense urban areas
that are already under pressure from lack of space. With present positive and natural perceptions of USV
promotion, replacing conventional tree-circles as areas of accidental spontaneity with newly planned
landsenses - where the near absence of management is intentional through a particular way and constant
rather than interrupted - biodiversity in the city could be improved. This could be a way of
implementation of urban rewilding with wild tree-circles as stepping stones for urban biodiversity
between larger urban green spaces in the design of UGI in compact urban environments. It could
ultimately lead to the provision of benefits from multiple ES in places where it is needed most in the
light of worldwide ongoing urbanisation and biodiversity loss. However, for this it is important to
acknowledge urban rewilding as a preferred low-maintenance and cost-effective strategy rather than
keeping tree-circles empty and free from USV, which seems currently to be the prevailing state of play
with respect to reaching low-maintenance and cost-effectiveness in urban planning. Given the ongoing
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global trends, the given approach and potential implementation of urban rewilding may be more
important than ever. Particularly the need and idea behind the assistance in USV promotion for treecircles through mosaic governance links in conclusion to the core of urban rewilding as bottom-up
approach to enhance floristic urban biodiversity as a way to connect nature more closely with urban
residents as in the words of Stephen J. Gould: ‘’We cannot win this battle to save species and
environments without forging an emotional bond between ourselves and nature as well - for we will not
fight to save what we do not love.’’ (Orr, 1993).
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Appendix A: Semi-structured Topic List for
Conducting Interviews
This Appendix shows the topic list derived out of methodological operationalisation used for
conducting the semi-structured interviews.
Topic list for semi-structured interviews.
Ethical issues

Topic

Part A
General personal
information

●
●
●
●

‘’Small talk’’ to conveniently herald the interview
Emphasis on anonymity
Clear explanation of the used data management protocols
Asking for permission to record interviews

(Example) Questions About Topic (for all answers, respondents
are asked to give their reasons)

● Age
● Gender
● Education/occupation
○ No education/occupation
○ Low-skilled education/occupation
○ Medium-skilled education/occupation
○ High-skilled education/occupation
● Childhood living environment
○ Rural
○ Village/small city
○ Large city
● Do you consider your childhood living environment as green?

USE OF VISUAL
STIMULI

USE OF THE TREE-CIRCLE PHOTOGRAPHS

Part B
Physical sensory
perceptions regarding
‘’wild vegetation’’ in treecircles

First attention for respondents’ initial perception regarding visual
stimuli: what strikes you at first visually?
● What are the first things you physically notice about these
pictures? Why?
● What are the most striking visual features of these
photographs? Why?
● Relating to e.g.:
● Colourfulness
● Plainness
● Pleasantness
● Other sense dimensions:
○ Odour/flowers
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●

○ Thorny
○ Rustling sound
○ Good/bad taste
Other

Part C
First attention for respondents’ initial perception regarding visual
Preferences regarding plant stimuli
features of ‘’wild
● Preference for planting height: what height do you prefer in
vegetation’’ in tree-circles
these pictures? How would you describe this? Why?
● Preference for planting proportion (e.g. full or more open):
what proportion do you prefer in these pictures? How would
you describe this? Why?
● Preference for planting pattern (e.g. dynamic or static): what
kind of planting pattern do you like in these pictures? How
would you describe this? Why?
● Preference for flowers and/or fruits: what kind of
fruit/flowers would you like from these pictures? How would
you describe this preference (e.g. in terms of colour or fruit
kind)? Which colours (not)? Why?
● Other
● What would be the most important feature for you for wild
vegetation to have?
● What would be the most important feature for you for wild
vegetation to not have?
● What is your favourite tree-circle from the photographs for
both conventional tree-circles and tree-circles containing
‘’wild vegetation’’? Why?
● What is your least favourite tree-circle from the photographs
for both conventional tree-circles and tree-circles containing
‘’wild vegetation’’? Why?
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Part D
Psychological emotional
perceptions regarding
‘’wild vegetation’’ in treecircles

First attention for respondents’ initial perception regarding visual
stimuli
● How would you experience the wild vegetation in the
pictures? How would you describe this experience? E.g.
regarding:
○ Feelings of messiness
○ Feelings of dangerousness
○ Feelings of wilderness
○ Feelings of naturalness
○ Feelings of nostalgia
○ Feelings of attractiveness
○ Feelings of neglectance/poor maintenance
○ (Use of table 1 from theoretical framework when
needed)
○ Other
● Why?

Part E
Level of acceptance of
‘’wild vegetation’’ in treecircles by residents

First attention for respondents’ initial perception regarding visual
stimuli
● Would you accept ‘’wild vegetation’’ to be further promoted
into the tree-circles of your street? Why/why not?
● Would you wish ‘’wild vegetation’’ to be further promoted
into the tree-circles of your street? Why/why not?
● To what degree are you (not) in favour of having further
‘’wild vegetation’’ promotion into the tree-circles of your
street? E.g.
● Completely against it
● Not in favour of it
● Does not mind (neutral)
● Not against it
● Completely in favour of it
● Why?
EXPLICIT COMPARISON OF THE TREE & TREE-CIRCLE
LINE PHOTOGRAPHS
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Part F
Spatial connection of treecircles containing or not
containing ‘’wild
vegetation’’

● When seeing the tree-circles in lines, would you still stick to
●
●

●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

your opinion regarding them containing ‘’wild vegetation’’?
Would you like to have them throughout the city of
Amsterdam?
Would you accept them to further expand as places of ‘’wild
vegetation’’ to e.g. streets where currently no trees/treecircles/vegetation is present? Why/why not?
Would you accept them to take more space, e.g. parking
space such as shown in the photograph? Why/why not?
To what extent would you (not) be in favour of it? E.g.
Completely against it
Not in favour of it
Does not mind (neutral)
Not against it
Completely in favour of it
Why?

EXPLICIT COMPARISON OF THE TREE-CIRCLE
PHOTOGRAPHS
Part G
General ecological
understanding regarding
‘’wild vegetation’’

● Overall, what kinds of tree-circles would you prefer?
With/without ‘’wild vegetation’’? Why?

● Have you ever noticed ‘’wild vegetation’’ in tree-circles in
your daily environment before?
● Have you heard of the term ‘’ecosystem services’’?
● Do you know what benefits they may have? (e.g.
biodiversity, multiple ES) Why?
● Do you have a general understanding about the role ‘’wild
vegetation’’ can have in this? Why?
(Short explanation, when needed)
AGAIN EXPLICIT COMPARISON OF THE TREE-CIRCLE
THE PHOTOGRAPHS

● Would you wish for this ‘’wild vegetation’’ to stay in the
light of ecological need? Why/why not?
Part H
General closure of the
interview

● Are there any things that remain unclear regarding the
research content and or protocols for data management et
cetera?
● Some final remarks
● Opportunity to keep up-to-date about the research
● Once again emphasis on anonymity and other ethical issues
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Appendix B: Closed-ended Survey Format for
Conducting Online Surveys
This Appendix shows the complete online survey format that is used for conducting the surveys via
Google Forms.
Closed-ended Survey Format
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Appendix C: Theoretical Memos for Grounded
Theory Approach
In these memos, the reflections of the researcher on data collection, data analysis, further
operationalisation of questions during conducting interviews, theoretical sampling and the achievement
of theoretical saturation are documented. The memos have been developed from simple notes taken
during interviews or at times when ideas arose to more advanced descriptions and explanations of
choices made regarding the above. The ultimate aim is to provide other researchers with optimal
transparency of the steps taken in the research process so that it should become replicable for them as
well. Hence, the ultimate strive here is for optimal credibility and reliability of the research.
Data Collection intertwined with the Process of Data Analysis
This paragraph will describe the thought process during the interaction of the data collection and the
data analysis processes. Data collection began with three interviews with residents from GrachtengordelZuid. The following insights werde derived during this interviews:
Interview 1). During this interview opinions and perceptions on especially the potential role of the
municipality in USV promotion seemed to be outspoken. It was further decided to respond to such
opinions and actively ask for them in the interviews ahead. The topic list has been altered - for each of
the interviews ahead as well - manually with pen according to these new insights.
Recording of the interview was not allowed, so notes of the interview were taken as elaborately as
possible.
Interview 2). Very interesting interview with respondent II from Grachtengordel-Zuid who gave
interesting remarks on the connection and the interaction of the visual with the psychological. Key
findings concerned that indeed asking about other senses as well could give interesting answers (e.g.
description of scent of vegetation being present in summer evenings).
Something else that stood out this time was the outspoken opinion about the potential role of residents
in USV promotion. It was decided to also actively ask about this particular role during further interviews.
The most useful and interesting remark during this interview was about the ‘’broken window’’ effect
that was very applicable for relation between visual appearance and psychological perception of USV
promotion in tree-circles according to the respondent. As examples for this ‘’broken window’’ effect
the respondent mentioned the potential increased attraction of rubbish and rubbish bags once these were
thrown in the tree-circle, the risk of these tree-circles ending up as a bicycle parking place once one
bicycle had been parked there and the risk of ending up as a ‘’dog toilet’’ once people allowed their dog
to defecate in the tree-circles.
Interview 3). This interview was conducted with respondent III who - according to his own claim - was
not that into the ‘’green mindedness’’ of all those people. In this line of reasoning an emphasis was laid
on being against the idea of sacrificing parking places for USV promotion. The respondent was very
outspoken about this in a sense that he found that compensations - such as construction of underground
parking garages - should be arranged first in such a situation.
Interesting was the emphasis the respondent put on the human-nature connection as a result of living
environment. From this opinion extra attention on the human-nature connection through the living
environment was decided. First the attention was mainly on the childhood living environment and its
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potential influence and relation, now it became clear that the current living environment could have
influence as well according to respondent III.
First Round Data Analysis
Open Coding
After the first three interviews with respondents of Grachtengordel-Zuid the first round of open coding
and axial coding took place. For keeping the right focus and structure during open coding the question
‘’What am I researching?’’ was constantly asked to myself by myself. Important as well in this sense
was to keep in mind the different principles of landsenses ecology that constituted the three SRQs of the
research.
Further basic questions that were actively asked to the researcher himself while open coding: what is
the phenomenon at stake and what is it about? Why is it the case/phenomenon? To what extent is this
the case (when applicable on the phenomenon)?
Then after generating the first open codes from the first three interviews, it was asked if and how
quotations related to already identified codes/concepts.
All these questions during the open coding process kept the researcher critical in coding quotations
regarding their relevance of the research topic. This process of actively bearing such questions in mind
repeated three times more with the later open coding in data analysis rounds during data collection.
Axial Coding
Axial coding was also executed in each of the data analysis phases. The axial coding was performed by
again actively asking - the researcher himself to himself - what is the phenomenon at stake and how do
they relate to the three SRQs? Then the researcher asked himself the question: how do the identified
codes/concepts during the open coding process relate? From these two questions, relations between
codes (categories) could be identified without losing focus of the relevant research topic. The identified
categories were then operationalised in more specific questions that were found appropriate - based on
explanations and examples (e.g. the example of throwing rubbish(bags) into tree-circles with the
mentioned and explained ‘’broken window’’ effect) that were given with the new information from the
respondents - for asking new residents about this information. With the use of axial coding during data
collection, it was possible to extend the topic list with relevant new operationalised knowledge in order
to derive even more knowledge - theoretical sampling - to come to eventual theoretical saturation.
Also the described manner of axial coding was repeated three times more with the later data analysis
rounds during the data collection process.
New findings operationalised to topic list interview 1:
● Questions on how residents would perceive the visual stimuli form the dimensions of hearing,
smell, taste and touch as well.
● Questions about if residents would think that the municipality could have a particular role in
USV promotion and if so, which role.
New findings operationalised to topic list interview 2:
● Asking about what residents thought they could do themselves for desirable USV promotion in
tree-circles and to which extent they would be willing to do that. Or as a trade of services
provided by the municipality.
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●

●

More clear question if residents would think that the visual appearance of USV in tree-circles
would influence their psychological perception (e.g. mood or feelings) and how and why they
would think this would happen.
Making sure all of the interviews ahead would cover the topic of ‘’broken window’’ effect by
asking respondents what kind of visual appearance of USV in tree-circles would attract
undesired behaviour such as throwing in rubbish(bags), parking bicycles and the use as a dog
toilet.

New findings operationalised to topic list interview 3:
● Engage respondents for further interviews in a narrative of why/why not they would sacrifice
extra parking space for USV promotion by asking them explicitly about it.
● Asking more explicitly about respondents’ - past - experience with nature and how their
perception/appreciation of nature is and why it is like that. Also to what extent a tree-circle
network could have a role in this to respondents’ opinion and what this would mean for scale
implementation and connection to nature.
After round 1 of data analysis the new information operationalised into the topic list could be used to
interview the respondents from the other case as well: Jordaan. From now on, the new findings
operationalised to the topic list will be directly given underneath each interview. Important is to keep in
mind that the described through process of open coding and axial coding was constantly behind this
operationalisation. With each of the rounds of data analysis with open coding and axial coding,
transcription of the interviews took place beforehand in order to be able to perform the relevant data
analysis rounds.
Interview 4). Respondent IV was the first respondent from Jordaan that was interviewed. This interview
is particularly useful as the aspect of liveability and peacefulness came forward. Furthermore, the term
‘’urban jungle’’ was used to explicitly express a preference for more wild vegetation instead of
conventional ornamental vegetation. On the basis of this it was decided to clearly incorporate a question
that asked about which kind of vegetation respondents would prefer and why. Also for the first time the
term ‘’weeds’’ was actively used by the respondent. This gave the idea to actively ask what respondents
would define as ‘’weeds’’ and why in order to come to know which underlying perceptions formed their
definition of ‘’weeds’’. This would give useful information in order to adequately answer SRQ2 about
the psychological perceptions and of course the integrity principle that is behind it.
New findings operationalised to topic list interview 4:
● Asking explicitly to respondents’ current perception of urban green in Amsterdam and if they
would prefer wild vegetation instead of it or not.
● How would you define weeds and why?
Interview 5). During this interview it became clear that knowledge about nature and vegetation
appeared to have a clear influence on perceptions of USV and or if as ‘’weeds’’. The respondent
interestingly mentioned that what you know is what you see. Hence, it was decided to more actively ask
respondents about their knowledge of nature, plants, biodiversity, ecological processes and their
relations to climate change.
It was the first time that technical issues were mentioned during the interview, with regard to the hard
soil and the thick root package of Ulmus trees in tree-circles. This implied some municipal
responsibilities according to the respondent in order to make the tree-circles ready for USV promotion.
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New findings operationalised to topic list interview 5:
● Asking explicitly to respondents’ understanding of nature in terms of knowledge about types of
plants, identification of plants (e.g. on basis of the visual stimuli) and if they were concerned
with biodiversity and climate change.
● Also how respondents thought that this understanding/knowledge might or might not influence
their perception on USV in tree-circles.
● Asking about if respondents would be positive about tree-circles being upgraded to a ready for
USV promotion status by e.g. the municipality and how they thought something like that could
become possible. E.g. in exchange for some more responsibilities for the residents as well as a
trade-off with the municipality.
Second Round Data Analysis
The second round of data analysis with open coding and axial coding took place. The topic list was
further extended and operationalised as mentioned above.
Interview 6). The interview with respondent VI was the first interview that took place after the second
round of data analysis. This interview gave interesting information as the term ‘’vandal proof’’ was
introduced as a requirement for USV in tree-circles. Also an extra emphasis was put on the difference
of ornamental ‘’frumpy’’ vegetation and wild vegetation by the respondent. The influence of concern
of biodiversity loss and climate change were emphasised.
New findings operationalised to topic list interview 6:
● Asking respondents more clearly which kinds of vegetation they thought would be ‘’vandal
proof’’ enough (e.g. wild or ornamental) in order to derive extra insights in preferences and
what kind of vegetation would work in intensively used compact city environments.
● In addition to the understanding/knowledge questions asking respondents to which degree they
thought concern for nature would influence their perception and if it did so.
Interview 7). With respondent VII more information was given on how efficient spatial use by the
municipality could be improved (e.g. replacing tulip pots by bicycle parking places to make room in the
tree-circles for USV promotion). Furthermore, the respondent indicated that communication policy with
regard to greening the city and initiatives to it could be better as currently little was actively and clearly
communicated to residents. Furthermore, the role of awareness/knowledge regarding biodiversity
processes and loss was once again underlined. Respondent VII really was concerned with ongoing
urbanisation and densification and loss of biodiversity when asked about USV promotion in tree-circles.
For him this largely influenced his perception on the need of and thus the perception of USV promotion.
From this interview also the recognition of tree-circles as a visible place by stone or wooden frames
became clear as a pattern in counteracting the mentioned ‘’broken window’’ effect.
New findings operationalised to topic list interview 7:
● Asking respondents about how they would think the municipality could deal better with street
design in terms of efficient space utilisation and making room for USV promotion in treecircles.
● From this interview on making sure that an emphasis is put on the potential of frames around
tree-circles as design elements in order to create a recognisable image for residents that it would
be a ‘’respectable’’ place in which undesired behaviour would be very much unintended,
implied by its visible intended use (e.g. visible intended wilderness).
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●

Care for nature was once again emphasised implicitly and appeared to be an important
underlying factor in shaping perceptions of USV in tree-circles.

Interview 8). With respondent VIII the social cohesion aspect and the role of the municipality really
emerged. Explanation was given regarding restrictions and issues for existing private initiatives of
greening (tree-circles). E.g. planning problems and negotiation about what to plant problems among
residents. This gave new insights on the potential role of the municipality as active facilitator in USV
promotion for tree-circles. The most interesting insight was regarding social control and that residents
would have direct outlook from their homes on the rewilded tree-circles, again for e.g. counteracting the
risk of an emerging ‘’broken window’’ effect.
New findings operationalised to topic list interview 8:
● More explicitly asking respondents how and to which extent they thought the municipality
should take active lead in the USV promotion process.
● Asking respondents if they would think that USV promotion in tree-circles via some sort of
initiatives could lead to a strengthened social bond in the neighbourhood and if so, how.
Third Round Data Analysis
The third round of data analysis with open coding and axial coding took place. The topic list was further
extended and operationalised as mentioned above.
Interview 9). The respondent gave additional insights in how citizen activism had a role in greening the
city of Amsterdam and how such activism initiatives affected the streetscape appearance (e.g. for treecircles). Interesting was the explicit mentioning of Guerilla Gardening activism with the use of ‘’flower
bombs’’ to green the city of Amsterdam wherever possible. A deeper understanding of tree-circles as a
network and its influences was shown.
New findings operationalised to topic list interview 9:
● More explicitly asking respondents how they thought existing private initiatives regarding
greening in the city were organised (e.g. by means of the municipality or completely on their
own accord).
Interview 10). New insights were derived in technical issues as respondent X had adopted a tree-circle
of her own for many years. Also extra emphasis was put on the role of understanding and knowledge on
ecological processes within perception forming of USV promotion in tree-circles. According to
respondent X she had eaten a few times from her tree-circle - although finding the sense of taste not that
important for USV promotion in tree-circles - this was interesting as all other respondents indicated that
they would never do that.
New findings operationalised to topic list interview 10:
● More explicitly checking on the sense of taste and regarding preferences to it. Also if it really
had no role, as came forward from all earlier interviews.
Interview 11). Some new answers were given on textures of plants and also more related to the role of
community feeling for prevention of the ‘’broken window’’ effect and how it could create a pleasant
living environment. However, it was the first interview in which really clearly no completely new
information regarding the research topic came forward. Nonetheless, interesting answers were given,
but they were in line with previously given information by respondents.
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New findings operationalised to topic list interview 11:
● No completely new information regarding the research topic emerged.
Interview 12). A more activist and extreme approach influencing the perception of USV promotion of
tree-circles was discovered. However, this gave no complete new information as it was in line with
previously given information. The only difference here was that the intensity of awareness appeared to
further influence the perception of - the need of - USV promotion. It was interesting to hear but not
completely new.
New findings operationalised to topic list interview 12:
● No completely new information regarding the research topic emerged.
Interview 13). Still interesting answers were given, but it was at this point that it really was confirmed
that theoretically saturation was much likely reached. The researcher decided to conduct no further
interviews, also due to constraints in time for the fieldwork of the research.
New findings operationalised to topic list interview 13:
● No completely new information regarding the research topic emerged.
Fourth Round Data Analysis
The fourth - and last - round of data analysis with open coding and axial coding took place partially after
interviews 9, 10 and 11 and the rest after interviews 12 and 13. The topic list was almost not further
extended and operationalised as theoretical saturation was considered to be almost reached after
interviews 9, 10 and 11. The last part of the fourth round of open and axial coding served to make as
sure as possible that the process of selective coding in order to develop final research results could begin
as theoretical saturation was believed to be fully reached.
Selective Coding
The most important strive during the selective coding process was the searching of patterns in interview
data to be able to inductively derive new research results. Selective codes were made on the basis of
connecting categories in such a way that they would form their own core category explaining each one
of the three SRQs. Besides these selective codes - or core categories - another one was created according
to demographic characteristics of respondents representing all relevant demographic information that
was given. The rest of the created core categories were focused on the compact city context and all
categories that were informative on that matter, knowledge/understanding/awareness of nature that
seemed to strongly influence perceptions according to respondents and other core categories with regard
to a spatial design approach (e.g. frames as design elements, tree-circle network and scale
implementation) as well as a spatial policy approach (e.g. potential role municipality and the potential
role residents). Remaining core categories were derived from patterns in categories about preferred
(wild) vegetation characteristics, the human-nature connection and risks of ecosystem disservices (e.g.
the ‘’broken window’’ effect).
The eventual core categories - or selective codes - were used to structure and write the results chapter.
By describing the patterns with words it became able to derive a story out of the core categories, forming
a basis for an extended conceptual model – the ‘’conceptual model of residents’ perception
construction’’ - as a refinement on the initial conceptual theoretical model from the theoretical
framework. Furthermore, the core categories formed input for designing the closed-ended survey format
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from which research results could be validated or not by means of methodological triangulation. From
this survey format a cross-case analysis table was drawn up to summarise the identified similarities in
perceptions among the cases. The survey format was considered to work both ways, on the one hand it
was a result of the research findings and on the other hand it was considered to represent the core of
these findings to be validated for greater support of the results.
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Appendix D: Visual Stimuli used During
Interviews and Surveys
This Appendix shows all of the visual stimuli used during the interviews.

Group 1: tree-circles kept in their conventional status quo, having no/little vegetation, being sealed/bare
or with a grid.
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Group 2: tree-circles in which natural USV growth - through no or less human intervention - is allowed
and/or only slight adjustments are made desirably influencing natural succession.
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Group 3: conventional, wild and expanded wild tree-circles as linear and continuous elements in the
streetscape.
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Appendix E: Invitation Letters used for
Acquiring Interview & Survey Respondents
This Appendix shows the invitation letters (and flyer) used for the acquisition of both interview respondents
(first invitation letter) and survey respondents (second invitation letter and flyer).

Format Interview Invitation Letter
Beste bewoner,
Hierbij wil ik u graag uitnodigen om deel te nemen aan een actueel en relevant onderzoek voor verschillende
straten binnen het centrum van Amsterdam in het kader van mijn masterscriptie voor de opleiding ‘’Urban
Environmental Management’’ aan de universiteit van Wageningen. Het onderzoek gaat over het bevorderen van
wilde plantengroei in de stad, iets dat steeds meer wordt gezien als manier om stadsproblemen zoals
wateroverlast, hittestress en luchtvervuiling tegen te gaan. Deze wilde vegetatie in Amsterdam (en dus ook uw
straat) kan voor biodiversiteit en aantrekkelijkheid in stedelijk groen zorgen en kan plaagsoorten in bestaande
natuur (bijv. eikenprocessierups) tegengaan.
Uw deelname bij dit onderzoek is enorm waardevol. Het kan uiteindelijk meehelpen in het vinden van goede
inzichten/manieren om wilde vegetatie op basis van de perceptie van bewoners wel of niet verder te
bevorderen in de stad.
Wat houdt uw deelname in? U wordt verzocht om deel te nemen aan een interview van ongeveer een uur lang,
waarin u wordt gevraagd naar wat u vindt/zou vinden van wilde vegetatie rondom de bomen in uw eigen straat.
Hierbij wordt met name aandacht besteed aan uw algehele mening en aan wat uw specifieke voorkeuren hierin
zouden zijn. Binnen het onderzoek zal u anoniem blijven en aan de uitvoering van het onderzoek zitten verder
geen andere partijen behalve ikzelf en de universiteit verbonden. Verder kunt u mij altijd vragen (blijven) stellen
via onderstaand mailadres. Via dit mailadres kunt u mij ook laten weten of u graag mee wil doen en wanneer u
het interview zou willen inplannen. Als antwoord op uw mail zal ik in wat meer detail over het onderzoek
vertellen, mocht u dat alvast willen.
Ik hoop van u te horen! Alvast bedankt.
Beau Lagarde → Mailadres: beau.lagarde@wur.nl
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Format Survey Invitation Letter
Beste bewoner,
Hierbij wil ik u graag uitnodigen om deel te nemen aan een actueel en relevant onderzoek binnen het centrum
van Amsterdam in het kader van mijn masterscriptie voor de opleiding ‘’Urban Environmental Management’’
aan de universiteit van Wageningen. Het onderzoek gaat wilde plantengroei in de stad en de perceptie van
bewoners ervan. Uw deelname bij dit onderzoek is enorm waardevol. Het kan uiteindelijk meehelpen in het
vinden van goede inzichten/manieren om wilde vegetatie op basis van de perceptie van bewoners wel of niet
verder te bevorderen in de stad.
Wat houdt uw deelname in? U wordt verzocht om via de QR-code deel
te nemen aan een korte enquête van maximaal 5 minuten lang, waarin u
wordt gevraagd naar wat u vindt/zou vinden van wilde vegetatie rondom
de bomen in uw dagelijkse leefomgeving. Binnen het onderzoek zal u
anoniem blijven en aan de uitvoering van het onderzoek zitten verder geen
andere partijen behalve ikzelf en de universiteit verbonden. Verder kunt u
mij altijd vragen (blijven) stellen via het mailadres vermeld in de enquête.
Ik hoop van u te horen! Alvast hartelijk bedankt.
Beau Lagarde
URL (mocht de QR-code niet werken):
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1mGIsOGZRKQUZYEv7XOQJcnLB2CmNCYtnSoikEqRcfak/edit
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Format Survey Invitation Flyer

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1mGIsOGZRKQUZYEv7XOQJcnLB2CmNCYtnSoikEqRcfak/edit

Onderzoek Naar Wilde Plantengroei In Uw Leefomgeving
Het betreft een korte en anonieme enquête van maximaal 5 minuten, waarin naar uw mening
ten opzichte van wilde plantengroei in de dagelijkse leefomgeving wordt gevraagd.

Scan de QR-code om mee te doen, alvast bedankt!
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Appendix F: A Spatial Approach to the
Interview Outcomes
This Appendix shows a spatial approach to the research outcomes and already provides some
interpretation of these results. The Appendix is used as input for spatial recommendations in the
discussion chapter. In the database a table with all used quotes in their original language - Dutch - and
their translation into English is given. All pictures in this Appendix are made by the author.
A Spatial Design Approach
➔ A Balance of Functionality
In light of compact spaces in compact cities - such as Amsterdam - space scarcity has a significant
influence on the design of a biodiverse urban environment. Conventional tree-circles were perceived as
spaces of missed opportunity, referring to the conventional tree-circles either being empty or just
containing grass: ‘’That grass is a missed opportunity, and don't get me wrong, those tree-circles with
grass or those bare tree spaces are much more likely to be found in a square where people walk past
them all the time and because rubbish is thrown into them. So I certainly understand it in those places,
but where it's possible, like on the canal side, just do it.’’ (Respondent IV - J). Instead, all respondents
thought of tree-circles - given the fact they are already available spaces in a compact space environment
- as most ideal spots for rewilding given the context of having restricted space available for such a
process: ‘’It is precisely this wilderness that can be stimulated very well around the trees. Or places
where there is already space available for nature.’’ (Respondent VI - GZ) and: ‘’Of course, that is the
only part that can still be planted. I don't know where else to plant.’’ later on speaking of simulating
‘’Little jungles.’’ (Respondent VIII - J).
Nonetheless, a condition present was to remain a balance between street function and nature.
Respondent I (GZ) mentioned that USV should be kept in bounds by keeping it within frames in order
to prevent hindering traffic. She particularly spoke of car traffic, such as heavy traffic for construction
activities and providing catering industry in the living environment. Other respondents also mentioned
that cycling and walking should not be hampered by USV overgrowing the tree-circles: ‘’Everything
within reasonable bounds. Of course, it must retain the function of a street, the wildlife must not go up
to the extent that you can no longer ride a bicycle.’’ ‘’A lot of vegetation is conceivable, but it is still a
street. You have to be able to park your bicycles and, as I said, space is scarce.’’ (Respondent V - J).
So, from the interviews it was again found that USV promotion was considered favourable by all
respondents, it was desirable according to all respondents provided that regular street use would not be
disrupted.
To summarise findings:
● In compact urban environments where space is scarce, conventional empty tree-circles are
considered as a missed opportunity for increasing biodiversity.
● As space is scarce and often cramped, a condition for wild tree-circles is that they should be
kept within reasonable bounds i.e. frames to avoid hindering traffic and hindering other street
uses.
➔ Parking Space
As already mentioned, another type of street use that was mentioned a lot was parking space for bicycles.
This was considered as one of the major challenges with respect to USV promotion as a lot of bicycles
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were often parked in conventional tree-circles. Rewilding the tree-circles was - as explained - considered
as something that would keep out the bicycles, but that would also inherently lead to a demand for
additional space for parking bicycles. Once again, the removal of plant pots from the streets to create
replacement space for bicycle parking was mentioned. This would increase the efficiency of street use
according to respondents: ‘’I think those pots are more of a hindrance.’’ (Respondent XI - GZ), ‘’Then
they put pots in places where I think: this is really impractical, you can't even walk on the pavement
now.’’ (Respondent X - J) and: ‘’I just don't like the trays, and they take up a lot of space.’’ (Respondent
VII - GZ). However, particularly the space needed for bicycle parking is an identified enduring
challenge: ‘’What I have a problem with in Amsterdam is the unbelievable number of bicycles.
Sometimes a car comes to collect them, but most of them just stay there, nothing happens to them. I think
that's a shame.’’ (Respondent XIII - J) and: ‘’It's so bad with those bicycles that, a few blocks away,
there are a lot of families, a large complex, so nowadays you have those cargo bikes for children. They
are parked on the footpath, next to each other, so the footpath is full of those bikes, and people complain
about that.’’ (Respondent XI - GZ). Hence, sacrificing pots for bicycle spaces would probably not
suffice: ‘’It's just one of the things that requires space, and space is scarce here, so you always have to
make choices. And I can imagine that if you don't create enough replacement parking space, you can't
create this kind of wild space indefinitely. It has to remain realistic.’’ (Respondent V - J).
From the interviews, it appeared that for USV promotion in tree-circles a certain balance between
different land uses should be created. This balance is not just about sacrificing some planters for bicycle
parking space to allow for USV promotion in tree-circles. Preferably, a well-considered spatial
compensation with car parking places should be found as well. Nonetheless, the answers given on the
question if USV promotion should expand to claim car parking spaces as well, answers were divided
into two extremes. Ranging from the notion of: ‘’I don't think that's a good idea. The municipality's
policy is pedestrianised. I think their thinking is wrong. Because, for civil servants, more car-free means
fewer cars. But that doesn't work. They should not think in terms of fewer cars, but in terms of fewer
traffic movements. What happens when you get rid of parking spaces? People drive around more to get
a space, which means more traffic movements, which means more emissions, more particulate matter,
more noise, more risk of accidents. They should just create more parking spaces, not fewer.’’
(Respondent VII - GZ) to: ‘’I already have enough trouble finding a parking space by car and I am not
at all anti-car. In my opinion, I would much rather invest in underground car parks and then remove
above-ground parking. Then, of course, you would have to work with greenery and other things. Then
you get a kind of city park, where you can actually walk through the whole city. I think you could build
many more underground car parks, starting at the Singelgracht, because then everyone could park right
in the city. But maybe that's still to come.’’ (Respondent III - GZ) to: ‘’I am in favour, as far as I am
concerned. I don't have a car, so I don't think cars are that important. But you have to make sure that
people have somewhere to put their bicycles, otherwise they'll put them in the green.’’ (Respondent X J).
Overall, it became clear that all respondents who did not possess a car were completely in favour of
replacing car parking spaces for USV promotion. Respondents that did possess a car were more nuanced
about this statement. The general opinion that was given was that removing parking spaces for cars
would mean compensation in another way, by for example the construction of underground parking
garages. This notion is in line with what respondent III (GZ) explained. Only respondent VII (GZ) was
completely against the reduction of aboveground parking spaces for cars, regardless of compensation
with underground car parking space. The majority of interviewees, however, were in favour of USV
promotion, but again provided that a functional balance would be ensured. This preference leads to a
need for a more refined balance between USV promotion in tree-circles, replacement parking spaces for
bicycles on the streets and replacement parking spaces for cars, potentially underground. In particular,
the potential to take cars off the street by providing underground parking space - or, for example, by
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encouraging other modes of transport and/or shared car ownership instead of conventional car ownership
- could provide significant opportunities to compensate for bicycle parking spaces and promote the
spatial expansion of USV promotion. However, the extent of feasibility has not yet been examined here.
To summarise findings:
● The large amount of space that bicycle parking spaces take up, also in tree-circles, creates a
challenge for a balanced space layout in which USV promotion in tree-circles gets space.
● Car ownership is a determining factor in being in favour or against further extension of USV
promotion to parking spaces.
● Underground parking garages are considered a viable option for compensation of car parking
spaces, if USV would get room to extend outside tree-circles as well.
● The reduction of parking spaces is a controversial issue and requires a delicate approach.
➔ A Tree-circle Network
Success in creating such a well-considered spatial compensation regarding parking spaces - according
to all respondents from both cases - could result in spatial opportunities for networking tree-circles.
When showing visual stimuli representing tree-circles containing USV as linear and continuous
elements in the streetscape, respondents reacted in a similar way: ‘’That is really beautiful. Yes, of
course, it's more like you have the feeling that you're walking through it. And if you have a fairly wide
pavement, for example near shops or something like that, you could also use a piece of that. And what
is that, great celandine I think? Those are also very strong plants, of course, so that would be really
nice.’’ (Respondent VIII - J) and: ''I like it very much.'' (Respondent II - GZ). All respondents were
completely in favour of the promotion of USV in as many tree-circles as realistically possible - given
the functional street use balance - to create a contiguous spatial network of tree-circles: ‘’Oh, how nice.
Look at those wild tree-circles in a row. When I would cycle past that, it would make me very happy.
And where parking spaces have been replaced, that would make me even more happy. I mean, it's as if
all is connected. So that you have the feeling of being in the city, but also in nature. That you are part
of a network and not part of a place. It is perhaps difficult to find the right words for it. I really would
go to those kinds of beautiful places in the city to look.’’ (Respondent IX - GZ) and: ‘’The wild treecircles in a row appear already very friendly. And where it has been extended further, it is already a
kind of forest there.’’ (Respondent V - J).
As said, he expansion of USV outside of the tree-circles really depended on the extent of succeeding in
creating a well-considered spatial compensation for in particular parking spaces, but overall, all the
respondents were in favour of development of a tree-circle network of USV at least and they found that
because to their perception city and park would be more more intertwined in such network rather than
strictly separated. This would advantage natural experience throughout the whole city.
To summarise findings:
● Success in creating such a well-considered spatial compensation regarding parking spaces could
potentially lead to networking wild tree-circles.
● Wild tree-circles represented as linear and continuous elements in the streetscape are perceived
as pleasant by residents.

➔ Scale Implementation
Because all of the respondents were strongly in favour of a natural experience in their daily living
environment, all of them were in favour of implementing a tree-circle network on the largest possible
scale, but starting implementing it first at the city level of Amsterdam: ‘’I would start in Amsterdam first
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and then you can always see if it becomes a success. If something becomes a success, there is a great
tendency to join it.'' (Respondent VI - GZ). While the other respondents already found that scale
implementation of a USV tree-circle network should not stick at city-level: ‘’It starts from somewhere,
but I would even do it in the whole of the Netherlands. Don't limit it to just Amsterdam.'' (Respondent V
- J) and: "Just the whole of Amsterdam, as big as possible. If I understand and believe everything about
climate change, then it will all become super hot in the future, of course, you have to believe the
documentaries you see. But they show with those thermal cameras on plants and stones that the city just
gets a lot cooler when there are more plants. So yeah, why stop at canals and around here, why not do
it everywhere?’’ (Respondent IV - J). Here again, care for nature appeared to influence the perception
on scale implementation of wild tree-circles.
To summarise findings:
● There are no critical limitations to the extent of scale implementation of wild tree-circles
according to residents.
➔ A Human-Nature Connection
Given the apparent and significant influence of care for nature and (childhood) living environment on
the identified perceptions of residents of USV in tree-circles, the implementation of a USV tree-circle
network on large scale in order to bring people back into contact with a certain degree of nature on a
daily basis was perceived as rather important. For this the potential in biodiversity of USV was
considered appropriate: ‘’If everything is monotonous, you don't notice it anymore. But if the situation
changes every twenty steps, you have variation again, and with different seasons you have different
colours, it looks different every time.’’ (Respondent XI - GZ). According to respondent XI (GZ) this
would benefit the human-nature connection as it would make residents more intrigued by a natural
experience in their daily living environment, making nature interesting and worthwhile to engage with.
Furthermore, all respondents indicated that USV to their opinion had more to do with nature anyway
because it grows spontaneously - without human intervention - and hence naturally: ‘’It has something
to do with nature more than a really organised situation would. With ornamental vegetation, I'm
thinking of the large roundabout at the Heineken museum where you had grass where trams used to run
and then a small hill where crocuses and the like grew. I don't think that people are stimulated by this
to think that it has something to do with nature, but if you have ivy and everything is overgrown and you
have a bit of wild plants, then you also get a bit of a feeling of nature. And maybe you get an urge to go
there more often. I think so. If you never see it, you will never connect with it.’’ (Respondent IV - J).
From the interviews, it might be stated that the visual appearance of an USV tree-circle network would
possibly allow for exposing residents from their doorstep on, throughout their complete daily living
environment - and potentially further - with perceived natural vegetation. Possibly contributing to the
recovery of a human-nature connection.
In the end, respondent VII (GZ) gave an appropriate and - to all respondents - representative statement
regarding the connection of humans and nature, and the factor of living environment behind it: ‘’They
sometimes say, jokingly, that there are many children who have never seen a living cow, or even a bee,
in their lives. But then it would of course be good to experience nature, because that natural experience
in my childhood has been really enriching. And I think for many children who live in a city, the more
nature and the more life, the better it is for them. Because then they might also start to be more prudent
with their surroundings. Less beer cans, for example. So in that way we do improve the connection
between human and nature. And of course it starts with children, but I also think that adults can become
more aware with good information and experience. The municipality could then act as a facilitator.’’
From this quotation, the human-nature connection also clearly links with a spatial policy approach to
USV promotion for a tree-circle network.
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To summarise findings:
● Networking tree-circles may bring USV as nature closer to people throughout the whole city of
Amsterdam.

A Spatial Policy Approach
➔ The Municipality as Designated to Take Responsibility for USV Promotion in Tree-circles
From the importance of an enhanced human-nature connection and its benefits for raising ecare for
nature, it is important that appropriate spatial policy to it is pursued. The state of affairs regarding spatial
greening policy in the daily living environment was experienced as progressing over the years, however
for promoting USV or any other types of vegetation in tree-circles the state of affairs was not optimal
according to residents: ‘’They are actively not doing anything about it.’’ (Respondent V - J) and: ‘’All
the wild tree-circles you see here already are initiatives from private individuals instead of initiatives
taken by the municipality, not the other way around.’’ (Respondent IX - GZ). All respondents indicated
that over the years also tree-circles have become more vegetated, but these were apparently often really
initiatives taken by private individuals rather than by the municipality. On the question whether residents
were aware of the fact that in fact they could apply for adoption of a tree-circle, almost all of them
indicated that they were not aware of it. From the viewpoint of responsibility it was found that the
municipality - as public authority and decision-making authority of public space/owner of public treecircle space - would be the appropriate party to take responsibility for active policy in rewilding treecircles to enhance urban biodiversity in inner city areas: ‘’Well, of course the municipality has to, A:
allow for wild vegetation in tree-circles, that's where it starts. They are in charge of public space and
of course it's B: that I think they should lead the way. So they have to have a policy in which the option
of a tree-circle garden is embedded.’’ (Respondent V - J). From this quote it - once again - appeared
that it was generally just not known among respondents that the municipality already offered an option
for vegetating a tree-circle by means of tree-circle adoption. This clearly links with the notion of
respondents from both the cases that - when they were confronted with the fact that they already could
apply for tree-circle adoption - they were surprised.
To summarise findings:
●

The municipality of Amsterdam is considered to be responsible for public space and thus USV
promotion in tree-circles in the streetscapes.

➔ The Importance of The Municipality being a Proactive Communicator
Then, almost immediately the general answer was that in this light communication policy could be
improved as well: ‘’That should then be an active communication policy. There is a magazine in
Amsterdam, called Amsterdam, I believe it is on the stairs. So, for example, you can do a lot about
communication via something like that. But I've never seen anything about green spaces. So it needs to
be promoted more. They have the means, such as the magazine. So it's possible.’’ (Respondent VII GZ). Regardless of the means of communication, more proactiveness instead of passiveness in
communication by the municipality was preferred by everyone: ‘’From ''if you would like to, please
write to this and this email address'' to rather more like ''we are going to green the city and we are going
to start with the tree-circles there and there'' and then just start ''and next week or in three months there
will be a plant market on this and that'' but just do it and not like ''would you like that?'' because I think
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everyone would like it.’’ (Respondent VIII - J) and: ‘’That would be nice. But then it would have to be
civic participation in which the resident is invited and not, as in Rotterdam, that the resident first has to
indicate it himself and then the municipality is there for them.’’ (Respondent II - GZ). Also for the
greening policy that respondents were aware of they indicated that in the end they were not informed
about the details of it: ‘’I don't have the feeling that they are very much engaged in greening projects at
the moment. What I said, the only thing I get every year is that you can contribute to the budget now
and then. I don't know what will become of it in the end, you don't get a letter or something saying it's
succeeded; this is what it has become.’’ Hence, it was overall considered that the municipality must
actively promote the greening policy, particularly with respect to promoting USV in tree-circles.
To summarise findings:
●

The municipality of Amsterdam must proactively take the lead in USV promotion and must
clearly promote and communicate initiatives therein.

➔ The Importance of The Municipality as Leading and Active Facilitator
From the viewpoint of the municipality being the designated party to promote USV in tree-circles,
respondents found more particularly that the municipality should be an active facilitator rather than
complete leader and executor of the policy: ‘’I think it is going a bit too far to ask for a very active role
from the municipality in this, and then I am actually looking at it purely financially.’’ (Respondent VI GZ) and: ‘’Management, exclusively for the municipality, is too laborious, I think.’’ (Respondent V - J).
All respondents showed awareness of challenges regarding maintenance costs and intensity for the
municipality. Hence, they indicated that from that viewpoint the municipality would not have to
maintain the wild tree-circles, rather: ‘’I think the council might even have a sort of model street , like
the tree-circles, where you design one tree-circle completely and then people think: hey, that's great,
we're going to do that too, or we're going to apply for that. So that you have a bit of an example of
different wild tree-circles, so that the municipality takes the lead in this.’’ (Respondent VIII - J) and:
‘’Look if the municipality just stops weeding, then I'm curious and let's see what will appear in the street.
So let the municipality stop doing that and also invite the residents to put in what they want to put in.’’
‘’That you cooperate with a lottery or something like that, but that in any case you think from the
industry side. Think of ''Intratuin'' garden shops, ''Gamma'' construction shops and so on, where
everyone gets a voucher of, say, 15 euros and they can get plants from it. The industry will pay for that
of course, because people will come into their shops and they will probably be attracted to buy all sorts
of other things as well.’’ (Respondent II - GZ). These quotes represent possible ways in which the
municipality - according to the respondents - could facilitate USV promotion in tree-circles with
minimum maintenance intensity and costs for the municipality itself. The general notion appeared to be
that the municipality had to encourage residents to engage themselves with USV promotion. To persuade
residents for joining citizen participation: ‘’Ultimately, you have to look at how you can persuade people
to participate.’’ (Respondent VII - GZ).
To summarise findings:
●
●

There are opportunities in activating residents to participate in USV promotion, so that it does
not become an unmanageable task for the municipality.
However, as the municipality is considered as responsible, they have to take those opportunities
and get citizen participation right.
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➔ The Provision of a Basic Facility for Tree-circles
In light of active and leading facilitation for creating encouragement amongst residents, respondents
thought of one essential aspect to be the complete responsibility of the municipality. This concerned the
initial provision of a basic tree-circle facility in order to allow residents to engage with USV promotion
in the first place. From the interviews, some technical issues with promoting USV in tree-circles were
identified. These technical issues were concerned with the soil quality in many tree-circles. The soil in
tree-circles appeared to be very compact and hard due to years of intensive tramping and other use of
people in both the cases. Respondent IX (GZ) illustrated with the following quote: ‘’Now we just decided
to adopt three tree-circles, which is impossible to do because it is rock-hard sand. So I started hacking
away at the soil with one of those military pickaxes, not damaging the roots, and then I threw soil over
it. But when those roots come through that earth, they come to that sand.’’ (Respondent IX - GZ). The
combination with dense root packages of Ulmus and Tilia trees - and large trees abstracting a lot of
water - was mentioned as an issue as well for promoting USV in tree-circles:‘’It is a rock-hard root
package. There are still two of those old elms there. A neighbour with whom we have quite a lot of
contact, who lives there, also wanted something like that. She saw our tree-circle and thought 'great'.
She had bought some plants. Yes, I can't do it'. You need an axe to get only a couple of centimetres into
the ground.’’ (Respondent X - J). These were experiences from two respondents that happened to have
adopted a tree-circle (in the past).
From these struggles - halting residents’ enthusiasm for adopting tree-circles - respondents found it
important that the municipality would prevent such struggles by - for example - loosening the soil and
providing sufficient planting soil for the tree-circles possible: ‘’They can hand out information just like
how they did with gable gardens. You could apply for that at the municipality, and the municipality
supplied soil for it. So, for example, you could raise it with a frame, put potting compost in it and then
give a leaflet with plants, saying what you could do with it. Of course, it shouldn't grow into the street,
but with those frames that won't happen quickly either. I think the municipality can do something about
that, yes.’’ ‘’I think that if you make it good with such a framework, especially that cars and bikes can't
get in. I think people will then want to do something with it.’’ (Respondent VIII - J). The integral
provision of elevated stone frames around tree-circles throughout the streetscapes - in order to create
the desired sense of place for preventing from the mentioned ‘’broken window’’ effect - was a second
provision aspect that was considered to be the municipality's obligation to do so.
To summarise findings:
●

To spark citizen participation in USV promotion, the municipality should enable them by
creating a basic provision for tree-circles making it convenient for residents to assist in USV
promotion in tree-circles.

➔ An Assortment of USV-Species to Choose from
Finally, respondents from both cases agreed that an assortment of USV-species would be a good way to
establish clear but flexible guidelines about which kinds of wild plants would be most beneficial to
biodiversity - and why - and which plants would be not. And also whether the type of plant would be fit
enough to survive in a tree-circle: ‘’I think that the municipality should create the guidelines to show
what is allowed and what is possible.’’ (Respondent II - GZ). More specifically: ‘’That seems very
helpful to me, because otherwise people will plant whatever they like. So that's why I thought, okay, you
can get it there and people still have some sort of choice within certain guidelines, but that it doesn't
become too exotic like bamboo for example, I think that would be good.’’ (Respondent IV - J), ‘’That
the municipality posts a list of plants on their website, giving information and also indicating whether
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they are suitable or not. I think someone from the planting department could easily do that.’’
(Respondent VI - GZ) and: ‘’You could say, well, we have 40 species of wild plants, and people can
make a choice for their nearby tree-circle. But they are all bee plants and butterfly plants. They are all
plants that go from a bit high to a bit low. The explanation is that we start low and build up a little
higher in the middle. So I think that would help a lot.’’ (Respondent VIII - J).

Figure F1.
An example of a tree-circle in which a lot of effort has been put with numerous ornamental - not wild plants as well (left). And a tree-circle consisting of USV-species (Malva) in the very same street (right)
(photos made by the author)
To summarise findings:
●

A well-considered assortment of USV-species that are known to contribute to biodiversity may
be a good idea to prevent tree-circles from ending up with all sorts of plants that do not
particularly contribute to biodiversity.

➔ The Need Of Adequate Facilitative Information Policy
Just as respondent VIII (J) mentioned - when promoting plants from a well-considered assortment of
wild plants - adequate information was perceived as useful as well. Especially because people - both
adults and children - in the Netherlands are usually not exposed to nature education and do usually lack
basic care for nature. To raise care for nature amongst residents, the municipality was considered to
need to conduct an adequate information policy. The need for such an information policy is well captured
in the next quotation of respondent IX (GZ): ‘’Of course, you can also just teach people. It is nice to
teach people something. Education, for example. Of course, it is a shame that it's not taught from
primary school onwards. And that's why we keep going round in the same pattern, you know. It's funny
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that you should drop by now, because I happened to be working on a tree-circle for the first time. And
yes, I have had some moments of disappointment a couple of times in the morning, because someone
had put a Christmas tree in a pot, for example. And then they have no idea that the roots of that
Christmas tree have been cut off and that it won't survive. They just don't know anything about green.’’
A more facilitative approach was generally preferred, such as the facilitation of an ‘’open garden day’’
where information could be provided was one of the ideas: ‘’What I said about the open garden days.
Encourage an evening when a group of people can walk past and an explanation is given of how certain
wild plants thrive here and that someone then thinks, hey, I'd like to add that too. That helped a lot with
the allotments.’’ (Respondent VIII - J). Especially in the light of potential technical issues regarding
USV promotion in tree-circles: ''What I was saying with the vegetation needing so much water and some
large trees abstracting that water, you should know that. I mean it's very logical, but I hadn't thought of
it before. That in an ordinary garden you don't need to water as much as here. In that sense they can
educate people, yes.’’ (Respondent XIII - J).
Overall, general guidelines - e.g. a guide for planting, USV ready made, tree-circles - for vegetating and
managing tree-circles by residents was perceived as wishful. As well as information provision from the
municipality about the characteristics of numerous wild plant species from the assortment and their
contribution to ecological processes and biodiversity: ‘’That seems like a lot of fun to me, in terms of
education, I can see a role for the municipality, yes. For example, I don't know exactly what wild plants
are and what they are not and how they work.’’ (Respondent VI - GZ) and: ‘’I think that if you just
inform people properly and make it clear how important the wild tree-circles are, then there will be
quite a few people who will be willing to cooperate in some way. In any way they can. But it always
starts with the fact that residents generally have no idea, they have no idea.’’ (Respondent VII - GZ).
As care for nature has appeared to be a main factor shaping and creating positive perceptions of USV as
rather natural vegetation - and associated benefits for biodiversity - it could be seen that an adequate
level of care for nature raised by adequate information policy provided by the municipality may
positively engage residents with USV promotion in the streetscapes.
To summarise findings:
●

A clear information policy by the municipality to stress the importance of USV promotion to
biodiversity/ecological processes, about what kinds of plants are good to plant and why and also
about how to optimally and conveniently assist USV promotion in tree-circles is desired.

➔ Sufficient Financial Incentive To Spark Initial Involvement Of Residents In USV Promotion
According to respondents, it would in addition be required for the municipality to provide in financial
means for residents in order to actually enable and enthuse them to realise USV-species from the
assortment into tree-circles: ‘’I do think that the municipality should give a subsidy for this, to say
something.’’ (Respondent VIII - J) and seen from a facilitative perspective: ‘’A kind of voucher would
be good to use to make people really want to do that. And then the municipality doesn't really have to
do that much except make the money available and then, per tree you have, let's say, three buildings per
tree, and you give the residents the opportunity, then the municipality really does make use of their
willingness.’’ (Respondent IV - J). And to create as much as possible willingness with as many as
possible residents: ‘’Some people will be willing to do it for nothing. Others say if I put in the time and
it is at the expense of my clothes, for example, then I also want to be paid to go to the dry-cleaner. I'm
just saying something crazy. I am just mentioning something crazy. In the end, you have to look at how
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you can enthuse people.’’ (Respondent VII - GZ). Hence, a financial incentive was perceived to be
required to get residents initially involved with USV promotion.
To summarise findings:
●

Some financial incentive - e.g. subsidies for buying USV-species - is considered to be beneficial
for boosting citizen participation.

➔ Prevention of Uncontrollable Urban Developments
Residents found that civil initiatives sometimes took over - given the lack of the municipality leading
initiatives - and the design of public tree-circles and therefore public space. A good example, given for
this, was the phenomenon of guerrilla gardening. Guerilla Gardening could be considered as a form of
uncontrolled urban development, in which the greening development of tree-circles is citizen-led: ‘’I
participate in that too. We sometimes make these flower bombs, you know.’’ ‘’A bomb of clay, that's
why it is called Guerilla, because you throw a bomb, so to speak. A sort of clay ball and it has all kinds
of seeds in it and you can just throw it somewhere. But you have to throw it in such a way that it is
favourable, but it is a nice idea. But even then, it is useful if you know something.’’ (Respondent IX GZ). It is a well-intentioned movement to increase urban biodiversity, hence residents were not found
against it. Nonetheless, it lacks a centrally-controlled greening policy by a public authority such as the
municipality of Amsterdam for safeguarding biodiversity ambitions. From the respondents, the do it
yourself line of reasoning was found with the ones who were actively engaged in greening the city:
‘’Now we're done with it. Well, the municipality, they assign the tree-circles where it can be done, so to
speak. And you have to apply for it, now I've applied 10 times, I have been with the municipality myself
and even then it doesn't work. So now we had something like, we're going to stop, we're just going to do
it ourselves.’’ ‘’The municipality of Amsterdam is really making more and more efforts to green things,
to give residents the chance to make something, to do something. But then you still have to go through
a lot of things and I have to admit that I haven't asked for anything more in the last year. So now we just
adopted three tree-circles ourselves.’’ (Respondent IX - GZ) and: ‘’That tree-circle was full of dog
excrement and grass and so on. Then we seized it and I grew potatoes in it for a year or so.'' (Respondent
X - J).
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Figure F2.
Representation of tree-circle adopted as a result of private initiative (photo made by the author)
Other respondents also indicated that they witnessed people starting greening on their own, be it via
guerilla gardening or completely on their own, given the lack of clear guidance and initiative by the
municipality: ‘’If you look in front of here, you can already see that all the pieces of pavement that could
be seized are already seized by residents for greenery.’’ (Respondent IV - J). Perceived disadvantages
to private initiatives were that the municipality had no complete control on it, although it was perceived
as still better than no greenery at all: ‘’I like it very much. I think the "Kabouterpartij" in Amsterdam
started it. From that moment on, bricks were lifted everywhere and plants were put in, hence all those
bins. In the past, no bins were allowed anywhere, because the pavement was pedestrian territory. This
all changed when the ''Kabouters'' entered the municipal council. That is when it all started.’’ ‘’They
have been in the city council once, it was in the 70s of course. This is all left over from that, I think.’’
(Respondent XIII - J). From this quotation it appeared that forms of private initiatives shaped
streetscapes in the inner city of Amsterdam for quite some time already.
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Figure F3.
Two photographs representing private initiatives in the cases by means of placing pots in the streetscape
as well as adopting tree-circles (photos made by the author)
To summarise findings:
●
●

A lack of proactive guidance from the municipality in greening the city, caused citizens to
switch to private initiatives in order to get something done.
Private initiatives show willingness of residents, but on the other hand they are uncontrollable
as well.

➔ The Potential of Joint USV promotion
The motivations driving private initiatives - such as guerilla gardening - may be well applied in order to
promote collaboration between residents and the municipality while at the same time following
important boundary conditions for safeguarding enhancement of urban biodiversity. In exchange for the
municipality's creating of basic tree-circle provision, subsidisation and facilitation, respondents found
that residents could easily make sure that wild tree-circles would not get a neglected appearance: ‘’The
same goes for the tree-circles, if they put a solid concrete raised edge around it when they lay them out.
Where no bicycles or cars go and put good soil in. Yes, then you have to find a few people who are
willing to do the maintenance. But once it looks nice, more people will do it. You see in the small side
streets where there is not so much traffic. As soon as people get the chance, they put pots with plants
everywhere. Most people love greenery.’’ (Respondent X - J). About the fact that USV usually required
no or less human intervention respondent II (GZ) answered: ‘’Just let it grow. Look, most people don't
have a clue what to do for biodiversity, but keeping it tidy is what everyone understands.'' Respondent
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IV (J) added to that, that for tree-circles it would be feasible to once in a while prune USV when really
needed and to keep it tidy for residents as well: ‘’It is only one square metre, it is 15 minutes' work.’’
and: ‘’If necessary, you can give out a prize, you know, for the ones with the most beautiful tree-circles.’’
By establishing a compromise between municipality - facilitating in financial means, facilitating in
ecological and technical information and providing in tree-circle basic provisions - and willing residents
- keeping wild tree-circles tidy, preventing from the ‘’broken window’’ effect and not hindering streetuse - the municipality of Amsterdam may allow itself to be the director of greening initiatives in public
space. In the end, this may have positive implications for municipal management costs, municipal
management means (water, equipment et cetera) and municipal management efforts while at the same
time increasing urban biodiversity and enhancing aesthetic and natural urban experience, with all its
further perceived psychological benefits for residents: ‘’Of course, we have to get many people to learn
to enjoy nature. … A lot of people enjoy nature less than they could. It would be to the benefit of their
own health, to the benefit of their overall wellbeing.’’ (Respondent III - GZ).
To summarise findings:
●

●
●

The potential of USV promotion requiring low maintenance cost and effort gives opportunity
to viable joint management of municipality and residents. Both the municipality and residents
are not required to invest disproportionately in USV promotion.
The municipality could facilitate the discussed needs for right USV promotion.
Willing residents could help in preventing wild tree-circles ending up in neglected spaces.

➔ Social Cohesion & Social Control
A final remark on the perceived potential of joint USV promotion lies in its ability of social sustainability
by strengthening social cohesion: ‘’I think the charm of such a tree-circle, especially in the
neighbourhood, is that it needs care and attention and that beauty, recreation, togetherness and cooling
and whatever are given in return. So I think the social cohesion piece has a very important function
here.’’ (Respondent II - GZ). Also respondent VIII (J) perceived the potential for increased social
cohesion by USV promotion in tree-circles: ‘’It has a very social aspect to it. ... But I also see treecircles or areas in the Jordaan where people already are having a good time with the four of them and
thinking about what they would like to do next, and so on. I think you can encourage that more.’’ More
specifically, in turn, increased social cohesion may prevent the mentioned ‘’broken window’’ effect as
residents would have social control by having direct lookout on the tree-circles from their homes, as
continuation on on her previous quote: ‘’It may not always be the way I would do it, but in those treecircles rarely anything is thrown in, because it looks as if someone is making an effort into it and that
someone is looking out on it and living there and sees it a bit as their little garden. Because I think that's
very good if people are going to get that idea, that they're going to see it a bit as their little outdoor
area.’’
This notion was underlined by - for example - respondent V (J) as well: ‘’I think that observant
neighbours are very important to keep an eye on this, and so civic participation is also very important.’’
The idea of social control may preserve social monitoring of USV promotion in tree-circles in the longterm, hence increasing social sustainability. Potentially even causing people to teach themselves to
behave more prudent with tree-circles and to create a more pleasant daily living environment for
themselves and others as well: ‘’In a community where you also have some social control. If you think
it through further, it also has to do with safety. If you're in a well-maintained area, you have the feeling,
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it's okay here. Apart from the aesthetic fact, you have the feeling that things are being looked after, and
that's just nice, in a nice way, not by deploying police of course. A good living environment.’’
(Respondent XI - GZ).
To summarise findings:
● The social cohesion aspect of USV promotion amongst residents is of considered importance.
● Civic participation in USV promotion for tree-circles is considered important with regard to
social control in a sense of observant residents keeping an eye on the tree-circles they assisted
USV promotion for.
● Apart from the aesthetic benefits of USV promotion, it is considered to spark a feeling that the
environment is cared for. Creating a pleasant living environment.
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